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Summary

Growth in communication network capacity has been fueled by rapid advances in fiber-optic transmission technologies. In contrast, growth in the capacity of switching and routing nodes has grown at a much slower pace, to the point where they are currently the bottlenecks that limit network capacity.

The maximum capacity (throughput) a packet switch can achieve is largely determined by its architecture. It is widely recognized that conventional architectures cannot be scaled to implement the multi-terabit/s fabrics that will soon be required. Therefore, the problem this dissertation addresses is that of scalable high-capacity packet switches with a strong focus on performance.

First, a comprehensive overview of current packet-switch architectures is given, in which the pros and cons of existing approaches are identified. Traditional purely input- or output-queued switch-fabric architectures do not scale to the required aggregate throughput rates on the order of terabits per second. Recent research has focused mainly on input-queued or combined input- and output-queued architectures with limited speed-up using smart centralized scheduling algorithms to achieve good performance, but the presence of a central scheduling unit imposes serious limitations on scalability.

The main contribution of this dissertation is the introduction and evaluation of a novel architecture that combines the strengths of input-queued switches using virtual output queuing (VOQ) and shared-memory output-queued switches. The application of VOQ at the input side eliminates head-of-line blocking, whereas the presence of output buffers enables distribution of the contention resolution and scheduling functions over the architecture. When compared to purely input-queued switches or combined switches with a limited speed-up, the need for centralized arbitration is removed, whereas when compared to traditional purely output-buffered switches the proposed architecture requires only a relatively small amount of costly output buffers.

The proposed combined input- and output-queued architecture and the required arbitration mechanisms are described in detail. By means of analysis and simulation the performance of the architecture is evaluated. Performance is shown to be high and robust under a wide variety of traffic patterns, particularly when compared with existing architectures. A detailed study on the implementation aspects of the proposed architecture demonstrates its feasibility.

As point-to-multipoint communications are expected to constitute an increasing fraction of network traffic, efficient multicast support is a prerequisite for a successful switch architecture. Existing schemes for supporting multicast in a VOQ-based system propose the use of a dedicated multicast FIFO queue, which in the event of heavy multicast traffic leads to severe head-of-line blocking. We introduce and evaluate a VOQ-based multicast approach that integrates unicast and multicast queuing and scheduling disciplines, we show that it outperforms the dedicated-multicast-queue approaches by far, and we describe a straightforward, inexpensive implemen-
tation.

Although many network protocols such as TCP/IP employ packet formats allowing variable-size packets (from several tens of bytes to several kilobytes per packet), the underlying switch hardware implementations often deal only in short fixed-size packets. To provide a better match between the two and achieve better resource efficiency, a method to support long packets is introduced. Because these long packets have to share resources in the switch (the output queues and the shared memory), deadlocks can occur if no precautions are taken. We demonstrate how a suitable modification of the flow-control mechanism can eliminate all possible deadlocks in the presence of both unicast and multicast traffic, as well as with multiple traffic priorities. To assess its complexity, a possible implementation is described in detail.

This dissertation has been performed in the context of the PRIZMA project (the IBM family of high-speed packet-switch chips). Its main role within this project has been system-level modeling and simulation. The main contributions in this context are that it has greatly increased understanding of the proposed system in terms of system-level architecture and performance, and, as a direct result of this increased insight, has paved the way for further architectural improvements.
Samenvatting

De groei in netwerkcapaciteit wordt hoofdzakelijk gevoed door de snelle ontwikkelingen in optische glasvezel-transmissietechnieken. De capaciteit van de netwerkknoppen, de switches en routers, ontwikkelt zich daarentegen veel langzamer, wat ertoe geleid heeft dat deze op dit moment de knelpunten in het netwerk vormen.

De maximale capaciteit die een switch kan bereiken wordt voor het grootste deel bepaald door zijn architektuur. Het wordt algemeen erkend dat conventionele architecturen niet geschaald kunnen worden voor de implementatie van multi-terabit/s knoppen. Het probleemgebied waarover dit proefschrift dan ook handelt is het ontwerp van schaalbare hoge-snelheids packet switches, waarbij de nadruk wordt gelegd op de prestaties ervan.

Ten eerste wordt een uitgebreid overzicht van huidige packet-switch architekturen gegeven waarin de voor- en nadelen van bestaande benaderingen worden geïdentificeerd. Traditionele architecturen die puur op ingangs- of uitgangs-bufferprincipes berusten zijn niet in staat om te groeien naar capaciteiten in het bereik van meerdere terabits per seconde. Recent onderzoek richtte zich voornamelijk op architecturen gebaseerd op ingangs- of gecombineerde ingangs- en uitgangs-bufferprincipes met gebruikmaking van slimme gecentraliseerde arbitratie-algoritmen om goede prestaties te bereiken, maar het gebruik van een gecentraliseerde arbitratie-eenheid stelt grenzen aan de schaalbaarheid.

De belangrijkste bijdrage van dit proefschrift bestaat in de introduktie en evaluatie van een alternatieve architektuur die de pluspunten van een op virtual output queuing (VOQ) gebaseerde architektuur met ingangsbuffers combineert met die van een architektuur met een gedeelde buffer aan de uitgang. Het toepassen van VOQ aan de ingang elimineert head-of-line blokkeering, terwijl de aanwezigheid van uitgangsbuffers een verdeling van contentieresolutie- en arbitratiefuncties over de architektuur mogelijk maakt. Vergeleken met architecturen met uitsluitend ingangsbuffers of gecombineerde architecturen met een beperkte speed-up valt de gecentraliseerde arbitratie weg, terwijl deze nieuwe architektuur vergeleken met uitsluitend uitgangsgebufferde architecturen slechts een geringe hoeveelheid dure uitgangsbuffers benodigt.

De voorgestelde gecombineerde aanpak en de benodigde arbitratiemechanismen worden in detail behandeld. Door middel van analyse en simulatie worden de prestaties van de architektuur geëvalueerd. Aangetoond wordt dat de prestaties zeer hoog en robuust zijn onder een breed spectrum van verkeerscondities, zeker in vergelijking tot bestaande architecturen. Een gedetailleerde studie van de implementatieaspecten toont aan dat de voorgestelde architektuur daadwerkelijk haalbaar is.

Aangezien punt-naar-multipunt (multicast) communicatie naar verwachting een steeds groter aandeel in het netwerkverkeer zal hebben is de efficiënte ondersteuning van dergelijk verkeer een vereiste voor een succesvolle switch architektuur. Bestaande methoden ter ondersteuning
van multicast in een op VOQ gebaseerd systeem gebruiken alle een aparte FIFO buffer uitslui-
tend voor multicast, maar dat leidt tot head-of-line blokkering, in het bijzonder wanneer veel
multicast verkeer optreedt. We introduceren en evalueren een methode die een geïntegreerde
oplossing biedt voor het bufferen en arbitreren van unicast en multicast, gebaseerd op VOQ. We
tonen aan dat deze methode veel beter presteert dan de bestaande aanpak (met multicast FIFO)
een en we beschrijven een eenvoudige en haalbare implementatie.

Hoewel netwerkprotocollen zoals TCP/IP over het algemeen pakketformaten gebruiken die
pakketten van variable grootte (van enkele tientallen tot enkele duizenden bytes per pakket)
toestaan, is de onderliggende hardware implementatie meestal toegesneden op korte pakketten
van vaste lengte. Om een betere overeenstemming tussen deze twee uitersten te bereiken en
daarmee de efficiëntie te verbeteren stellen we een methode voor om lange pakketten te onder-
steunen. Omdat deze lange pakketten de uitgangsbuffers en het geheugen in de switch moeten
delen kan er deadlock optreden als er geen gepaste maatregelen genomen worden. We tonen
aan hoe een geschikte aanpassing van het flow-control mechanisme alle mogelijke deadlocks
tengevolge van unicast verkeer, multicast verkeer of meerdere verkeersprioriteiten kan elimi-
neren. Om de complexiteit te bepalen wordt een mogelijke implementatie in detail beschreven.

Dit proefschrift is uitgevoerd in samenhang met het PRIZMA project (de lijn van packet-switch
chips van IBM). De hoofdtaak ervan binnen dit project is het modelleren en simuleren op sys-
teenniveau geweest. De belangrijkste bijdragen binnen deze samenhang zijn ten eerste het
drastisch vergroten van het begrip van het voorgestelde systeem met betrekking tot de architek-
tuur op systeenniveau en de prestaties en ten tweede, als direct gevolg van deze inzichten, het
vrijmaken van de weg voor verdere verbeteringen wat betreft de architektuur.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter starts with the motivation of the work presented in this dissertation, and proceeds to introduce the main topic and detail the design task. Finally, the organization of the dissertation is explained.

1.1 Motivation

The need to communicate

Throughout history, humans have always had a need to communicate. Because of the central role communication plays in human society, inventions that impact communications also tend to have a drastic impact on society as a whole. Next to the invention of the printed word (Johannes Gutenberg, 1446), the telegraph (Samuel Morse, 1835) and the telephone (Alexander Bell, 1876) represent the greatest revolutions in communications. The next revolution, brought about by the merging of digital computer and communications technologies, has opened up an entire new dimension of communication, with the Internet, and in particular the bandwidth-hogging World Wide Web, as one of its most prominent exponents. With the arrival of the Information Age as successor to the Industrial Age, demand for communication bandwidth has been growing explosively, best exemplified by the exponential growth curves of the Internet. More importantly, this trend shows no sign whatsoever of slowing down. On the contrary, numerous new applications are being proposed that will drive demand for communication bandwidth at an even faster pace. The widespread deployment of applications such as audio- and video-streaming, the conduction of business-to-consumer and business-to-business transactions, and the integration of wireless communications with the Internet are expected to be a driving force behind this trend.

Structure of communication networks

The infrastructure that has to support this communication is faced with rapidly increasing demand, which is the main motivation behind this work. Before going deeper into details, let us have a closer look at the general structure of communication networks. From the end-user’s viewpoint, it would be ideal to have a dedicated connection between any pair of end-users in
a network, because this offers known, deterministic latency, throughput and availability characteristics. A pair of communicating users can never interfere with communication between any other pair. While these are certainly highly desirable features, the price to be paid is also very high: the complexity in terms interconnection links in such network with $N$ users is on the order of $N^2$, which may be feasible for a network having just a few users, but for networks such as the public telephone system or the Internet with tens of millions or even hundreds of millions of users, such a solution is clearly both impractical and prohibitively expensive.

To overcome this interconnection complexity hurdle, we make the following assumptions:

- End-user bandwidth demand varies strongly over time.
- Given a sufficiently large group of $M$ end users, the probability that the aggregated bandwidth demand from this group exceeds a certain threshold $T$ can be made “acceptably” small (in circuit-switching this is called the blocking probability).

Now, in general the sum of the requested user bandwidth is much smaller than the total bandwidth available to the group, which offers the potential for substantial cost savings. To take advantage of this, traffic from this group of end users is aggregated (multiplexed) onto a single link of bandwidth $T$ that will be shared by all of the users in the group.

**Statistical multiplexing**

This principle is called statistical multiplexing and is one of the most important design principles of any communication network, because it constitutes the key enabling factor for cost-effective deployment of ubiquitous high-speed communication networks.

Users with bandwidth demands that do not satisfy the above assumptions may be better off not sharing their bandwidth, which is why telecommunication operators also offer leased lines.

Applying the principle of statistical multiplexing boils down to segmenting the network. This is done by first assigning groups of users that will share a link, and then interconnecting the groups by means of switching nodes or switches for short. The main task of these nodes is to forward information arriving on their input links to the correct output links. In early telephony exchanges this was accomplished by means of electro-mechanical relay switches, hence the term “switching”, which is still in use today. In the context of packet-switched networks, the nodes are typically called routers. The interconnecting transmission links are often called trunks. In large networks, there may be multiple hierarchical stages of segmentation, so that switches in a lower stage share links through the higher stages to achieve additional efficiency benefits from statistical multiplexing, see Fig. 1.1.

**The great bandwidth gap: Optics vs. electronics**

As described above, the main two components of a communication network are the transmission links (“transport”) and the switching nodes. The transmission part of current high-bandwidth networks is largely fiber-optic. Advances in fiber-optic transmission technologies such as wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) and dense WDM (DWDM) have greatly pushed the envelope of bandwidth available in fibers by multiplexing large numbers of separate channels onto a single fiber. Each individual channel typically operates at the Optical
Carrier (OC-$x$) rates OC-48 (2.5 Gb/s), OC-192 (10 Gb/s), or even OC-768 (40 Gb/s). Using state-of-the-art DWDM techniques, a single fiber can carry over 5 terabit of data per second.\footnote{Current laboratory DWDM setups [Bigo00] can multiplex as many as 128 colors, each color carrying an OC-768 channel, on one fiber, which adds up to 5.12 Tb/s.}

Although silicon technologies have also advanced rapidly, the gap between the data rates that optical transmission technology can deliver and those that electronic switches can process is widening at an alarming rate. Worse still, in the foreseeable future certain fundamental physical limits of traditional CMOS silicon technology are expected to be reached. Unlike when bipolar silicon technology ran out of steam and CMOS was already around and mature enough to take over, there is no such emerging technology in sight yet that can replace CMOS within, say, the next five to ten years.\footnote{The so-called double-gate transistor technology may provide further leeway.} This means that the switching and routing nodes of the network are the bottleneck of the network, and will remain so for some time to come. Thus, it is of utmost importance that the switch be as efficient as possible in transferring packets from in- to outputs, to avoid further reduction in the usable link rate, i.e. as little bandwidth as possible should go unused and its throughput must be close to 100%.
As an alternative to electronic switches, all-optical switches have the advantages that light can be routed through free space, and that light can be carried over long distances with very little loss in signal power. With transport being almost entirely in the optical domain, such all-optical switches have the additional advantage of eliminating the expensive conversion from the optical to the electrical domain and back. However, they have two distinct disadvantages. First, most current optical switches can only switch fairly slowly (in the 1 to 10 ms range; faster optical switches do exist, but are prohibitively expensive), which prevents per-packet processing. Turner’s “burst switching” scheme [Turner98, Turner99, Chen00b] aims at circumventing this problem by switching at the granularity of bursts, i.e., large, aggregated chunks of data that can be routed as a whole. Second, compared to its electronic equivalent, optical storage of information is very cumbersome and impractical.

Still, a number of all-optical switches are being developed, such as micro-electro-mechanical-system (MEMS) switches, thermo-optic switches, “bubble” (waveguide) switches, and liquid-crystal switches [Yao00, Bishop01].

Until optical buffering becomes feasible, optical switching granularity is improved, and optical switch technology becomes cost-competitive with its electronic counterpart, electronic switches will continue to play an important role. Hybrid solutions combining the strengths of the two technologies will certainly also be proposed in the meanwhile. By their respective natures, all-optical switches are better suited to circuit switching and electronic switches to packet switching.

Circuit and packet switching

Conventional circuit-switched networks such as the telephone system are unsuitable for data and computer communication because of the fundamentally different characteristics of the types of traffic. In contrast to the constant rate of voice traffic, data and computer communication traffic is typically very bursty. This makes it inherently unsuitable to be switched by a circuit-switched network, because such a network (a) employs dedicated communication paths, leading to poor utilization, (b) is based on fixed-rate bandwidth allocation, implying inflexibility of coping with widely varying bandwidth demands, and (c) incurs high call setup and teardown overheads, making it unsuitable for short-duration calls (cell-based networks using virtual circuit switching also suffer from this last disadvantage). These realizations led to the development of packet-switched techniques and networks, which overcome the afore-mentioned shortcomings, at the price of (a) complex routing and control, and (b) variable, unpredictable network performance in terms of loss rates, latency, jitter, and throughput. The key difference between switching nodes in a circuit- and a packet-switched network is that in the former, no queuing is required in the node because a dedicated path exists and arriving data is guaranteed to be able to leave (almost) immediately. In the latter, however, packets from different sources can simultaneously contend for the same outgoing bandwidth, so that buffering is required to store packets that cannot be transmitted immediately. As we shall see later, the queuing discipline employed in a packet switch is paramount to its performance.

A strong argument for circuit switching is that moving from a packet-switched network to a circuit-switched network obviates the need for buffering, thus, perhaps, enabling fully optical

---

[3] Some buffering may be required, such as in a time slot interchanger (TSI), but this buffering is strictly limited and deterministic.
switching.

For the finer details of both circuit- and packet-switched networks, the reader is referred to [Stallings92] for example. A useful book on computer networks in general is [Tanenbaum96].

**On packets, cells, and frames**

Current state-of-the-art semiconductor technologies allow the implementation of packet switching at transmission rates up to several Gb/s per link in VLSI hardware. For implementational complexity reasons, packet switching at the hardware level is usually tailored towards fixed-length packets. Therefore, in this dissertation, the term *packet* will be used for fixed-size data units, analogous to the term *cell*, which originates in the 53-byte data unit employed in Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks. Typical packet sizes are in the range of 32 to 256 bytes. One *packet cycle* equals the duration of a single packet $T = L/B$, where $L$ is the length of a packet in bits, and $B$ the link rate in bits per second. When referring to data units of variable size, in the range of, say, 64 to 2,048 bytes, we will employ the term *frame*.

Note that these definitions may differ from those employed elsewhere in the literature.

**Switch and adapter functionality**

Fig. 1.2 depicts a fictitious network, consisting of four switches (represented by the rounded boxes), a number of trunks interconnecting the switches (represented by the thick two-headed arrows, indicating bi-directional communication), and a collection of various data sources and sinks, including speech-, audio-, video- and data-communication, which are all being transported simultaneously across the same network. Typically, each data source/sink connects to the network through an *adapter*, whose job it is to translate the incoming and outgoing data streams at both the logical and physical levels. This often entails segmenting the incoming data stream, which can take virtually any shape, into (fixed-length) data units (packets) that the network can transport, and then transmitting these packets using the protocols and the physical layer technology that the network the adapter is connected to understands. An adapter at the receiving end will have to reassemble the segments into the original data stream to reconstruct the signal. The job of the switches is then to route the incoming packets to their proper destination. Both the adapter function and the routing function of the switch are illustrated in Fig. 1.3.

For the time being, we will not concern ourselves with how the entire route through the network is determined and established; this is a science in its own right. One way is to perform source routing, where the route is determined in advance, and store the local routing tags for each switch in the packet itself so that the packet is self-routing throughout the network. An alternative is to compute the route in advance (static routing), but have the local routing tags inserted before each switch, which requires that either switch or inter-switch adapters perform header translations. A third possibility is to do fully dynamic routing. In an environment where packet order must be maintained, this incurs additional complications. These issues are beyond the scope of this work.

Thus, packet-based switches are required to perform two basic functions:
1. **Routing**: Packets must be forwarded from their arriving input to one or more destination outputs, as indicated by their routing tags.

2. **Queuing**: Owing to the statistical nature of packet traffic, it may happen that packets arriving simultaneously at different inputs want to go to the same output. Only one packet can be routed directly, while the others have to wait. This state of (temporary) output overload is called *output contention*. To resolve the output contention without dropping all those packets that lose the contention, *buffers* are necessary that must be organized such that packet sequence is maintained\(^4\) on a per virtual connection basis, i.e. *sequence integrity* must be maintained.

The way in which the queuing function is implemented is one of the distinguishing characteristics of a packet switch and, as will be seen, the determining factor in a packet switch’s efficiency. Therefore, the topic of this dissertation is the design of fixed-length-packet switch
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\(^4\)This requirement mainly stems from ATM, but is desirable also in other environments such as IP, where it is not strictly required.
architectures to achieve optimal link utilization (throughput), which, as argued before, is an essential characteristic given current trends, while maintaining fairness among all its inputs and outputs. Furthermore, the architecture must be amenable to implementation at aggregate throughput rates in the range of hundreds of Gb/s to 1 Tb/s range, and allow scaling to even larger systems.

The next section gives a short overview of the problem domain, existing solutions and their drawbacks, and outlines the direction in which this dissertation will proceed.

1.2 The Problem Domain

The two traditional approaches to solving contention in packet switches are input queuing and output queuing. Both methods have been the topic of many research efforts in the past and are therefore well understood. Output queuing has usually been favored, because of its inherent performance advantages over input queuing: theoretically, output queuing offers ideal performance. A packet switch is considered to be ideal if it is work-conserving, i.e., no output line should ever be idle as long as at least one packet destined to it is in the switch. Thus, it can easily be verified that an output-queued switch is indeed work-conserving given any traffic pattern. Additionally, as packets are immediately placed in a buffer on the port they are destined to, it is easy to control packet delay and delay variation in an output-queued switch and thus provide QoS guarantees to individual flows.

Output-queued switches are often implemented in a shared-memory architecture rather than with dedicated output queues mainly because of a performance advantage due to increased buffer efficiency: to achieve the same performance fewer buffers per output are needed. However, with ever-increasing bandwidth demands, it is becoming increasingly difficult to realize switches that purely rely on the shared-memory approach because the aggregate shared-memory bandwidth is proportional to both the line rate and the number of ports. This internal speed-up factor, inherent to output queuing, is the main implementational challenge for a shared-memory switch. Shared-memory implementations based on SRAMs are limited by the memory access time, which for current state-of-the-art SRAMs is around 5 ns. Assuming a 64-byte wide data
path, this limits the achievable aggregate switch throughput to about 51.2 Gb/s. Higher rates
 can be achieved by more exotic memory implementations, which typically are very costly in
terms of silicon (gates and wiring) area, thus strictly limiting the amount of memory that can be
implemented on a single chip.

The inherent limitations encountered in implementing shared-memory switches have been the
main motivation behind intense research efforts in input-queued architectures over the past sev-
eral years.

Contrary to its output-buffered counterpart, an input-buffered switch requires only buffers with a
bandwidth proportional to the line rate, but not to the number of switch ports, seemingly making
them inherently more scalable to higher line rates. However, classic input-queued architectures
suffer from head-of-line blocking, owing to the use of FIFO queues. This means that a blocked
packet at the head of the input queue can prevent packets behind it from reaching idle outputs,
leading to severe throughput degradation. Recent research has been aimed at eliminating head-
of-line blocking in input-queued switches, and raising their level of performance closer to that
of output-queued switches.

The solution most commonly adopted employs input queues that are sorted by destination,
which gives rise to an architecture with $N^2$ queues and a centralized scheduler that arbitrates
among these queues. This arrangement, often referred to as virtual output queuing (VOQ)
eliminates head-of-line blocking, but a suitable scheduling algorithm is required to obtain good
performance. Unfortunately, the known optimal algorithms are too complex to implement at
very high data rates, so sub-optimal, heuristic algorithms of lesser complexity, but also lesser
performance, have to be used. The centralized scheduler is the bottleneck in this architecture in
terms of implementational complexity. Furthermore, support for multicast and provisioning of
QoS classes is substantially more difficult than in an output-queued architecture.

To summarize, we can say that switch architectures relying purely on output queuing cannot
scale to high throughput because of memory bandwidth limitations, whereas purely input-
queued architectures are faced with a poorly scalable centralized scheduler. With the shared-
memory architecture the tradeoff is between memory bandwidth and memory size (which trans-
lates into switch performance), while with the input-queued architecture it is between scheduler
complexity and switch performance.

These considerations have given rise to a third class of packet-switch architectures: the com-
bined input- and output-queued (CIOQ) class. It is within this class of architectures that we
expect to be able to find the key to improving on the existing, non-combined architectures.

We conjecture that combining the core concepts of shared-memory output queuing and VOQ
input queuing into one switch architecture using a simplified VOQ scheduling algorithm can
lead to unique results.

Note that this Section has only provided a brief glimpse at the problem domain. Chapter 2 gives
an extensive overview of existing packet-switch architectures and surveys the state-of-the-art
within each of the classes of architectures.
1.3 Design Task

The goal is to derive a packet-switch architecture that offers close to ideal performance, guarantees fairness among all its inputs and outputs, behaves robustly under unfavorable traffic patterns, supports multicast traffic and QoS provisioning, can be implemented in VLSI at throughputs up to the Tb/s range at a reasonable cost, and is inherently scalable to more and/or faster ports. As indicated above, we will look at the class of CIOQ architectures to find a candidate architecture that fulfills these requirements.

1.4 Dissertation Organization

This dissertation is structured as follows: Chapter 1 (this one) is a general introduction, containing a brief historical perspective, some background information on communication networks and the role of switching therein, and introduces the problem domain and the mission statement. Chapter 2 gives an overview of existing packet-switch architectures, categorized into three main classes of architectures based on queuing discipline. The state-of-the-art architectures in each class are reviewed and their merits and drawbacks assessed. Chapter 3 presents our novel CIOQ architecture. Its design principles are explained and its operation is detailed. We evaluate its performance under a range of traffic characteristics by means of both analysis and performance simulations, and compare it with existing approaches. Finally, we discuss implementational aspects and consider scalability issues. Chapter 4 proposes a novel method and algorithm for efficient and fair multicast support that can be integrated seamlessly into the switch architecture introduced in Chapter 3. We assess its performance characteristics by means of simulations and propose a straightforward hardware implementation. Chapter 5 describes the details of deadlock-free frame mode operation in the proposed architecture. Chapter 6 presents a practical application of the architecture and methods introduced in the previous two chapters, in the form of the PRIZMA family of packet switches. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the conclusions we arrived at in the course of the work presented in this dissertation, and indicates directions for future research.

1.5 Summary

Global bandwidth demand is growing at an exponential rate, fueled mainly by the proliferation of the Internet and its establishment as a worldwide communication medium encompassing a wide spectrum of applications. Optical transmission technologies such as wavelength-division multiplexing have allowed these growth rates to be sustained by offering a way to multiply the available transmission bandwidth in optical fibers by large factors. So far, the mainly electronic routing and switching network nodes have (in a way) been able to keep up by exploiting the advances in silicon technology, but already the available transmission bandwidth is starting to outstrip the available routing and switching capacity many times, a situation that is not likely to improve any time soon. All-optical switches are very promising to achieve very high throughput, but have two distinct disadvantages: first, their switching granularity is very coarse, which prevents per-packet switching, and second, optical buffering is cumbersome and impractical. Therefore, electronic packet switches are expected to continue to play a large role for
a long time to come, provided that architectures that can scale to the desired throughput in the multi-terabit range are being developed. Thus, the aim of this dissertation is to develop a high-capacity, scalable, and practically realizable (using current technologies) packet-switch architecture.
Chapter 2

An Overview of Packet-Switch Architectures

We categorize packet-switch architectures based on queuing discipline, and provide an overview of existing packet-switch architectures, with the main focus on providing insight into the most recent developments in each class. The chapter concludes with a discussion on the merits and drawbacks of the most relevant architectures, based upon which the requirements for a new switch architecture, to be further developed in subsequent chapters, are established.

2.1 Classification of Switch Architectures

The purpose of this chapter is not to provide a comprehensive overview of all packet-switch architectures proposed over the past 10 to 15 years. This has been done quite adequately by a number of switch architecture overview papers, such as [Hluchyj88b], [Rathgeb88], [Ahmadi89b], [Tobagi90], and [Pattavina93]. A more recent overview focusing especially on space-division architectures is presented in [Awdeh95].

These papers use many different ways to classify switch architectures into categories. Some of these criteria are blocking vs. non-blocking, buffering strategy (input-buffered, output-buffered or combined), lossy vs. lossless, single-stage vs. multi-stage, buffer implementation (partitioned, grouped, shared), time- or space-divided (or combined TST/STS).

For the purpose of this dissertation many of these categorizations focus too strongly on implementation details. For instance, whether a switch achieves its function in a time- or space-divided manner is not relevant from a performance perspective, as one can theoretically map either implementation to the other, resulting in the same external behavior. In the following overview of packet-switch architectures, the main focus will be on the queuing discipline. Of course, it can be argued that the choice of queuing discipline is also an implementation issue, and from a high-level point of view—regarding the switch as a black box that moves data from A to B—this is certainly true. However, for the purpose of this dissertation, the correct abstraction level is that of the internal switch architecture, and thus the queuing discipline, because this is the determining factor of switch performance. Moreover, in this overview, we shall not concern ourselves with specific hardware implementation details of these architectures.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2.1.1 we distinguish between
2.1. CLASSIFICATION OF SWITCH ARCHITECTURES

blocking and non-blocking architectures. Section 2.2 briefly reviews a not so useful architecture with no buffers at all, merely as a reference. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 treat the classic input- and output-queued architectures respectively. The principle of shared queuing is reviewed in Section 2.5. Because of the resurgent interest in input-queued architectures, a large number of papers on this topic have been published in recent years. Given the significance of the results of this research, and as there is no comprehensive overview available in the literature today, Section 2.6 provides a comprehensive survey of this new generation of input-queued architectures. The latest development trends in the field are towards new combined input- and output-queued (CIOQ) architectures, which will be surveyed in Section 2.7. Finally, in Section 2.8 we discuss the merits and drawbacks of the most widely used architectures today, and summarize the key points that can be gleaned from the overview presented.

2.1.1 Blocking and non-blocking switch architectures

In packet-switching architectures two forms of blocking can be distinguished. First, owing to the statistical, non-deterministic nature of packet arrivals at the switch, more than one packet destined for the same output may arrive at the inputs simultaneously. Of these packets only one can be forwarded to the output, while the others have to wait. Therefore, the switch has to be equipped with buffers to accommodate packets that cannot be forwarded immediately. This inevitable form of blocking is called output contention. The second form of blocking is related to the internal structure of a packet switch, e.g., in a multi-stage switch contention for fabric-internal links may occur, even among packets destined for different output ports. Architectures that exhibit this behavior, e.g. Banyan networks, are referred to as blocking. Clearly, this property is undesirable, as it has highly adverse effects on switch performance.\footnote{For Banyan networks, the blocking property can be avoided by preceding the Banyan with a Batcher bi- tonic sort network. The Starlite switch [Huang84] was the first to employ the Batcher-Banyan self-routing structure.}

A switch architecture is called non-blocking when it satisfies the requirement that an arriving packet destined for any output to which no other packets are destined can be forwarded immediately, regardless of the destinations of all other arriving packets. From here on, we will focus on this type of switch architecture.

2.1.2 Sequence-preserving

Depending on the switch-fabric application, there may be a strict requirement regarding the order in which packets leave the switch. In particular, certain applications, such as ATM, impose the strict requirement that packets belonging to the same flow must be delivered in the order they arrived in. For the switch, this means that sequence of packets belonging to a given combination of input port, output port, and virtual lane must be maintained.

2.1.3 Single-stage vs. multi-stage switches

Fig. 2.1 depicts a $KN \times KN$ Benes multistage switch fabric consisting of three stages of $K$ $N \times N$ switches each. For large networks, the multistage approach is much cheaper in terms of the required number of switch elements than single-stage port expansion. In general, for
an $M \times M$ fabric, with $M = KN$, $KS$ switch elements are required for an $S$-stage fabric compared to $K^2$ for a single-stage fabric (see Section 6.3.2).

![Multistage Network Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.1**: A $KN \times KN$ multistage network consisting of $3K N \times N$ switch elements.

We will only consider single-stage architectures here. Single-stage architectures have a strong performance advantage over multi-stage architectures, but inherently are not as scalable. Therefore, as bandwidth demands continue to rise, there will be a growing need for multi-stage fabrics because these can scale to many times more ports than any single-stage architecture can. However, we consider the multi-stage problem as partly orthogonal—after all, a multi-stage fabric is a cascade of single-stage switches. Still, the extension of a given single-stage architecture to multi-stage is far from trivial. To convey the complexity of making multi-stage fabrics work, let us briefly mention the main issues:

- **Network topology**: which topology—e.g. Benes, Banyan, BMIN, Hypercube, Torus, etc.—is the right one for a given application?

- **Performance**: both in terms of delay because more stages means more latency and throughput because multi-stage fabrics are often internally blocking owing to a combination of the fabric’s interconnection topology, static routing, or higher-order HoL blocking [Jurczyk96].

- **Fabric-internal routing**: static routing is easy to implement, but leads to poor performance under unfavorable traffic patterns because it cannot adapt to congestion situations, whereas adaptive routing can improve performance, but is expensive to implement and may lead to out-of-order delivery. Either source routing or per-hop look-up is required.

- **Flow control**: to maintain performance, prevent higher-order HOL blocking, and guarantee fabric-internal losslessness, proper flow control is required. To obtain maximum performance, global end-to-end flow control may be necessary, which presents significant scaling problems.
- Multicast support: multicast traffic requires both proper duplication strategies and destination set encoding with corresponding lookup tables in every switch to maintain scalability (carrying full bitmaps is clearly not feasible for fabrics with hundreds of ports).

- Practical implementation and cost issues.

Regardless of the many obstacles, we conjecture that the insights and results obtained in this dissertation for single-stage fabrics will also prove valuable in designing high-performance multi-stage fabrics. We also conjecture that the boundaries of single-stage architectures will be pushed to their limits, before the transition to multi-stage fabrics is made.

### 2.1.4 Buffer placement

In the switch architecture the choice of buffer (or queue) placement to resolve output contention is of great importance for the overall switch performance. Throughout this work, we assume time-slotted operation, where time is divided into fixed-length slots called packet cycles. A packet cycle is the transmission time of one packet. One packet cycle equals $L/B$, where $L$ is the length of a packet in bits and $B$ is the link rate (port speed) in bits per second (b/s). To evaluate switch performance we will employ the following metrics:

- **Average throughput**: this is defined as the average number of packets that exit the switch during one packet cycle divided by the number of switch output ports. Equivalently, this is expressed as the fraction of time the output lines are busy (output utilization).

- **Average packet delay**: The average delay encountered by a packet while traversing the switch (usually expressed in packet cycles).

- **Packet-loss rate**: The percentage of arriving packets that are dropped by the switch owing to lack of buffer space.

- **Packet delay variation**: The distribution of packet delays around the mean, also referred to as jitter.

The two classic queuing solutions are output queuing and input queuing, which will be treated in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, respectively.

### 2.2 No Queuing

Here, we will have a brief look at the simplest way of queuing: no queuing at all, i.e. any packet that cannot be forwarded immediately is simply discarded. This case has been studied by Patel in 1981 [Patel81] and the outcome is that under the assumption of i.i.d. random sources, the common assumption is that the switch is fed by traffic sources that are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) on all inputs, with each source generating a packet in any given cycle with probability $p$ (and therefore probability $1 - p$ of not generating a packet), with uniformly distributed destinations (each packet is destined for any of $N$ outputs with equal probability $1/N$). This type of traffic is commonly referred to as Bernoulli or uniform random traffic, with input load $p < 100\%$. See also Appendix C.4.
maximum throughput reaches 63%, while 37% of all packets are discarded (see Appendix A for a derivation of this result). Obviously, this packet-loss rate is absolutely unacceptable for any practical purposes, so we will have to look at switch architectures that incorporate some form of queuing.

### 2.3 Input Queuing

First, we formally define the concept of input queuing, see Definition 1.

**Definition 1 (Input Queuing)** A switch belongs to the class of **input-queuing** switches if the buffering function is performed before the routing function.

The classic and simplest solution to resolve output contention, other than the no-queuing option, is to place buffers at the switch fabric inputs and storing incoming packets that cannot be forwarded immediately in these buffers, see Fig. 2.2. The reason input queuing has been and still is quite popular is that the bandwidth requirement on each buffer is only proportional to the port speed and not to the number of switch ports. Only one read and one write operation are required per packet cycle on each buffer, so that with a port speed of \(B\), the total bandwidth requirement equals \(2B\) per buffer and \(2NB\) aggregate for a switch of size \(N \times N\).

![Figure 2.2: Input queuing with FIFO queues. Note the HoL blocking on input 1 of the packet destined to output \(x\) owing to contention for output \(y\).](image)

Of course, output contention must still be resolved. This task is executed by the **arbiter** unit depicted in Fig. 2.2. In each packet cycle, a selection is made from the set of head-of-queue packets to be forwarded to the outputs during this cycle. This selection must satisfy the condition that at most one packet is forwarded to any single output. Additionally, the selection policy must be designed such that fairness among inputs and outputs is guaranteed. Once the selection has been made, the selected packets are removed from their buffers and forwarded through the
routing fabric, which can be a simple crossbar. The \textit{three-phase algorithm} first presented in [Hui87] is an example of such a selection algorithm.

In an input-queued switch with FIFO queues, an input has at most one packet that is eligible for transmission, namely the HoL packet. When output contention occurs (multiple inputs have a packet for the same output), one and only one of these inputs is granted permission to transmit according to a certain rule. Various propositions to arbitrate amongst HoL packets destined to the same output have been proposed and investigated (A more detailed overview with references can be found in [Awdeh95, Section 3.2]):

- Random selection: An input is selected randomly from the set of contending inputs. This requires implementing (pseudo-)random selections.

- Round-robin selection: The input queue beyond the one served last receives highest priority. Each output must maintain a pointer to the input it served last.

- Longest-queue selection: The input with the largest number of waiting packets is served, which entails keeping track of input queue occupancy data.

- Least recently used selection: The input that has been served least recently is served. This requires that service times be maintained for each input.

In [Karol87] it is shown that the input queuing scheme limits switch throughput to a theoretical maximum of merely $2 - \sqrt{2} \approx 58.6\%$ of maximum bandwidth under the assumption of independent, uniform Bernoulli traffic sources. Owing to the increased correlation in the traffic arrivals caused by the buffering, adding buffers will actually \textit{degrade} throughput compared to the no-buffer case! Additionally, it has been shown that the HoL selection policy does not affect throughput, although it may affect average delay to a small degree [Iliadis90a, Iliadis91b].

Hui and Arthurs [Hui87] derived the following expression (Eq. 2.1) for the average delay $D$ as a function of the average input load $p$, assuming an infinite number of switch ports ($N \rightarrow \infty$), infinite buffering and a random selection policy:

$$D = \frac{(2 - p)(1 - p)}{(2 - \sqrt{2} - p)(2 + \sqrt{2} - p)} - 1,$$

with $0 \leq p < 2 - \sqrt{2}$.

The essential cause of this low maximum throughput is that a blocked packet at the head of an input queue can prevent other packets behind it destined to idle outputs from being forwarded. This phenomenon is widely known as \textit{head-of-line (HoL) blocking}, see also Fig. 2.2.

Li showed that throughput decreases with increasingly correlated traffic (burstiness), to as little as 50\% for strongly correlated traffic [Li92]. Cao [Cao95] also analyzed an input-queued packet switch under correlated traffic, and derived an approximate closed form solution for the maximum throughput, $\lambda = N/(2N - 1)$, under the key assumption that the correlation is strong (the probability that more than one burst ends on more than one input simultaneously is negligible).

In [Tobagi90], [McKeown97b] and [Chuang98] the term \textit{work-conserving} is used to qualify switches.

\textbf{Definition 2 (Work Conserving)} A switch that is \textit{work conserving} will serve any output for which at least one packet is available in the switch.
This is a crucial definition because it really highlights the essence of what a switch should strive to achieve: to keep its output lines busy! By definition, a switch that is truly work-conserving achieves maximum throughput and lowest delay, which confirms the importance of this concept. However, note that additional requirements, in particular fairness, may conflict with strict work conservation.

From the HoL blocking example, it immediately becomes clear that this type of input-queued switch is not work conserving—there is a packet waiting for output \( x \), but it cannot be served because it is blocked by a packet destined to output \( y \).

### 2.3.1 Implementations

#### GIGAswitch

DEC’s GIGAswitch\(^3\) [Souza94] is an example of a crossbar-based, input-queued packet switch; it has 36 inputs and 36 outputs, each running at 100 Mb/s, with a single FIFO queue per input. To alleviate HoL blocking, outputs can be grouped together into so-called hunt groups to form a single logical high-bandwidth port. Packets addressed to a particular hunt group may be transmitted on any of its corresponding physical ports. Out-of-order delivery may therefore occur if no special precautions are taken.

### 2.3.2 Improvements

The original three-phase algorithm for input-queued packet switches, described by Hui and Arthurs [Hui87], is based on FIFO queues and consists of request, grant, and send phases. As pointed out, it has been shown to lead to HoL blocking, which limits the maximum throughput to merely 58% [Karol87]. Spurred on by this discovery of the inherent performance disadvantage of FIFO-based input buffering compared to output buffering, various approaches were proposed to overcome this limitation. The general approach is to make more than one packet from each input queue eligible for transmission. This section will give an overview of the early approaches, which were mainly based on scheduling packets into the future, or on the use of random access buffers instead of FIFOs.

#### Port grouping

Pattavina proposed the grouping of multiple physical outputs into one logical output [Pattavina88]. Such channel grouping\(^4\) results in a switch with fewer, but faster ports. The arbitration will redirect a request for a logical port to the first corresponding idle physical port, so that HoL blocking is reduced. This principle is applied in the GIGAswitch architecture [Souza94]. Obara [Obara91, Obara92a] proposed a similar approach to improve performance; see the following subsection.

---

\(^3\)GIGAswitch is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.

\(^4\)This is similar to the PRIZMA link-paralleling concept, see Section 6.6, although the link-paralleling concept is designed to maintain also the packet sequence.
Scheduling packets into the future

Obara and Yasushi [Obara89] proposed a distributed contention-resolution mechanism that dynamically allocates transmission times to packets stored in the input queues. The algorithm consists of request, arbitration, and transmission phases. In the request phase, each input sends a request for its HoL packet to the requested output. Each output \( j \) keeps track of the next available transmission slot \( T_j \). It assigns transmission slots \( T_j \) through \( T_j + R_j - 1 \) to the requesting inputs, and updates \( T_j \) to \( T_j + R_j \). Upon reception of a transmission slot, an input checks its transmission table; if the assigned slot is not yet reserved, the packet is removed from the queue and will be transmitted at the assigned timeslot. Otherwise, the packet remains at HoL and has to retry in the next slot. This scheme reduces the HoL blocking, because packets may be scheduled for future timeslots, thus bringing forward new work (HoL packets) sooner than the three-phase algorithm. However, as timeslots assigned by an output may have already been reserved at the requesting input, slots may be wasted, thus limiting maximum throughput. Approximate analysis and simulation [Obara89] show that maximum throughput under uniform i.i.d. traffic is about 76% (for a 16 \( \times \) 16 system), up from 58% for conventional FIFO buffers.

Matsunaga and Uematsu [Matsunaga91] also propose a scheme based on timeslot reservations. Contention resolution is performed by a number of reservation tables \( RT_i \), \( 1 \leq i \leq N \), one per input. \( RT_i \) indicates the reservation state of the outputs at \( t + i - 1 \), where \( t \) is the current timeslot. Each \( RT_i \) contains one entry per output, indicating whether the output is reserved at that time. Each input \( i \) attempts to match a packet in its queue to a non-reserved slot in the corresponding table \( RT_i \), and reserves the corresponding entry when successful. The packet selected is removed from the queue and will be transmitted at \( t + i \). Each timeslot, \( RT_i \) is copied into \( RT_{i-1} \). \( RT_1 \) is discarded, whereas \( RT_N \) is set to all non-reserved. The approach requires FIRO (First In, Random Out) buffers, because the algorithm performs a search through each input buffer (up to a certain depth \( d \)) to find a packet that can occupy a non-reserved slot in the reservation table. For a search-depth \( d = 16 \) and a 16 \( \times \) 16 system, the maximum throughput under uniform i.i.d. traffic is about 90%. Special care must be taken to prevent unfairness among inputs because input 1 has a much smaller chance of reserving a slot than input \( N \), owing to the way the tables are shifted from \( N \) to 1 as time progresses.

In [Obara91] an improvement to the algorithm of [Obara89] is presented. To reduce the probability of assigned timeslots being wasted, the inputs of the switch can be grouped into groups of size \( k \). From each group of inputs, \( k \) packets may depart in one timeslot. Thus, up to \( k \) conflicting timeslot assignments can be managed by an input group, which drastically reduces the probability of a timeslot being wasted. Simulations have shown that maximum throughput increases to over 90% for a group size of 4 for a 64 \( \times \) 64 switch under uniform i.i.d. traffic. A further improvement, proposed in [Obara92a], is the grouping of outputs as well as inputs, thus creating a combined input- and output-queued switching fabric.

[Obara92b] addresses the problem of what is termed “turn-around time” (TAT) between input controllers and a centralized contention-resolution unit. The TAT equals the amount of time it takes to complete the scheduling of one packet (request-acknowledge). By pipelining the requests to the contention-resolution unit, throughput degradation due to long TAT can be prevented.

In [Karol92] a different improvement to the scheduling algorithm of [Obara89] is presented, which attempts to reduce the amount of wasted timeslots by recycling them.
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Window-based approach

The window-based approach was proposed by Hluchyj and Karol in [Hluchyj88b]. The strict FIFO queuing discipline of the input queues is relaxed, allowing other packets than the ones at HoL to contend for idle outputs. Each input queue first contends with its HoL packet. The HoL packets that "win" the contention and their respective outputs are removed from the contention process. In the next iteration, inputs that lost contention contend for any remaining idle outputs with the next packet in their queue. This process is repeated until either all outputs have been matched or \(w\) rounds of contention have been completed, where \(w\) is the window depth; \(w = 1\) corresponds to strict FIFO queuing. For uniform i.i.d. traffic this approach improves throughput considerably, even for small \(w\). For a 16 \(\times\) 16 switch, throughput increases to 77\% for a window size \(w = 3\), and to 88\% for \(w = 8\) [Hluchyj88b].

However, as traffic exhibits a more bursty nature, the number of packets destined to different outputs within the window \(w\) decreases rapidly, so that a much larger window is required to achieve the same throughput, which requires more processing power in the scheduling unit.

Note that the window-based schemes essentially search the input queue for packets destined to idle outputs. Typically, the maximum input queue size \(Q\) is much larger than the number of outputs \(N\). Therefore, it makes sense to sort the input queue based on the destination of the packets; this way, only \(N\) packets need to be considered, instead of up to \(Q\). This arrangement was proposed as early as 1984 [McMillen84], and has received a significant amount of attention in recent years. In Section 2.6 we will study this arrangement in depth.

2.3.3 Other variations

Other solutions involve running the switch fabric at higher speeds than the in- and output lines, or using multiple switch fabrics in parallel. These include the following (see also [Liew94] and [Awdeh95, Section 3.4]):

1. **Output-port expansion**: Output-port expansion with a factor \(F\) requires an \(N \times NF\) switch fabric, where each group of \(F\) physical output ports corresponds to one logical output. This way, up to \(F\) packets can be delivered to an output in each cycle. This approach is conceptually similar to output-channel grouping.

2. **Input-port expansion**: Input-port expansion with a factor \(F\) requires an \(NF \times N\) switch fabric, where each group of \(F\) physical input ports corresponds to one logical input. This allows \(F\) packets from each input to contend in each cycle. This differs from the windowing scheme in that more than one packet can be selected from the same input.

3. **Switch speed-up**: If the switch operates at a speed \(F\) times faster than the links, \(F\) packets can be transported from a single input, and also \(F\) packets can be delivered to an output in one cycle. (More conventional speed-up schemes allow multiple packets to be delivered to one output, but allow only one packet per input to be transmitted [Oie89]). As multiple packets are being delivered to an output in one cycle, some degree of output queuing is also required. Therefore this type of switch really belongs to the combined input/output queuing class as described in Section 2.7.
2.4 Output Queuing

We formally define the concept of output queuing, see Definition 3.

**Definition 3 (Output Queuing)** A switch belongs to the class of output-queuing switches if the buffering function is performed after the routing function.

The alternative classic solution to input queuing is output queuing, where the buffers are placed at the switch fabric outputs, see Fig. 2.3. Theoretically, output queuing offers maximum, ideal performance, because

- HoL blocking does not exist, thus lifting the throughput limitation from which input queuing suffers, and
- contention is reduced to a minimum—only output contention occurs, which is unavoidable because of the statistical nature of packet-switched traffic, but there is no input contention, which leads to lower average delays also at low utilization than in input queuing.

It can be shown theoretically that a non-blocking output-queuing switch having queues of infinite size offers the best performance in terms of both throughput and delay. In fact, this type of switch is the only type that is truly work conserving in the sense of Definition 2 under any traffic pattern.

![Figure 2.3: Output Queuing: routing takes place before buffering. Note that the write bandwidth requirement on the output queues equals \( N \) writes/cycle.](image)

However, output queuing comes at a significant cost. The bandwidth requirement on a single buffer is now proportional to both port speed and number of ports, because in one packet cycle \( N \) packets may arrive destined for the same output, so that \( N \) writes (\( N \) arriving packets) and one read (one departing packet) are required. Thus, the bandwidth requirement equals \((N+1)B\) per output queue, with \( B \) being the port speed and \( N \) the number of input ports. Thus, the aggregate bandwidth equals \( N(N+1)B \), which is quadratic in the number of ports, and therefore output queuing is inherently less scalable to more and/or faster ports than input queuing.
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The average queuing delay $D$ of an output-queued switch fabric with infinite-sized queues under Bernoulli traffic, as $N \to \infty$, equals [Hluchy88b]

$$D = \frac{p}{2(1 - p)},$$

(2.2)

where $p$ ($0 \leq p < 1$) is the average input load. The delay versus input load curves for both input and output queuing (Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2) are displayed in Fig. 2.4.

As already pointed out, the major drawback is that both the speed of the internal interconnect and the memory bandwidth have to be $N$ times higher than the external line speed in order to be able to transport $N$ packets to a single output queue in one cycle, whereas an input-queued switch suffers no such limitation. We call this the internal speed-up factor (see also Section 2.7). This requirement makes output queuing in general an expensive solution because here buffers with an access rate $N$ times faster than in an input-queued architecture are required, making the output-queued solution less suitable for very-high-speed packet switches. Additionally, it does not scale well to larger switches, as the speed-up factor increases with switch size.

2.4.1 Examples

Examples of output-queued switch architectures are the Buffered Crossbar, the Knockout, the Gauss, and the ATOM switch.

**Buffered Crossbar switch**

One of the oldest packet-switch architectures is the buffered crossbar, see the schematical representation depicted in Fig. 2.5. A 1982 patent [Bakka82] describes a switching circuit employing this architecture. It has resurfaced numerous times, for instance in the Bus Matrix switch (see Fig. 2.5a), which has been implemented by Fujitsu, described in [Nojima87]. In [Rathgeb88]
it is referred to as the *Butterfly switch*. Gupta et al. [Gupta91b] introduce a variant called *limited intermediate buffer switch*, combining single-packet crosspoint buffers with input queuing. Remarkably, [DelRe93] presents the buffered crossbar architecture as a “novel” one under the name of *multiple queuing*.

![Bus Matrix switch architecture](image1)

(a) Bus Matrix switch architecture, a.k.a. the Butterfly switch. Some form of arbitration (not shown in the picture) is required to select which of the queues connected to the same output line is allowed to transmit. The shaded areas indicate buffer sharing per output.

![Bus Matrix switch with buffer sharing per input](image2)

(b) Bus Matrix switch with buffer sharing per input.

**Figure 2.5: Buffered Crossbar switches.**

That it indeed belongs to the class of output-queued switches may not be apparent at first, but consider that when a packet is stored in one of the crosspoint queues, it has already arrived at its destination output port. The routing function is actually performed by the address filters. Therefore, routing is done before queuing, classifying this architecture as an output-queued one. Logically, it can be regarded as an output-queued switch with distributed output queues, or conversely, an output-queued switch can be viewed as a bus matrix that shares the buffer space available for one output line, indicated by the shading in Fig. 2.5a. Note that the bandwidth requirement in one shaded area (one output queue) equals $N$ writes ($N$ incoming packets) and one read (1 outgoing packet).

The main drawback of the architecture is that $N^2$ separate buffers have to be implemented. Also, each crosspoint buffer and therefore the input-output pair associated with it have a fixed amount of buffer space. This is also regarded as a drawback, as no buffer sharing among inputs and/or outputs is possible. In [Gupta91b], the former problem is tackled by reducing the size of each buffer to one. Alternatively, the buffer space of all queues belonging to the same input can be pooled into one shared buffer to achieve better buffer efficiency, see Fig. 2.5b. Both the case of pure crosspoint buffering and crosspoint buffering with shared buffers per input were studied analytically in [DelRe93]. Results indicate that delay-throughput performance under uniform Bernoulli traffic is equal to that of classical output queuing—this comes as no big surprise, because it can easily be seen that, given infinite buffers, this architecture is in fact work-conserving, just like the classical output-queued architecture.

---

5It was not apparent to the authors of [DelRe93], who classified it as an input-queued architecture.
Knockout switch

An example of an output-queued architecture is the Knockout switch [Yeh87], which derives its name from the key design principle it is based on: the Knockout principle.

The principle states that for a given switch size $N \times N$, it is possible to select a value $L$ such that the probability that more than $L$ packets arrive at one output simultaneously becomes arbitrarily small, with $L \ll N$. Applying this principle to packet switches, the Knockout switch can accept up to $L$ packets for one output at a time, so that output queuing is achieved with an internal speed-up factor of only $L$, instead of $N$ for conventional switches. The price paid for this is the inherent lossiness of the fabric in case more than $L$ packets arrive at an output queue, which is a major drawback. Moreover, the dimensioning of $L$ to achieve a given loss ratio strongly depends on traffic characteristics. The random i.i.d. arrivals assumed in [Yeh87] are not realistic, and burstiness and non-uniformity can lead to much higher loss ratios, thus requiring much larger values of $L$. In [Yoon95] the Knockout switch is studied under non-uniform traffic patterns. The results indicate that packet-loss rate rises sharply (several orders of magnitude) beyond a certain load in the case of hot-spot traffic, and that under non-uniform traffic the packet-loss rate strongly depends on the number of concentrator outputs $L$. Therefore, it is difficult to select a reasonable value of $L$ such that the Knockout switch achieves acceptable packet-loss rates under any traffic pattern.

![Knockout Switch Diagram](image)

Figure 2.6: The Knockout Switch, from [Eng88b].

Fig. 2.6 displays the Knockout switch architecture. Incoming packets are transmitted via broadcast busses to the outputs. At each output a filter selects only those packets that are destined for this particular output. Next, the arriving packets are led through an $N$ to $L$ concentrator, which implies that packets will get lost here if more than $L$ arrive at an output simultaneously, and are then written to a set of $L$ specially organized FIFO queues that act as one FIFO with $L$ inputs and one output, in order to achieve the required output-queue write bandwidth.
How to incorporate multicast services into the Knockout switch architecture is described in [Eng88a], and [Eng88b] describes a photonic version of the Knockout switch.

The Knockout principle can also be generalized to groups of outputs, instead of just individual outputs. This generalized knockout principle is proposed in [Eng89] as a technique to build large, scalable switch fabrics.

### Gauss switch

The Gauss switch [DeVries90a, DeVries90b, Aanen92] is also based on the Knockout principle, and works in almost exactly the same way. The main difference is that the Knockout principle is not implemented using concentrator networks, but rather using a shift register to access the output buffer operated at a speed-up $L < N$. To access this shift register, packets are stored in small intermediate buffers, from where they attempt to grab a free slot on the shift register. When a packet does not succeed in accessing the shift register, and a new packet arrives from the same input in the next time slot, one of the two must be dropped. Therefore, the presence of these intermediate buffers offers an advantage in packet-loss rate compared to the Knockout switch, as shown in [Aanen92].

### ATOM switch

Another example of an output-queued switch is NEC’s ATOM switch [Suzuki89]. The ATOM architecture is conceived as a multistage configuration. The switch elements have dedicated FIFO buffers at each output, with a time-division-multiplexed bus of bandwidth $NB$ to transfer all arriving packets from the inputs to the queues, which enables easy implementation of multicast service. Support for priority classes is provided by maintaining a linked list per priority in each output buffer. Clearly, the main drawback of the architecture is that the TDM bus bandwidth does not scale. Furthermore, as no flow control is provided, the static buffer allocation leads to poor performance under bursty or non-uniform traffic.

### Variations

- **Output bandwidth expansion**: Running the outputs at a speed of $s$ times the input link speed allows more than one packet to be removed from an output queue and delivered to an output link. Equivalently, the number of ports per output can be increased by a factor $s$.

- **Output buffer sharing**: Sharing all buffers among all outputs will cause no packets to be lost or blocked until there are $N * b$ packets waiting in total, where $b$ is the available buffer space per output. This is a form of shared queuing, which Section 2.5 will look at in greater detail.

### Shared Queuing

Both the input- and the output-queued architectures treated so far have assumed that each input c.q. output queue has a fixed amount of buffer space that is dedicated to this queue. This strategy
may lead to suboptimum use of resources: for instance, in case some ports are heavily loaded while others are mostly idle, the former may obviously benefit from temporarily getting more resources, while the latter may get by with less. From this realization the concept of *shared queuing* was born.

This concept implies that buffer resources in a switch fabric are pooled together. All logical input or output queues or groups thereof can use resources from a buffer pool until the pool is exhausted. The aim is to achieve better resource efficiency.

Although the sharing concept has proven effective especially in reducing packet-loss rates, it can lead to unfairness, as packets from one particular input or destined to one particular output can monopolize the shared resource, thus actually causing performance degradation, as was also pointed out in [Hluchyj88b] and [Liew94]. This issue will be treated in Chapter 3.

The following two sections provide some examples of both shared input and shared output queuing. Practical implementations incorporating the shared-queuing approach include the Starlite switch, the Vulcan switch, the ATLAS switch, the PRIZMA switch, the Swedish ATM switch core [Andersson96], and the Hitachi ATM switch [Kuwahara89, Kozaki91].

### 2.5.1 Shared input queuing

In [Tao94] an input-buffered scheme is introduced that groups sets of $k$ inputs together, providing a shared buffer per group, see Fig. 2.7. In each cycle, up to $k$ packets are selected from each group. Note that the queuing discipline is no longer strictly FIFO, so that HoL blocking is alleviated. The packets to be forwarded are selected using the following algorithm:

1. Assign the “idle” flag to all output ports;
2. Randomly choose a grouped queue;
3. From this grouped queue, choose up to $k$ packets having differing, idle destinations in a queuing-age sequence. Mark the selected outputs “occupied”.
4. Repeat step 3 for the next grouped queue, until either all grouped queues have been processed or all output ports are marked “occupied”.

![Figure 2.7: Grouped Input Queuing, from [Tao94].](image-url)
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This algorithm is very similar in operation to the RPA algorithm described in [Ajmone97] (see also Section 2.6) when \( k = 1 \), except that RPA is explicitly based on virtual output queuing, whereas this is implicit in this approach: although the packets in the shared buffer are not sorted by destination, packets to any destination can depart from any grouped queue at any time. Clearly this algorithm is not very efficient: in the worst case, an entire grouped queue must be searched in each of a maximum of \( N \) iterations.

Simulation results for grouping factor \( k = 2, 4, \) and \( 8 \) show that using this scheme throughput drastically improves compared to FIFO input queuing. However, what the authors [Tao94] do not explicitly mention is that this is not due to the grouping but rather to the non-FIFO character of the grouped queues. The grouping effect, as also shown in [Tao94], leads to much lower loss rates, in particular when considering bursty traffic.

**Starlite switch**

The Starlite switch [Huang84], developed at AT&T Bell Laboratories, presents an example of shared input queuing.\(^6\) There is no dedicated buffer per input, but rather one buffer that stores all packets that could not be delivered owing to output contention. Excess packets are dropped. The buffered packets are fed back into the switch (hence the name ‘shared recirculating queue’) through \( M \) additional input ports, dedicated to serving packets being recirculated. This reduces the effective size of the switch because an \( (N + M) \times (N + M) \) size switch is required to realize an \( N \times N \) switch, and may cause packets to be delivered out of sequence. The size of the recirculation buffer and the number of input ports \( M \) dedicated to it can be tuned to meet specific packet loss requirements.

\[2.5.2 \text{ Shared output queuing}\]

![Figure 2.8: Shared output queuing, logical structure.](image)

---

\(^6\)This architecture employs a form of shared input queuing because queuing is in fact done before switching, although packets are passed through the routing fabric before being buffered. However, once buffered, they need to be routed again.
Most practical implementations of output-queued switch fabrics employ a shared output buffer approach, where all output queues share one common memory. This approach has a significant advantage over dedicated output queues from an implementational viewpoint: the aggregate bandwidth through the shared memory equals $2NB$, which is in fact equal to the aggregate bandwidth requirement for the input-queued architecture, instead of $N(N + 1)B$ in case of dedicated output buffers, see Fig. 2.8. This tremendous saving can be understood easily by realizing that no switch, regardless of its architecture, ever needs to receive or transmit more than $N$ packets in a single cycle.

In addition, by sharing the available memory space among all outputs better memory efficiency can be achieved, which has been demonstrated in [Eckberg88, Hluchyj88b, Iliadis91b, Liew94]. These results have shown that much improved packet-loss rates can be achieved by sharing a given amount of total buffer space, because a packet will only be lost when the entire shared buffer space is full [Eckberg88, Hluchyj88b]. Additionally, in [Iliadis91b] it is shown analytically that, given a combined input- and output-queued switch system employing back-pressure, a fully shared output buffer of size $Nb$ offers superior throughput compared to $N$ dedicated output buffers of size $b$ each, see also Section 2.7.3.

Shared-memory implementation

Although a shared-memory implementation reduces the aggregate memory bandwidth to $2NB$ compared to dedicated output queuing, the implementation of the shared memory itself is the greatest challenge in terms of implementation. The aggregate bandwidth requirement equals that of an input-queued switch with identical throughput, but in the input-queued switch the memory is distributed over $N$ inputs, which typically are also separated physically (on separate chips and boards), whereas in the shared-memory switch the entire bandwidth is funneled through a single memory. This is the main drawback of the shared-memory architecture. To obtain the desired bandwidth, several approaches are possible, for example employing wide memory, or employing parallel (interleaved) memory banks, pipelining memory access, or combinations thereof, as illustrated by the following examples of such switches.

Hitachi switch

Hitachi [Kuwahara89, Kozaki91] developed a $32 \times 32$ shared-buffer ATM switch, with a port speed of 155.52 Mb/s (OC-3). The shared buffer is organized in the form of a bit-slice with eight memories; the datapath to each memory is 54 bits wide (54 bits times 8 memories yields the internal 54 byte format); the cycle time of each memory is 38.6 ns, and it can store 4096 packets. Support for traffic classes is provided in the form of two delay classes and two loss rate classes, whereas multicast requires additional circuitry. The $32 \times 32$ switch is implemented in a set of 0.8 μm CMOS VLSIs on one printed circuit board.

The switch is intended for use as a building block for large multistage fabrics (up to 1024 ports), but owing to the complete lack of flow control, performance in such a system will be uncontrollable and therefore unpredictable.
Vulcan switch

In [Stunkel95], the high-performance switch architecture used to interconnect parallel processors in the IBM SP2 supercomputers is described. The heart of the switching network is the Vulcan switch, see Fig. 2.9.

It is an $8 \times 8$ output-queued switch, with an aggregate throughput of 2.56 Gb/s. In parallel computing applications low latency is very important, therefore the shared memory is augmented by a crossbar to achieve low latency for packets that experience no contention. Packets that experience contention are stored in a central queue, implemented in a 1 kB large dual-ported memory. The central queue maintains eight lists, one for each output. Space for each of these lists is allocated dynamically upon request, without per-input or per-output limitation.

Output buffering is achieved by means of pipelining: the datapath through the central queue is
64 bit wide, enough to transport eight data units (called flits in SP2 terminology) simultaneously. To achieve the desired bandwidth, each input port that wants to write to the central queue must deserialize eight flits and write them at once. To this end, each Vulcan input port has a FIFO buffer. At the output side, these flits have to be serialized again.

To prevent data loss, the Vulcan switch employs credit-based (actually called tokens), point-to-point flow control, enabled by the presence of the input buffers on each input port. This scheme enables gapless transmission on long links and allows Vulcans to be cascaded directly together, which is a very useful property when building the large switch systems the Vulcan is intended for. The credit protocol is very simple: each output port starts with a number of credits (31) and removes one credit for each flit transmitted. It can keep transmitting as long as the credit counter is greater than zero. The receiving input buffer returns one credit to the sender for every flit that leaves the input buffer.

**ATLAS I switch**

The ATLAS I switch [Katevenis96a, Katevenis96b, Katevenis97, Katevenis98, Kornaros99], developed by FORTH and the University of Crete, is a single-chip output-queued shared-memory switch with a port speed of 622 Mb/s. The memory is implemented using parallel memory banks that are accessed in a pipelined fashion. This scheme is described in detail in [Katevenis95], and was used earlier in the Telegraphos I, II, and III switches. It supports three service classes, multicast, and link bundling. Its most distinguishing feature is the credit-based flow control, which enables the modular construction of large multistage networks while maintaining high performance [Katevenis96b].

**PRIZMA switch**

An example of shared output queuing is encountered in the PRIZMA switch [Denzel95]. This concept is represented logically in Fig. 2.8, whereas Fig. 2.10 shows the physical implementation. Here, all packets are stored in a central, shared memory having a size of \( M \) packets, and the output queues only contain addresses that point to the corresponding packets in the shared memory. Essentially, the control- and data-paths are thus separated, a crucial feature of PRIZMA, as shall be explained shortly.

The original PRIZMA architecture is based on the separation of the data and control paths. The packet payload data is routed through the data path only. It consists of the shared memory and fully parallel input and output routing trees (one routing tree per input and one per output) that allow parallel, simultaneous access to any set of \( N \) different memory locations on both the read and the write side. This arrangement overcomes the bottleneck of a shared medium such as a bus for the data stream.

The data section is controlled by a control section to achieve the desired switching function. It consists of \( N \) output queues, one free address queue, and demultiplexers to route incoming addresses to the correct output queues. The free queue initially contains all shared memory addresses. It provides every input with a memory address to store the next incoming packet at. When a packet arrives, the corresponding input stores it at the designated memory address, forwards the address to the control section along with the packet’s header, which contains destination and priority information. The control section routes the address to one or more output
queues, according to its destination, where it is appended at the tail of the queue(s). The input then requests a new address from the free queue, and will receive one, if present.\footnote{If no free addresses are available, the next incoming packet on this input will be lost. This situation should be avoided by employing proper flow-control mechanisms.} As there are \(N\) parallel input routers, this process can be executed in parallel for all inputs.

Each output queue removes the address at its head and uses this address to configure the corresponding output router, which will fetch the data from the memory at the requested address. When completed, the address is returned to the free queue, to be used again for newly arriving packets. Because of the parallel output routers all output queues can transmit simultaneously.

By means of output-queue thresholds queues can be prevented from using up an unreasonable portion of the shared memory, which could lead to performance degradation on other outputs. The use of multiple “nested” output-queue thresholds has been studied in [Minkenberg96].

In the PRIZMA architecture, the bandwidth burden is shifted onto the control section, but because the control section only handles addresses (pointers to packets in the shared memory), the overall bandwidth requirement is much less stringent. Given that the size of a pointer is \(\log_2 M\) bits, the aggregate bandwidth requirement on the dedicated output queues that store the addresses equals \(N(N+1)B \frac{\log_2 M}{L}\), with \(L\) being equal to the size (in bits) of one packet. To illustrate how the separation of control and data paths relaxes the overall bandwidth requirement, consider that for a typical packet switch with \(N = 32, M = 1024, L = 64\) bytes = 512 bits, this constitutes a bandwidth reduction by a factor of more than 50.

Additionally, multicast can easily be supported with this architecture [Engbersen92]. An incoming multicast packet is stored only once in memory, whereas its address is duplicated to each destination output queue. An occupancy counter associated with each memory address keeps track of how many copies still have to be transmitted; this counter is initialized to the number of destinations (the multicast fanout). Once it reaches zero, the address is freed and

---

Figure 2.10: Shared output queuing, as implemented in the PRIZMA switch, [Denzel95].
returned to the free queue.

The PRIZMA architecture also allows multiple, identical switch chips to be operated in parallel, thus multiplying the throughput by effectively widening the datapath, see Section 6.3.1. Flow control, priority support, expansion modes, etc. will be treated elsewhere, see Chapters 3 and 6.

### 2.6 Virtual Output Queuing

The afore-mentioned limitations of output-queued and shared-memory switches, in particular the limited scalability due to memory bandwidth constraints, rekindled interest in input-queued, crossbar-based architectures. The performance limitation caused by HoL blocking in FIFO input queues has been reduced by schemes such as those described in Section 2.3.2. Several of these schemes attempt to improve performance by searching the input buffer for packets destined to idle outputs. As already noted in Section 2.3.2, this search would be much more efficient if the input buffers were organized according to outputs.

This arrangement is called virtual output queuing (VOQ). The name refers to the sorting of packets per output in each input buffer, i.e., at each input a separate queue is maintained for each output, see Fig. 2.11. The first work describing an input-buffered switch using this arrangement, to my knowledge, dates back to a 1984 patent by McMillen [McMillen84]. Another early reference describing a switch system using this queuing arrangement is [Mehmet89]. The McMillen patent describes the VOQ mechanism, but calls it multiple queuing.

![Figure 2.11: The VOQ architecture. There are $N^2$ VOQs at the input side, and the routing fabric is a simple crossbar. In each cycle, the scheduling unit collects the requests, executes some algorithm to decide which VOQs may forward a packet, returns the grants and configures the crossbar. The granted VOQs remove their HoL packets and forward them to the outputs.](image)

This arrangement is sometimes also referred to as advanced input queuing [LaMaire94], but henceforth the term virtual output queuing will be used exclusively.
Although VOQ means maintaining $N^2$ queues in total, each individual queue can remain FIFO. This arrangement is comparable to output queuing in that packets are queued per output. However, the output queues are distributed over the inputs. This approach introduces a new problem: as there are now (a maximum of) $N^2$ HoL packets instead of just $N$, the problem of selecting which packets to transmit becomes much more complex. The performance of this architecture is determined by the arbitration algorithm.

Both conventional input-queued switches (see Section 2.3) and VOQ switches based on crossbars can only transmit one packet from each input and receive one packet at each input in one cycle ($S_i = S_o = 1$). The key difference between the two is that whereas the former has only one packet per input eligible for transmission, an input with VOQ can dispatch as much as $N$ requests (one per output). The scheduler has to solve the problem of matching the inputs with the outputs in an optimal and fair manner. The remainder of this section will give a comprehensive overview of the techniques and algorithms proposed so far, and evaluate them in terms of performance, fairness, and implementational complexity. Fig. 2.12 shows a taxonomy of matching algorithms for VOQ switches.

![Taxonomy of matching algorithms for VOQ switches](image)

Figure 2.12: A taxonomy of matching algorithms for VOQ switches.

Note that the VOQ mechanism need not be employed with input-buffered or crossbar-based switching fabrics exclusively. The 1984 McMillen patent for instance describes a system where up to $N$ packets can be selected from an input simultaneously, so that centralized arbitration is not required; the cost of this is that each input must provide a read bandwidth of $N$ times the line rate, which poses a similar limitation as faced by an output-queued switch. That the VOQ
mechanism is also useful in combination with output-queued switches is one of the main topics of this dissertation, and will be demonstrated in Chapter 3.

### 2.6.1 Bipartite Graph Matchings

The scheduling problem faced by crossbar-based, VOQ switches can be mapped to a bipartite graph-matching problem, see Fig. 2.13a. Assuming an $N \times N$ switch, the VOQ occupancies at time $t$ are given by $Q_{ij}(t)$, with $1 \leq i, j \leq N$. In each packet cycle, we construct a graph $G = (V, E)$ that consists of a set $V$ of $2N$ vertices, partitioned into two sets, namely $N$ inputs (on the left) and $N$ outputs (on the right). The set of edges $E$ has one edge connecting vertex $i$ of the inputs to vertex $j$ of the outputs for each $Q_{ij}(t) > 0$, that is, for each non-empty VOQ the graph has a corresponding edge.

A matching $M$ on this graph $G$ is any subset of $E$ such that no two edges in $M$ have a common vertex. The practical interpretation of the matching is that for each edge $(i, j)$ that is part of the matching one packet is transferred from input $i$ to output $j$. The definition of the matching guarantees that only one packet per input and output needs to be transferred, thus satisfying the bandwidth restrictions imposed by the crossbar.

A distinction is made between maximum and maximal matchings. A maximum matching is the largest size matching that can be made on a given graph. A maximal matching is a matching to which no further edges can be added without first removing an already matched edge. Therefore, any maximum match is also a maximal match, but not vice versa. On a given graph, there can be multiple maximum and multiple maximal matches. Figs. 2.13b and 2.13c illustrate the difference.

Tarjan explains in [Tarjan83, Chapter 9] how a bipartite graph-matching problem can be translated into an equivalent network flow problem.

The bipartite graph-matching problem can naturally be mapped to a request matrix $R = [r_{ij}]$, $1 \leq i, j \leq N$, where $r_{ij} = 1$ if there is an edge between input $i$ and output $j$ in the graph, 0 otherwise. Solving the matching problem now boils down to finding a subset $M$ of the set of requests $\{r_{ij}\}$ that satisfies conditions 2.3 and 2.4, which express that at most one request can be selected per row and per column.

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall i: 0 \leq i < N : & \quad \sum_{(i,j) \in M} r_{ij} \leq 1 \quad (2.3) \\
\forall j: 0 \leq j < N : & \quad \sum_{(i,j) \in M} r_{ij} \leq 1 \quad (2.4)
\end{align*}
\]

Eq. 2.5 shows the request matrix $R$ and the maximum and maximal matching matrices corresponding to Fig. 2.13.

\[
R = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1 & 0
\end{bmatrix}, \quad M_{\text{max}} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0
\end{bmatrix}, \quad M_{\text{maximal}} = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(2.5)
2.6.2 Maximum Size Matching

A maximum size matching $M$ on the graph $G$ described above is one that maximizes the number of edges in $M$. The fastest known solution to the maximum size matching problem executes in $O(N^{5/2})$ time [Dinic70, Hopcroft73]. In [McKeown95] a proof is given that maximum size matchings can achieve 100% throughput under uniform, identical and independently distributed (i.i.d.) Bernoulli traffic. However, it has been shown in [McKeown96a] that this no longer holds under non-uniform traffic, and moreover, that maximum size matchings can lead to instability and unfairness under admissible traffic, whereas under inadmissible traffic they can even lead to starvation. Therefore, maximum size matchings must be considered unsuitable.

2.6.3 Maximum Weight Matching

By assigning weights $w_{ij}(t)$ to the edges of $G$ we can perform maximum weight matching on $G$, by finding a matching $M$ that maximizes the total weight $W(t) = \sum_{(i,j) \in M} w_{ij}(t)$. Maximum size matching clearly is just a special case of maximum weight matching with all weights $w_{ij}(t) = 1$. The weights are a function of time $t$, as the state of the system variables from which the weights are computed change over time.

Tassiulas and Ephremides [Tassiulas92, Tassiulas98] showed, initially in the context of multi-hop packet radio networks, that maximum throughput is achieved if a maximum weight policy is adopted using the queue occupancies as weights, i.e., $w_{ij}(t) = Q_{ij}(t)$. McKeown et al. [McKeown96a] arrived at the same conclusion with their longest queue first (LQF) algorithm, which is proven to be stable under the condition of admissible, i.i.d. arrivals. However, LQF can be shown to lead to starvation of short queues. Mekkittikul and McKeown proposed the oldest cell first (OCF) algorithm in [Mekkittikul96], which uses the age of the HoL packets as weights, thus guaranteeing that no queue will remain unserved indefinitely, because the weight of unserved HoL packets will increase until they eventually are served. This algorithm is also shown to be stable under all i.i.d. arrivals.

The most efficient known algorithm that solves the maximum weight optimization problem requires $O(N^3 \log(N))$ execution time [Tarjan83, Chapter 8], which must be considered infeasible to implement at high port speeds. Therefore, the proposed algorithms are not practical to implement. Tassiulas proposed [Tassiulas98] a randomized algorithm of linear complexity that employs an incremental updating rule, using the heuristic that the matching obtained for the previous cycle is likely to be a good matching also for the current cycle, as the state of the input queues changes only slightly. Basically, in each cycle a random matching (distributed such that there is a non-zero probability that the optimum, maximum weight matching is chosen) is selected. If the new matching leads to a higher weight than the previous one, the new one is taken, otherwise the old one is kept. This approach is shown to achieve maximum throughput [Tassiulas98].

McKeown proposed [McKeown95] practically implementable heuristic, iterative versions of LQF and OCF, called i-LQF and i-OCF. These algorithms operate very similar to i-SLIP, with the difference that instead of just one-bit requests, each request carries a weight, equal to the queue length in case of i-LQF and equal to the age of the HoL packet in case of i-OCF. The grant and accept arbiters always select the requests c.q. grants with the largest weight (instead of the RR operation of i-SLIP).
Mekkittikul and McKeown [Mekkittikul98] designed the longest port first (LPF) algorithm to overcome the complexity problems of LQF. The weights are equal to the port occupancy, which is defined as the sum of the queue occupancies of the corresponding input and output:

\[ w_{ij}(t) = \sum_k Q_{ik}(t) + \sum_l Q_{lj}(t). \]

The algorithm is shown to be stable under all i.i.d. arrivals, and has a complexity of \( O(N^{2.5}) \), which is lower than LQF because LPF is based on maximum size matching with a preference to choose the maximum size matching with the largest weight (which could be less than the actual maximum weight matching). A heuristic, iterative version called i-LPF is proposed for implementation in high-speed hardware.

Finally, the i.i.d. arrivals assumption required by [McKeown96a, McKeown99c, Tassiulas92] has been lifted by Dai and Prabhakar, who proved using fluid model techniques that an IQ switch using a maximum weight matching algorithm achieves a throughput of 100%, as long as no input or output is oversubscribed and the input arrivals satisfy the strong law of large numbers, which are very mild conditions that most real traffic patterns satisfy [Dai00].

2.6.4 Heuristic Matchings

As both maximum size and weight algorithms are too complex and therefore unsuitable for application in high-speed packet switches, research has focused on heuristic matching algorithms that execute in linear time. In practice, these algorithm will converge on a maximal instead of maximum match, a maximal match being defined as a match to which no edges can be added without first removing previously matched edges. Fig. 2.13 illustrates the difference between a maximum and a maximal match.

Many heuristic matchings operate iteratively, adding edges to the match in each iteration without removing existing ones. If they iterate until no more edges can be added, a maximal match has been achieved, by the above definition.

These heuristic algorithms can be divided into three subclasses: sequential, parallel, and neural algorithms. Sequential matching algorithms match one, or a limited number of input and output pair(s) at a time and require \( O(N) \) iterations, whereas parallel algorithms can match up to \( N \) inputs and outputs simultaneously and require \( O(\log N) \) iterations. Parallel algorithms are typically employed iteratively to obtain better performance. Neural algorithms employ a neural network to compute a matching. Subsequently, we will review algorithms from all three classes.

Sequential Matching

The most straightforward way to obtain a maximal match is by sequential matching. This algorithm works as follows: Initially, all inputs and outputs are unmatched. Every input sends a request to each output for which it has at least one packet. The algorithm iterates over all outputs; in each iteration one output gives a grant to one of the inputs it received a request from, excluding inputs that have been already been matched previously.

To ensure fairness and avoid starvation, each output provides grants in a round robin fashion: it keeps a pointer to the input it has granted to last and will give the next grant to the input that appears next in the round robin. Similarly, the sequence in which the outputs are matched is determined in a round-robin fashion.

The main drawback of this algorithm is that although it obtains a maximal match, it requires
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Figure 2.13: Maximal vs. maximum match on a bipartite graph. Heuristic matching algorithms typically converge on maximal matches, which may lead to lower throughput, as illustrated by (b) vs. (c).

\[ O(N^2) \]

execution time. To improve and achieve linear execution time, parallel matching algorithms have been developed.

In [Tao94] (see also Section 2.5.1) an algorithm for input-buffered switches is described that can be classified as a sequential matching algorithm, although it does not explicitly employ VOQ.

In [Ajmone97, Ajmone98] RPA is presented, a sequential matching algorithm that operates as described above, but with an extension to support multiple traffic classes. The next two sections describe other sequential matching algorithms, namely WFA, WWFA, and 2DRR.

**WFA: Wave Front Arbiter**

Tamir and Chi [Tamir93] designed a sequential matching algorithm that has better time complexity than the algorithm described, based on the observation that, when looking at a request matrix \( R \) (see for instance Eq. 2.5), the matching decisions for requests that lie on the same diagonal of the matrix can be made in parallel, as they can never conflict because they all are in different rows and columns. Thus, all matrix diagonals are processed in sequence, excluding inputs and outputs that have already been matched from the process. The time complexity of this process is \( 2N - 1 \), as there are as many diagonals. This arbiter is called the Wave Front Arbiter (WFA) because of the way the diagonal moves like a wave through the matrix, see Fig. 2.14a.

A further improvement can be made by observing that the diagonal can be wrapped (see Fig. 2.14b), so that each diagonal covers exactly \( N \) elements at a time. The resulting arbiter is called Wrapped Wave Front Arbiter (WWFA) and its time complexity is reduced to \( N \). Additionally, it is highly amenable to high-speed implementation.

As an example, Eq. 2.6 shows the matchings resulting from WFA and WWFA, using the request...
matrix $R$ which corresponds to Fig. 2.14. Note how both arrive at different matches, although they happen to be of equal size.

$$R = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\ 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \quad M_{WFA} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \quad M_{WWFA} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}$$ (2.6)

2DRR Scheduler

The Two-Dimensional Round-Robin (2DRR) scheduler presented in [LaMaire94] is a generalization of the WFA [Tamir93], although no reference is made to said work.

First, the term generalized diagonal is defined: A generalized diagonal is a set of $N$ elements in an $N \times N$ matrix such that no two elements are in the same row or column. Thus, there are $N!$ different generalized diagonals in an $N \times N$ matrix. Note that the wrapped diagonals of the WWFA are also generalized diagonals.

Two matrices are defined, the Diagonal Pattern Matrix $DM(i, j)$ and the Pattern Sequence Matrix $PM(k, l)$ with $0 \leq i, j, k, l < N$, see Fig. 2.15. The diagonal pattern matrix defines the generalized diagonals used in the matching process, which is performed in exactly the same way.
way as the WWFA. The pattern sequence matrix is intended to provide fairness among inputs and outputs: if the matching would start with the same diagonal in each time slot, certain connections would always be favored, leading to unfairness. The pattern sequence matrix alleviates this potential unfairness by permuting the sequence of diagonals to be applied each cycle. The authors show that when $N + 1$ is prime, the scheduling algorithm is fair, in that no index in the pattern sequencing matrix is treated preferentially with respect to any other. However, in case $N + 1$ is not prime, this guarantee cannot be made. To enhance the fairness properties of 2DRR, an enhanced version of the algorithm is developed, which uses $N$ different diagonal pattern matrices in consecutive phases (each phase consisting of $N$ timeslots).

Figure 2.15: 2DRR scheduling algorithm, [LaMaire94]. Shown are (a) an example $4 \times 4$ diagonal pattern matrix and (b) a pattern sequence matrix used in the matching process.

Fig. 2.16 shows an example of a request matrix and the resulting grant matrices in time slots 0 and 1, using the DM and PM of Fig. 2.15.

Figure 2.16: Request and resulting grant matrices in time slots 0 and 1, corresponding to the patterns of Fig. 2.15. Grants are indicated by the shaded squares. Example taken from [LaMaire94].

Maximum throughput of both algorithms is shown to be 100%, and delay characteristics are obtained by means of simulation with i.i.d. Bernoulli traffic. Hardware implementation is shown to be straightforward and amenable to application in high-speed switches.
Parallel Matching: PIM, WPIM

The sequential algorithms described above require $O(N)$ iterations to arrive at a maximal match. A second class of heuristic matching algorithms allows multiple (up to $N$) input and output pairs to be matched simultaneously, thus converging faster on a maximal match. One such parallel matching algorithm is the Parallel Iterative Matching (PIM) algorithm invented by DEC [Anderson93]. Its operation is as follows: Initially, all inputs and outputs are unmatched. In each iteration of the algorithm, the following request, grant, and accept steps are executed:

1. **Request:** Each unmatched input $i$ sends a request to every output $j$ for which it has a packet ($Q_{ij}(t) > 0$).

2. **Grant:** If an unmatched output receives any requests, it randomly, in a uniform manner, selects one that will receive the grant.

3. **Accept:** If an input receives any grants, it randomly, in a uniform manner, selects one to accept.

As outputs do not coordinate their decisions in the grant step, multiple outputs may grant to the same input. These grant conflicts are resolved in the accept step, but every rejected grant implies a potential reduction in matching size. To increase the size of the matching, multiple iterations are executed, taking into account only the inputs and outputs that remain unmatched after the preceding iteration, adding connections until either no unmatched inputs and outputs remain, or a fixed number of iterations has been completed. In the worst case, it may take $N$ iterations for the algorithm to converge, making PIM no faster than sequential matching. However, owing to the randomness in the algorithm, it can be shown that the algorithm completes in $O(\log N)$ iterations on average. Digital’s AN2 prototype switch of size $16 \times 16$ uses four iterations fixed, instead of iterating until no more connections can be added [Anderson93].

Performance-wise, PIM is a definite improvement over FIFO queuing, and it executes faster than sequential scheduling. Moreover, it will never starve a connection like maximum size matching does, but it has its disadvantages: With a single iteration, throughput is limited to just 63%, and it may also cause unfairness among connections [McKeown95]. Furthermore, implementing random selections at high speeds is difficult and costly.

WPIM (Weighted PIM) [Stiliadis95] is a variant of PIM that adds support for providing bandwidth guarantees between individual input-output pairs in the presence of ill-behaved flows. Regular PIM always provides equal bandwidth to all input-output pairs because of its statistical nature. If an output is not oversubscribed, that is, the sum of arriving flows does not exceed the output’s bandwidth, this is not a problem, but when one input exceeds its allocated share of bandwidth, all others suffer as well. To prevent this, WPIM introduces bandwidth-allocation coefficients that are used by each output to decide individually whether a particular input has exceeded its allocated share of bandwidth—those that have will not receive a grant as long as other inputs have not received their allocated share. Thus, WPIM enables bandwidth provisioning and flow isolation in an input-queued switch using VOQ. Like regular PIM, it completes in $O(\log N)$ iterations.
Round-robin matching: RRM, SLIP and i-SLIP, FARR, FIRM

In [McKeown95] the SLIP and i-SLIP algorithms are presented, which were designed to achieve an improvement in terms of efficiency, fairness and speed compared to existing algorithms. The SLIP algorithm is based on the Round-Robin Matching (RRM) algorithm, described next.

RRM is very similar to PIM, but instead of using random selections, it uses modulo $N$ round-robin arbiters, one for each input and one for each output. Each arbiter maintains a pointer, indicating the element that currently has highest priority. RRM operates as follows:

1. **Request:** Each unmatched input sends a request to each output it has at least one packet for.

2. **Grant:** Each output that has received at least one request selects one request to grant by means of its round-robin arbiter: it chooses the input that appears next in the round robin, starting from the input currently being pointed to. The pointer is advanced (modulo $N$) to one beyond the input just granted.

3. **Accept:** Similarly, each input that has received at least one grant selects one grant to accept by means of its round-robin arbiter: it chooses the output that appears next in the round robin, starting from the output currently being pointed to. The pointer is advanced (modulo $N$) to one beyond the output just accepted.

Unfortunately, RRM does not perform very well. Under uniform i.i.d. Bernoulli arrivals, it saturates at an input load of merely 63%, close to that of PIM. The reason for this is that output arbiters tend to synchronize, causing multiple arbiters to grant to the same input, which leads to a waste of grants and thus poor throughput.

SLIP is an improvement on RRM, aimed at preventing synchronization of arbiters, hence the name (SLIP is not an acronym). Its operation is very similar to RRM, with only a subtle modification in step 2 of how the pointers are updated:

1. **Request:** Same as RRM.

2. **Grant:** Each output that has received at least one request selects one request to grant by means of its round-robin arbiter: it chooses the input that appears next in the round robin, starting from the input currently being pointed to. The pointer is advanced to one beyond the input just granted if and only if the grant is accepted in step 3.

3. **Accept:** Same as RRM.

The operation of the SLIP algorithm is illustrated for a $4 \times 4$ switch in Fig. 2.17.

It turns out that SLIP indeed solves the performance limitations of PIM and RRM. Indeed, under uniform i.i.d. Bernoulli arrivals, a maximum throughput of close to 100% is achieved.

One can improve the performance of SLIP further by executing multiple iterations of the algorithm in a single packet cycle, just like PIM does. This variant, called $i$-SLIP, operates as follows:

1. **Request:** Each unmatched input sends a request to each output it has at least one packet for.
2. **Grant:** Each output that has received at least one request selects one request to grant by means of its round-robin arbiter: it chooses the input that appears next in the round robin, starting from the input currently being pointed to. The pointer is advanced to one beyond the input just granted if and only if the grant is accepted in step 3 of the first iteration.

3. **Accept:** Similarly, each input that has received at least one grant selects one grant to accept by means of its round-robin arbiter: it chooses the output that appears next in the round robin, starting from the output currently being pointed to. The pointer is advanced (modulo $N$) to one beyond the output just accepted only if this input was matched in the first iteration.

Note that this is almost identical to non-iterative SLIP, with the exception of the added condition in steps 2 and 3: the pointers are only updated in the first iteration for reasons of fairness. Compared to SLIP, iterative SLIP improves performance further, and even more so when the number of iterations is increased. On average i-SLIP appears to converge in about $O(\log N)$
iterations, a result similar to PIM. For a detailed analysis of performance and properties of SLIP and i-SLIP, the reader is referred to [McKeown95] and [McKeown99a]. ESLIP [McKeown99b] is a modified version of i-SLIP used in Cisco’s high-end switched backplane routers. ESLIP combines unicast and multicast scheduling into a single algorithm.

**FARR**

In [Lund96] the FARR (fair arbitrated round-robin) algorithm is presented. Like PIM and SLIP, FARR is a parallel, iterative matching algorithm. Its main goal is to achieve per-VC fairness, which is lacking from PIM and SLIP. Per-VC fairness is important in case an output is oversubscribed. In such a situation PIM and SLIP will evenly divide bandwidth over all inputs that have traffic for the output in question, which leads to unfairness in the sense of max-min fairness as defined in [Hahne91]. FARR overcomes this problem by employing time-stamped requests and favoring those VCs that were served least recently in the arbitration process.

Max-min fairness requires that when $K$ flows compete for a link, they should receive a bandwidth share equal to $\min(B/K, R_k)$ if the link is oversubscribed and $R_k$ if otherwise, with $R_k$ the bandwidth requested by flow $k$, and $B$ the link bandwidth. This implies that as long as the link is undersubscribed, i.e., $\sum_k R_k \leq B$, every flow will receive its requested share of bandwidth, but when the link is oversubscribed, only those flows that exceed $B/K$ are throttled.

PIM and SLIP do not satisfy this requirement, because they do not distinguish between different flows that arrive on the same input—for these algorithms each input is basically one aggregated flow, and bandwidth is distributed accordingly. That is, PIM and SLIP provide per-link fairness, but not per-flow fairness.

Fig. 2.18 shows an example: There are five flows in total for a given output, four from input 1, with a rate of 20% of the output link each, and one from input 2, with a rate of 50% of the output link. PIM and SLIP will assign 50% to each input, so that flows 1 through 4 each get 12.5% and flow 5 a full 50% (Fig. 2.18a), but according to the max-min fairness rule, each flow should get 20% here (2.18b). Note that this issue is not specific to SLIP or PIM, but to any switch implementing per-input rather than per-flow fairness.

![Diagram](attachment:link_graph.png)

(a) Unfairness: only the flows on the heavier-loaded input are impacted. (b) Max-min fairness: each flow receives its minimum share of bandwidth.

Figure 2.18: Max-min fairness.
FIRM

In [Serpanos00] an improvement to SLIP is proposed. The difference lies in the way the grant pointers are updated:

1. Request: Same as SLIP.

2. Grant: Each output that has received at least one request selects one request to grant by means of its round-robin arbiter: it chooses the input that appears next in the round robin, starting from the input currently being pointed to. The pointer is advanced to one beyond the input just granted if and only if the grant is accepted in step 3. If the grant is not accepted, the pointer is advanced to the granted input.

3. Accept: Same as SLIP.

The authors show that this slight modification reduces the maximum waiting time for any request from $(N - 1)^2 + N^2$ for SLIP to $N^2$ for FIRM, resulting in improved delay characteristics at no extra implementation cost.

Randomization

Goudreau et al. [Goudreau00] proposed a randomization technique that can be used in conjunction with heuristic matching algorithms to improve their results. A randomization phase is inserted between each two consecutive iterations of the heuristic matching algorithm (such as PIM or SLIP). This randomization occurs as follows: Each unmatched input randomly selects an output it has at least one packet for. This input-output pair is added to the match, even if the selected output has already been matched, in which case the existing matched pair is removed from the matching. Ties are broken randomly in case multiple unmatched inputs select the same output. This approach is shown to lead to larger matchings and therefore improved performance in particular for non-uniform traffic patterns, which lead to low-degree graphs, i.e., graphs with only a few edges incident to each vertex. Such graphs generally have fewer optimal matchings than high-degree graphs; consequently, heuristic algorithms will more often result in a sub-optimal solution. The randomization procedure improves the quality of the solution by avoiding such local maxima in the solution space.

Neural-network matching


The neural network that implements the matching consists of an array of $N \times N$ neurons $n_{ij}$, $1 \leq i, j \leq N$. The steady-state output $V_{ij}$ of neuron $n_{ij}$ can be either one (match) or zero (no match). The inputs $I_{ij}$ to the neural network indicate whether or not input $i$ has at least one packet for output $j$ in which case $I_{ij} = 1$, otherwise $I_{ij} = 0$. In [Fantacci96] the following
differential equation for the neuron state variables $x_{ij}$ is proposed:

$$x_{ij} = -x_{ij} + AV_{ij} - B \sum_{h=1,h \neq i}^{N} V_{ih} - B \sum_{k=1,k \neq j}^{N} V_{kj} + C.$$ (2.7)

The neuron output $V_{ij}$ is derived from the neuron state $x_{ij}$ through a piecewise-linear sigmoidal function $g(x_{ij})$:

$$V_{ij} = g(x_{ij}) = \begin{cases} 
0, & x_{ij} < 0 \\
 x_{ij}, & 0 \leq x_{ij} \leq 1 \\
1, & x_{ij} > 1
\end{cases}$$ (2.8)

Note that Eq. 2.7 implies that each neuron only connects to neurons in the same row $i$ and the same column $j$. This approach was already suggested in [Troudet91] in order to reduce the number of neural interconnections to $O(N^3)$ (compared to $O(N^4)$ for a fully interconnected net).

In [Fantacci96], the equilibrium point of the neural net is shown to be an optimum solution in the form of a permutation matrix if the constraints of Eq. 2.9 on the constant weights $A$, $B$ and $C$ in Eq. 2.7 are satisfied.

$$\begin{cases} 
A > 1 \\
B > C + A - 1 \\
C > 0
\end{cases}$$ (2.9)

Although the results are quite promising—delay–throughput performance is shown to be very close to ideal—the practical implementation of the proposed neural networks at the speeds envisioned does not seem feasible.

Stable Marriages

A discussion on bipartite graph matchings would not be complete without at least some mention of the stable marriage problem, first introduced by Gale and Shapley in 1962 [Gale62].

The stable marriage problem is defined as follows: There are $N$ men and $N$ women. Each person lists all members of the opposite sex in their order of preference. A matching is any one-to-one pairing of men and women. A stable matching is a matching that cannot be upset by any pair not matched to each other but who prefer each other to their current partners. In that case, they would leave their current partners to become engaged, thus upsetting the (unstable) matching.

Gale and Shapley proved that there always exists at least one stable matching in any instance of the stable marriage problem by presenting an algorithm that always finds a stable matching. Furthermore, their algorithm exhibits the remarkable property that the matching found will always provide each man with the optimum partner he can obtain in any stable matching. The algorithm has a complexity of $O(N^2)$.

It has been suggested that the stable marriage problem may be applied in the domain of bipartite graph matching for VOQ switches [McKeown95, Stoica98], with the roles of men and women assumed by those of input and outputs, respectively. However, it is not intuitively clear

---

8 A good reference book on the stable marriage problem is [Gusfield89].
how a stable marriage corresponds to a maximum size or maximum weight matching; the fact that each input c.q. output obtains an optimum partner does not mean that the overall result is optimal in terms of either size or weight. In the maximum size matching problem for VOQ switches, neither inputs nor outputs care about which ‘partner’ they are matched to. Furthermore, typically not every input has a packet for each output, implying that there may be holes in the inputs’ preference lists. Outputs on the other hand are always open to receiving packets from all inputs, so that their preference lists have no holes. The preference lists can be arranged by, for instance, queue occupancies or service times. In their study of CIOQ switches that exactly mimic an OQ switch [Stoica98], Stoica and Zhang propose input preference lists based on arrival times (older packets have higher preference), and output preference lists based on the ideal reference OQ schedule.

assign each in- and output to be unmatched;
while some output \( j \) that has not been rejected by all inputs is unmatched do
begin
\( i := \) first input on \( j \)’s preference list to which \( j \) has not yet “proposed”
if \( i \) is unmatched then
match \( i \) and \( j \) to each other
else
if \( i \) prefers \( j \) to its current match \( j' \) then
match \( i \) and \( j \) to each other and assign \( j' \) to be unmatched
else
\( i \) rejects \( j \)
end

Figure 2.19: The basic men-optimum Gale–Shapley algorithm, where outputs and inputs correspond to men and women respectively.

Note that the Gale–Shapley algorithm, which is of complexity \( O(N^2) \), falls under the category of sequential matching algorithms because it matches one output at a time, and the outcome of subsequent matches depends on those already made. It will always converge on at least a maximal match.

### 2.6.5 An Implementation: Tiny Tera

The Tiny Tera [McKeown97a], developed at Stanford University, is a VOQ, crossbar-based packet switch, employing the i-SLIP algorithm presented in Section 2.6.4. It consists of a parallel sliced self-routing crossbar switch, a centralized scheduler to configure the crossbar, and 32 ports, each operating at 10 Gb/s, leading to an aggregate throughput (input+output bandwidth) of 320 Gb/s. It employs the i-SLIP algorithm to schedule unicast packets, whereas multicast scheduling algorithms based on the principles of fanout splitting and residue concentration (TATRA, WBA [Prabhakar95, Prabhakar96, Prabhakar97]) will be used to schedule multicast traffic (see also Chapter 4). A Tiny Tera chip-set, consisting of a scheduler chip, a number of crossbar chips, port processor chips, and data slicing chips, is also commercially available from PMC Sierra.
2.6.6 Variations

As a variation on VOQ it would be possible to implement the $N$ queues at each input as a shared buffer, thus increasing buffer efficiency. Additionally, to reduce complexity at the input, the number of queues per input could be reduced by a factor $G$ by grouping outputs together. This reduces complexity at the input at the expense of performance. To which degree the grouping factor $G$ impacts performance remains to be studied.

2.7 Combined Input and Output Queuing

2.7.1 Introduction

So far, we have dealt with architectures that are either purely input- or output-queued. The third and final class of architectures combines the two concepts, and is commonly referred to as combined input and output queuing (CIOQ). Definition 4 formally defines the concept of CIOQ.

Definition 4 (Combined Input and Output Queuing) A switch belongs to the class of combined input and output queuing switches if the queuing function is performed both before and after the routing function.

Fig. 2.20 shows the logical structure of a CIOQ switch. We define the input speed-up factor $S_i$ to be the number of packets that can be transmitted from a single input queue in one cycle, whereas the output speed-up factor $S_o$ equals the number of packets that can be delivered to a single output queue in one cycle. $S_i$ and $S_o$ both can be between 1 and $N$. $S_i = 1$ and $S_o = 1$ is equivalent to classic input queuing (in which case the output queues are not needed), while $S_i = 1$ and $S_o = N$ is equivalent to classic output queuing. Given a particular speed-up $S$, the bandwidth of the input and/or output buffers must equal $S + 1$ times the link rate.

Several proposals for CIOQ architectures have been made over the years. Research has arrived at this hybrid solution from two opposite directions: either by realizing that adding output queues with a modest speed-up factor improves the performance of an input-queued switch, or by realizing that adding input queues to an output-queued switch improves its packet-loss characteristics.

As Fig. 2.20 illustrates, a CIOQ switch consists of three main components: the input queues, the interconnecting routing fabric, and the output queues. Accordingly, we classify CIOQ switch architectures based on the following criteria:

- Input queue organization: FIFO or non-FIFO, e.g. VOQ.
- Internal speed-up factor $S$: full speed-up, $S = N$, or partial speed-up, $1 < S < N$.
- Output buffer size: infinite or finite. In the former case, clearly not a practical configuration, $S < N$. In the latter case the output buffers can be dedicated or shared. Furthermore, the fabric may be internally lossy or lossless (using some form of fabric-internal flow control, e.g. back-pressure).

The remainder of this section reviews the various CIOQ architectures proposed in the literature.
2.7.2 CIOQ architectures with FIFO input queues

Oie et al. [Oie89] were among the first to study a CIOQ switch with limited speed-up \( S < N \); the speed-up \( S \) in this section refers to the output speed-up \( S_o \), while \( S_i = 1 \). FIFO input queues and infinite output buffers. It is shown that for moderate speed-up large gains in maximum throughput can be achieved. Iliadis and Denzel analyzed the case with FIFO input buffers, finite dedicated output buffers using back-pressure to prevent packet loss at the output queues, and full speed-up in [Iliadis90a], and in [Iliadis91b] came to the conclusion that in such a configuration the best strategy is to share all available memory space among all output queues because this reduces the input queue HoL blocking probability (see also Section 2.7.3). Gupta and Georganas [Gupta91a] studied the case of finite dedicated output buffers with limited speed-up \( S < N \). They conclude that for a speed-up larger than three the performance-limiting factor is the HoL blocking at the input queues. Li [Li92] analyzed a CIOQ system with infinite output queues and a speed-up factor \( S \) under correlated traffic. Upper and lower bounds on the maximum throughput are derived for the cases of uncorrelated and strongly correlated traffic, respectively. The conclusions are that (a) traffic correlation influences maximum throughput negatively, but not to a large extent, and (b) the upper and lower bounds converge quickly to 1 for \( S > 1 \).

Pattavina and Bruzzi [Pattavina93] developed a general analytical model of a CIOQ system with limited input and output queues and a speed-up \( S \). They distinguish between queue loss (QL) and back-pressure (BP) modes of operation, where the former may lead to packet loss at the output queues, whereas the latter prevents this by not allowing more packets to enter an output queue than the available space. Therefore, in the QL case, excess packets are dropped at the output queue, whereas in BP mode they have to wait in the input queues. Based on the analytical model and corresponding simulations, they arrive at the following conclusions:

- For both modes, a larger speed-up \( S \) leads to a higher maximum throughput. However, \( S > 4 \) brings little additional improvement.

- For a given output queue size, QL offers a higher maximum throughput than BP because less HoL blocking occurs in the input queues.

- For the BP mode, maximum throughput improves when the output buffer size is increased. Naturally, this also leads to a decrease in average delay.
• For the QL mode, on the other hand, increasing the output buffer does not improve maximum throughput, but leads to slightly higher average delay.

• A tradeoff between input and output buffer size exists when a total buffer budget is given to achieve the optimum packet-loss rate. For QL, more buffer space must be allocated to the output, whereas for BP more input buffer space is required. For utilization $\leq 0.8$, BP requires the least amount of total buffer space.

Chang et al. [Chang94] also proposed a CIOQ switch with limited speed-up $S$ based on a Batcher–Banyan network with $r$ parallel distributing modules. The results of their analysis is that with speed-up $S = 4$ a performance close to output queuing can be achieved, assuming uniform, uncorrelated arrivals.

Lee and Ahn [Lee95] also analyzed a CIOQ system with limited in- and output queues and an arbitrary speed-up $S$, while adopting the queue loss scheme. Their main focus is to study the system under non-uniform traffic, which is known to cause performance degradation [Li90], [Chen91]. Packet-loss figures under uniform traffic are derived, indicating that for a given output queue size, an optimum speed-up $S$ exists that yields the lowest loss rate. Increasing $S$ further is not only more expensive implementation-wise, but will also increase the loss rate. As in [Chen91], an optimum distribution of a given buffer budget over in- and output queues is demonstrated. Regarding non-uniform traffic, it is concluded that the dominant non-uniformity is that of the output destination distribution. Based on these findings, an output buffer sharing strategy is proposed that improves loss performance by allocating more buffer space to queues experiencing higher load.

All these results have been obtained assuming $S_i = 1$ and $S_o = S$, i.e., the speed-up is implemented only at the output side.

This was noted by Guérin and Sivarajan in [Guerin97]. They collected evidence from previous publications that by lifting this rather arbitrary restriction and setting $S_i = S_o = S$, a speed-up of merely two is sufficient to obtain 100% throughput. They showed that for uniform traffic a speed-up factor of merely two results in a maximum throughput that approaches that of output queuing closely (no throughput limitation; up to 100%), for any burst size, provided the saturation-stability property of the switch is satisfied.

Note also that using two parallel switching planes—although this might at first seem equivalent to a speed-up factor of two—cannot provide the same throughput because in this configuration it is not possible to switch two packets from the same input link. A way to overcome this problem was suggested in [Hui87], namely, by staggering the operation of one switch fabric by half a time slot with respect to the other.

**Sunshine switch**

The Sunshine switch [Giacopelli91], an effort undertaken at Bell Communications Research, is an example of a switch implementing CIOQ that also incorporates the concept of shared queuing. Basically, the Sunshine switch is an extension of the Starlite switch [Huang84], as
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9From [Guerin97]: “For specified distribution of packet destinations, we will say that an arrival process satisfies the Saturation-Stability Property if the input link queues are stable whenever the expected number of arrivals on each input link per switch slot, $q$, is less than the saturation throughput, $\gamma$, of the switch.” Note that $q = p/S$, with $p$ being the average input load.
their architectures are quite similar, both being based on a Batcher–Banyan network with a trap network, a recirculating shared queue, and a concentrator. What sets it apart from the Starlite switch is the use of multiple, say $K$, Banyan networks in parallel, allowing it to switch $K$ packets to a single output in one cycle. At the outputs the packets are gathered into output buffers. Thus, the Sunshine architecture achieves a degree of output queuing, thereby decreasing the rate at which packets are recirculated.

Increasing the number of parallel Banyan networks will greatly increase performance (both in terms of packet-loss rate and maximum throughput), up to a certain point where additional Banyans will no longer provide a significant additional performance improvement ($K = 8$ seems to be a good choice regardless of the switch size $N$).

### 2.7.3 CIOQ with finite output buffers and back-pressure

Iliadis and Iliadis and Denzel published a number of papers [Iliadis90a, Iliadis90b, Iliadis91a, Iliadis91b, Iliadis92a, Iliadis92b, Iliadis93] on the combined input- and output-queued switch architecture depicted in Fig. 2.21. We carefully review these results here because of their importance to the development of the CIOQ architecture in Chapter 3.

![Figure 2.21: An $N \times N$ CIOQ switch with finite output buffers, input and output queuing.](image)

The system consists of $N$ output queues of size $b$ each, $N$ input queues and an interconnection structure between them to route the packets, with speed-up $S = \min(b, N)$. When an output queue becomes full, this is instantaneously flagged to the input queues (back-pressure mode, as previously described) so that no cells are lost owing to output-queue overflow. All queues, input and output, are always served in FIFO order. The impact on the performance of the HoL selection policy (FCFS, LCFS, Random) among the FIFO input queues is studied in [Iliadis90a, Iliadis91a]. It is found that maximum throughput does not depend on selection policy, but only on the output buffer size and packet size distribution. The FCFS policy is shown to give a lower bound on delay, whereas the LCFS policy leads to an upper bound. All results in this section have been derived under the assumption of uniform, independent arrivals (Bernoulli traffic).

In [Iliadis90b] the saturation throughput for given $b$ is derived. Table 2.7.3 lists numerical values for a range of $b$. These results hold for large values of $N$. Note that the throughput increases

---

10 FCFS: first come, first served.
11 LCFS: last come, first served.
monotonously with $b$. For $b = 0$, that is, without any output queuing, the throughput equals 0.5857, while the limit for $b \to \infty$ equals 1, as had been established earlier in [Karol87].

The case where the available buffer space $N\alpha$ is fully shared among all output queues is analyzed in [Iliadis91b]. Eq. 2.10 expresses the maximum throughput $\lambda^*_\alpha$ as a function of $\alpha$, the number of buffers per output. $\lambda^*_b$ is the maximum throughput for the dedicated output buffer (non-shared) case with $b$ packets per output. Table 2.7.3 lists numerical results. Note that the limit $\alpha \to \infty$ again equals 1. Fig. 2.22 compares maximum throughput for the shared and non-shared cases as a function of $\alpha$ and $b$, respectively.

$$\lambda^*_\alpha = \alpha + 2 - \sqrt{\alpha^2 + 2\alpha + 2}. \quad (2.10)$$

### Table 2.1: Maximum throughput for various output buffer sizes with dedicated buffers, from [Iliadis93].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$\lambda^*_b$</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$\lambda^*_b$</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$\lambda^*_b$</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$\lambda^*_b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5857</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.8028</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.8601</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.8888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6713</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.8186</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.8672</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.8930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.7228</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.8316</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.8735</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.7576</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.8426</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.8792</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.7831</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.8519</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.8842</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2.2: Maximum throughput for various output buffer sizes with shared memory, from [Iliadis91b].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\lambda^*_\alpha$</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\lambda^*_\alpha$</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\lambda^*_\alpha$</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\lambda^*_\alpha$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.585</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.620</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.649</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.954</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.697</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the architecture of Fig. 2.21 we can conclude from these results that under the given traffic assumptions (a) more output buffer space improves throughput, and (b) sharing a given amount of total buffer space among all outputs also improves throughput.

The first conclusion is rather obvious, the second however not so. We will proceed by giving an intuitive explanation of both observations. First, we must realize why throughput is limited at all—this is clearly caused by the HoL blocking of the FIFO input buffers: When an output queue is full, the back-pressure mechanism blocks further packets from entering the output queue. Consequently, HoL blocking can occur on those inputs that have a HoL packet destined to a full output queue. This is essentially the same as the HoL blocking encountered in input-queued switches, but it only occurs when one or more output queues are full.

Throughput improves as the output buffer size increases because the HoL blocking probability described above decreases; with infinite output buffers, there is no HoL blocking, and therefore throughput equals 100%.
An argument why sharing the available buffer space also improves throughput can be constructed along the same lines: a packet will never be kept at the input FIFO HoL as long as there is at least one buffer available in the shared memory. Thus, HoL blocking due to output-queue-full conditions is eliminated, which improves throughput. Blocking only occurs when the entire shared memory is full. However, it must be mentioned explicitly that this result strongly depends on the traffic assumptions. In particular, for bursty or asymmetric arrivals, this result will no longer hold. In Chapter 3 we will investigate the behavior under bursty traffic, and look at the effects partial buffer sharing has on performance. Furthermore, a different arrangement of the input buffers will be proposed, and its effect on performance will be investigated.

For a purely output-buffered system (no input queues) with finite buffers, there is a tradeoff involved in sharing the memory: loss rate can be traded versus throughput. A system with dedicated output buffers will provide 100% throughput at a certain loss rate, whereas a system with a fully shared buffer will have a lower loss rate, but will simultaneously suffer throughput degradation owing to unfairness in case the shared memory is monopolized by only a few of the output queues (OQ lock-out). This is sometimes also referred to as resource hogging.

For a combined input- and output-buffered system with FIFO input queues, a similar trade-off exists. Full sharing eliminates HoL blocking at the FIFO input queues, leading to better throughput for a given total buffer size. However, as mentioned, full sharing also promotes OQ lock-out due to unfair monopolization of buffer space by overloaded outputs, which leads to throughput degradation. Because of the uniform Bernoulli traffic assumptions of the above analysis, however, this effect is not noticed. For highly correlated (bursty) or non-uniform (unbalanced) arrivals, the latter effect will indeed overshadow the former effect, so that dedicated buffers actually outperform the fully shared buffer. In cases like these, partial buffer sharing may turn out to be optimum.
2.7.4 Emulation of ideal output queuing

An interesting question is whether any input-queued or CIOQ switch with speed-up $S < N$ can provide the same performance as the ideal output-queued switch under all traffic patterns, assuming infinite queues. As the latter is work-conserving, any CIOQ switch that satisfies this requirement must also be work-conserving. In [McKeown97b] this question is partially answered: it is proven that a CIOQ switch having only a single FIFO queue per input (no VOQs) is not work-conserving unless it has a speed-up factor equal to $N$, which amounts to output queuing. In other words, such a switch with a speed-up factor $S < N$ cannot achieve the same performance as an ideal output-queued switch under all traffic patterns.

This answer triggered further research into CIOQ switches with VOQs instead of FIFOs that attempt to exactly emulate the behavior of the reference output-queued switch. Here, “exact emulation” means that, given the same input traffic patterns, the CIOQ switch exactly mimicks the packet departures at the outputs of the reference output-queued switch. This means that the departure times of all packets at the outputs of the CIOQ and the output-queued switch are identical. Note that this is actually a stronger requirement than merely having to be work-conserving: as the CIOQ switch is work-conserving this does not imply that exactly the same packets are departing from both switches, although packets depart from both switches at identical times. The significance in this research is that the speed-up required to achieve this may be significantly smaller than $N$, given a smart enough centralized scheduling algorithm so that the traditional implementational bottleneck of output-queued switches can be overcome, while not losing any performance.

Recent publications [McKeown97b, Prabhakar99, Chuang99, Stoica98, Krishna99] have proposed CIOQ switches that achieve exact emulation of the ideal output-queued switch at a speed-up $S < N$ by employing VOQ and designing proper centralized scheduling algorithms. In [McKeown97b] it is proven (a) that a CIOQ with a single FIFO at each input can never be work-conserving unless it has a speed-up of $N$, and (b) that a speed-up of $N/2$ suffices if VOQ is applied and the Home Territory Algorithm (HTA) is used to perform the scheduling. In [Prabhakar99], an improved result is proven: using the MUCFA (Most Urgent Cell First Algorithm), a speed-up of four suffices to exactly mimick an output-queued switch, for any switch size $N$ and any traffic pattern. Finally, in [Chuang99], it is shown that a speed-up of just $2 - \frac{1}{N}$ is both necessary and sufficient to precisely emulate an output-queued switch under the same conditions using the CCF (Critical Cells First) algorithm, which is based on the stable marriage problem, see Section 2.6.4. Independently, Stoica and Zhang obtained very similar results with their JPM (Joined Preferred Matching) algorithm [Stoica98], also based on stable matching. This is an important theoretical result; it implies that the fabric-internal bandwidth required to obtain the performance and delay control (QoS) advantages of an ideal output-queued switch is not proportional to the number of ports, as is the case with purely output-queued switches. However, the price to pay is a fairly complex scheduler, which so far does not seem feasible to implement. Krishna et al. [Krishna98, Krishna99] introduce a scheduling algorithm based on output occupancy, called LOOFA, which is also work-conserving at a speed-up of just two, yet is simpler to implement than CCF.

Charny et al. [Charny98a, Charny98b] have shown that a CIOQ switch using an arbitrary maximal matching algorithm can achieve 100% throughput if the speed-up $S > 4$, as long as no input or output is oversubscribed and the input traffic is leaky-bucket-constrained. Dai and Prabhakar [Dai00] obtained a significantly improved result using fluid model techniques, proving that a
CIOQ switch employing a maximal matching algorithm with a speed-up of 2 achieves 100% throughput, under the restrictions that no input or output is oversubscribed and that the input arrivals satisfy the strong law of large numbers.\(^{12}\) This implies that, regardless of input traffic and switch size, the complexity of implementing maximum weight matching can be foregone by speeding the switch up by a factor of 2 and implementing a maximal matching algorithm (see Section 2.6.4).

### 2.8 Conclusions

Based on the overview given in this chapter, we summarize the potential of each of the three switch-architecture classes for application in future high-speed packet switches, considering performance as well as implementation aspects.

#### 2.8.1 Input queuing

Looking at the volume of papers published on VOQ architectures and scheduling over the past few years, it becomes obvious that this approach has quickly gained widespread acceptance in the research community as the right approach for high-speed packet switches. The underlying reasoning is that line rates are so high that the shared-memory approach becomes impossible owing to a lack of sufficiently fast memories.

The VOQ approach remedies this situation, but poses other problems. In particular, the scheduling algorithms required to arbitrate the VOQs are quite complex. The ideal maximum weight matching algorithms are far too complex for implementation in fast hardware. Maximum size matching algorithms can lead to unfairness and starvation and are therefore unsuitable. Heuristic maximal matching algorithms overcome the complexity hurdle and lead to good, but not ideal, performance.

However, there are still a number of other drawbacks to purely input-queued architectures:

- **Performance:** Although the VOQ approach has greatly improved the performance achievable with an input-queued switch, there still is a fundamental performance disadvantage compared to an ideal output-queued switch owing to input contention.

- **Arbitration latency:** Even if a packet arrives for an uncontended destination, it must still wait for the completion of the entire request-grant-accept arbitration cycle before it can proceed.

- **Support for multicast traffic:** Although algorithms for multicast in a VOQ switch have been designed, the additional complexity involved is significant, and performance deteriorates under heavy multicast traffic. Chapter 4 will delve deeper into this issue.

- **Support for traffic classes to provide QoS differentiation:** Providing QoS guarantees is difficult in an input-queued switch because packets from all inputs must be scheduled

---

\(^{12}\)With probability one, \(\lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{A_{ij}(n)}{n} = \lambda_{ij}, \forall i, j\), where \(A_{ij}(n)\) equals the cumulative arrivals at VOQ\(_i\) up to time \(n\).
simultaneously, whereas in an output-queued switch only those for the same output need to be considered.

- Scalability: Although the VOQ architecture scales well in terms of buffer bandwidth, it does not scale well to large switch dimensions because of both the computational and the bandwidth burden on the centralized scheduler, which has to arbitrate among $N^2$ queues.

### Implementation

![Figure 2.23: Implementation of a VOQ or CIOQ switch with limited speed-up.](image)

Input-queued switches using VOQ are typically implemented as shown in Fig. 2.23. The VOQs and their associated buffer space reside on input line cards (adapters) that terminate the connecting lines. Input and output ports are usually paired together on the adapters, as shown. The arbitration unit implementing the scheduling algorithm is a separate chip located close to the switching fabric, which consists of one or more parallel crossbar chips. In each cycle, the arbitration unit must collect requests from $N^2$ VOQs, compute a matching, return $N$ grants, and configure the crossbars. If the fabric runs at a speed-up $S$, the internal links, the routing fabric, and the arbiter must run $S$ times faster than the external lines.

Two main disadvantages of this architecture are that although the bandwidth on any individual memory scales linearly with the port speed only, the bandwidth demand on the arbitration unit...
grows both linearly with the port speed $B$ (in b/s) and quadratically with the number of ports $N$, because every input can submit up to $N$ requests. If the switch has to support a minimum packet size of $L$ bits, the aggregate request bandwidth equals $B_{\text{req}} = (BN^2)/L$. The bandwidth required to return the grants equals $B_{\text{grt}} = (NB\log N)/L$, and the bandwidth to configure the crossbar equals $B_{\text{cfg}} = (NB\log N)/L$. Table 2.3 lists the resulting bandwidth values for a range of $N$, with $B = 10$ Gb/s, and $L = 64$ bytes $= 512$ bits.

Table 2.3: Comparison of aggregate request bandwidth to the arbitration unit for SLIP for a range of switch sizes and link rates $B$ (10 and 40 Gb/s) for a minimum packet size of 64 bytes. TP = aggregate switch throughput. Bandwidths are given in Gb/s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$N$</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>$B_{\text{req}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>OC-192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.3125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>1,280</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a remedy, the state (e.g., the occupancy count) of all VOQs can be kept in the scheduler, and only new arrivals are reported to the scheduler. For unicast traffic, this would require merely $N\log N$ bits per packet cycle because only a single packet can arrive. However, for multicast a full bitmap of $N$ bits may have to be passed to the scheduler, so that in the worst case again $N^2$ bits of information must be passed unless the arbiter can do multicast lookups itself.

Furthermore, as $N$ increases at constant $B$ and $L$, the arbitration algorithm must choose from $N^2$ queues, in the same amount of time. For iterative algorithms such as i-SLIP, multiple iterations must be performed within a single packet cycle. As the port speed $B$ increases, the packet cycle, and thus the time to arbitrate, become shorter. In the example mentioned, the packet cycle lasts 51.2 ns. With 4 to 5 iterations of the i-SLIP algorithm, this leaves on the order of 10 ns per iteration. To support the next generation of port speeds, e.g. OC-768 (40 Gb/s), the time in which one iteration completes must drop proportionally, to about 2.5 ns, which is a significant challenge in current CMOS technology.

Another problem is that as the system grows in terms of number of ports, it will also grow in physical size, and the links from input queues to arbitration unit will become long compared to the packet cycle: several request/packets may be in flight on these links. This implies that the scheduler is using outdated VOQ status information, which may impact performance.

### 2.8.2 Output queuing

Regarding purely output-queued switches, the verdict is clear: they are not suitable for future high-speed packet switches because of the memory bandwidth limitation. This holds equally for dedicated-output-queue and shared-memory architectures. Although very high memory throughputs can be achieved with highly parallelized implementations, such implementations are prohibitively expensive to implement and scale poorly. Such memories, which have to be
implemented on the switch chip, are strictly limited in terms of size (in the range of 256 to 1 K packets), so that loss rates under bursty traffic conditions quickly become unacceptable.

2.8.3 Combined input and output queuing

Given the limitations of both purely input- and output-queued architectures, we must turn to combined architectures for a better solution.

There are two main alternatives: the crossbar-based architecture with a centralized arbiter and a speed-up of two, and the output-queued-switch-based architecture with full speed-up. Although the former architecture seems very promising because of its limited speed-up of two, regardless of switch size, the actual implementation of such a switch remains to be made practical. None of the ideal OQ-emulating algorithms surveyed in Section 2.7.4 has yet been shown to be amenable to implementation in VLSI at high data rates. The most practical result is that of Dai and Prabhakar [Dai00], who propose using a maximal matching algorithm and a speed-up of 2. Implementation-wise, this still compounds the problems of implementing a VOQ switch as described above by a factor of 2, i.e., for a given $N$, $B$, and $L$, the matching algorithm must operate twice as fast. In addition, both the bandwidth through the routing fabric and the input-buffer read bandwidth must also be doubled. Seeing that chip-IO and backplane bandwidth are the most costly resources, this approach is prohibitively expensive.

Therefore, we will explore the second alternative in this dissertation, taking as a starting point the architecture that combines FIFO input queues with a shared memory switch, as discussed in Section 2.7.3.
Chapter 3

A Combined Input/Output-Queued Packet Switch Architecture

In the preceding chapter we have argued that a CIOQ approach is the right one for a scalable high-speed packet switch, and we have identified significant drawbacks of existing CIOQ approaches. In this chapter we will develop an architecture that overcomes these drawbacks, evaluate its performance characteristics by means of simulation, and discuss its implementation.

3.1 Overview

The structure of this chapter is as follows: Section 3.2 introduces the architecture and explains its design rationale. Special attention is given to fabric-internal flow control, VOQ scheduling policies, and shared-memory size. In Section 3.3 we analyze system throughput under uniform traffic conditions. Section 3.4 presents performance simulation results of the proposed architecture under a wide range of traffic conditions and architecture parameters such as memory size, degree of memory sharing, input-queueing discipline, etc. Section 3.5 offers a way to improve performance by passing additional flow control information. Section 3.6 analyzes the implementational aspects. Finally, 3.7 concludes the chapter with a summary of the results. Throughout this chapter, $N$ refers to the packet switch dimension $N \times N$. This chapter deals with unicast traffic exclusively. Multicast traffic is the topic of Chapter 4.

3.2 Architecture

3.2.1 Design principles

The architecture proposed here is based on the following key observations:

1. Output buffers are expensive to implement because of their high bandwidth requirement. Therefore, their size should be kept to a minimum. Input buffers are significantly cheaper.

2. FIFO input queues are subject to HoL blocking. Therefore, VOQs should be used.
3. Centralized arbitration of VOQs does not scale because of its computational complexity. Therefore, distributed scheduling should be targeted.

4. Distributed scheduling implies that there is no coordination between VOQs on different inputs. Therefore, output contention must be resolved separately by providing some limited amount of output queuing.

5. Output buffer sharing has been shown to lead to improved buffer efficiency in existing switch architectures.

These observations naturally lead to the architecture depicted in Fig. 3.1, which combines input queues sorted per output (VOQs) with an output-buffered, shared-memory switch element. An arriving packet is stored in the VOQ corresponding to its destination port. The output-buffered switch enables distributed scheduling of the VOQs, so that each input arbiter can make a decision independent of all others. This selection process will be detailed below. The packet selected is then forwarded to the switch, which will route the packet to its destination(s).

![Figure 3.1: A CIOQ packet-switch architecture combining VOQ and shared-memory output queuing.](image)

### 3.2.2 Grant-based flow control

Coordination between the input queues and the shared-memory switch is required to ensure that the switch architecture is lossless internally. Therefore, the switch should notify the input queues when its shared buffer is (close to being) full, so that they can stop forwarding packets before any have to be dropped because of buffer overflow. We opt for a grant-type flow control to achieve this,\(^1\) and refer to this as the memory grant. The memory grant is derived by comparing a programmable shared-memory threshold to the current memory occupancy.

To enable optimum scheduling of the VOQs, the switch element communicates output-queue status information to the input queues. Output-queue grant is the permission to transmit to an

\(^1\)A grant is a pro-active type of flow control that prevents packets from being lost in the first place. Back pressure on the other hand, is a reactive type of flow control that requests retransmission of packets that were lost.
output queue. This flow-control mechanism passes a vector of \(NP\) bits (one bit per output and per traffic class, assuming \(P\) traffic classes are supported) to all inputs. The output-queue grant is derived by comparing a programmable output-queue threshold to the current queue occupancy. Owing to the shared-memory architecture of the switch element, each shared-memory location can in principle be allocated to any output queue (usually implemented as linked lists of pointers to shared-memory locations), so any output queue can in principle hold all packets (locations). The threshold-based grant mechanism enables the degree of sharing to be tuned, so that the length of a single queue is limited to the threshold. We assume that the thresholds are programmed once and remain constant during switch operation. Adaptively changing thresholds is beyond the scope of this dissertation.

Note that the memory grant overrides the output-queue grant: if no memory grant has been received, an input will not forward any packets, even if for some packets output-queue grant has been received.

### 3.2.3 VOQ selection algorithm

Each input independently selects (using an \(O(N)\) complexity arbiter) which VOQ may forward a packet, thus avoiding HoL blocking. To ensure fairness across VOQs, we must carefully choose a selection rule. Four alternatives policies have been considered: round-robin, least recently used, longest queue first, and oldest queue first. Fairness and HoL blocking elimination together constitute input contention resolution.

#### Round-robin (RR) selection

The selection process is performed in a round-robin fashion, i.e., the outputs are ordered by increasing output number. Each input \(i\) maintains a pointer to the VOQ \(j\) that was served most recently, say \(\text{VOQ}_j^i\). Starting from \(\text{VOQ}_{(j+1) \mod N}^i\), the arbiter selects the next VOQ for which (a) at least one packet is waiting and (b) output-queue grant has been received. Using a specially designed programmable priority encoder, this selection can actually be made in constant time [Gupta99]. Note that the RR policy predefines the order in which the VOQs are visited each cycle, namely, in ascending order of output number (wrapping around from \(N - 1\) to 0).

#### Least recently used (LRU) selection

Each input maintains a linked list that defines the order in which the VOQs are visited in this cycle. The list is initialized in a random order. The VOQ at the head of the list is the least recently used one, and should be served next. If it cannot be served because of an output-queue-full condition or because it is empty, the list is traversed until a VOQ is found that can be served. The selected VOQ is removed from its current position in the list and appended at the end. Like the RR policy, this implies that the most recently served VOQ now has lowest priority. The key difference is that the LRU policy implies that the least recently served VOQ has highest priority, which is not true for the RR policy, because of its predefined order. The LRU policy is clearly more expensive to implement, because a linked list must be maintained. Insertion into the list is easy, as entries are only added at the end of the list. However, to ensure
constant-time deletion operations, a doubly linked list maintaining pointers to both previous and next entries must be implemented.

The list consists of an array of $N$ entries, plus one head pointer and one tail pointer, indicating the current head and tail inputs of the list, both $\log N$ bits in size. Each entry consists of a previous and a next pointer. The input number of the current entry is implicit by its position in the array. Each pointer is $\log N$ bits in size, so that the total storage complexity of the linked list equals $(2N + 2) \log N$ bits.

**Longest queue first (LQF) selection**

Another possible selection policy is the longest queue first (LQF) selection, which, as its name suggest, selects the VOQ that currently has the most packets waiting. Although this policy has the desirable property that it attempts to keep the lengths of the VOQs equal, it has one significant drawback: it can lead to starvation of short queues. Suppose we have a $2 \times 2$ switch where there is one packet waiting in and two packets in both and . From this time on, each cycle a packet arrives at both and . The LQF policy will always serve these two VOQs, because they are the longest, and as their packet departure rates equal their arrival rates they will always contain two packets, so that will remain unserved indefinitely. For this reason we will not consider this policy further.

**Oldest queue first (OQF) selection**

The last selection policy we will present here is the oldest queue first (OQF) selection, which selects the packet that has waited longest at the head of its VOQ. This policy does not lead to starvation of any individual VOQ, because an unserved HoL packet will age until it eventually is the oldest, at which point it will be served.

The OQF policy operates as follows: Each input maintains a list of its VOQs, sorted in order of increasing time (oldest first). Initially, the list is empty. In each cycle, the list is traversed in order until a (non-empty) VOQ for which output-queue grant has been received is found, and this VOQ is served. When a packet arrives at the HoL of a previously empty VOQ, the VOQ is inserted into the list according to the time of arrival at HoL (local packet clock). When a VOQ is served, it is removed from its current position, and appended at the tail of the list, except if it is now empty, then it is removed from the list altogether. This last clause is in fact the only difference between OQF and LRU, i.e., empty VOQs do not age with OQF, whereas they do with LRU.

To avoid having to maintain arrival timestamps and perform time-consuming sorted-list insertions, we note that insertions into the sorted list always occur only at the end of the list:

- A packet arrives at an empty VOQ; this packet clearly has the youngest HoL arrival time and, correspondingly, is appended at the tail of the list.

- A packet is served from the VOQ selected, and the next packet (if present) takes its place at the HoL. The new HoL packet again is the youngest and is appended at the tail of the list. If there are no more packets in this VOQ, it is removed from the list.
Therefore, OQF is not more difficult to implement than LRU and, like LRU, at most one insertion and one deletion operation are required per packet cycle.

The OQF policy differs subtly from an oldest cell first (OCF) policy in that the latter implies that always the oldest packet is served, whereby the age is determined by the total time the packet has waited at the input, which requires aging all packets individually. OQF on the other hand only ages the HoL packet. A true OCF policy is expected to be optimum in terms of latency jitter performance because it most closely mimicks a FIFO policy, but unfortunately it is very expensive to implement, as timestamps must be kept for every packet at the input.

Note that all selection policies arrive at a decision after examining at most $N$ different packets, and therefore have a time complexity of $O(N)$.

**Distributed scheduling and buffering**

The proposed CIOQ architecture implements a two-stage pipelined approach to scheduling: the arbiters at the input side perform input contention resolution, whereas the output-buffered switch element performs classical output contention resolution. Thus, the scheduling process is separated into its two essential components, and distributed accordingly over the architecture. With this distribution of functionality, the superlinear complexity of schedulers in traditional input-buffered VOQ systems is reduced to $O(N)$. By replacing the crossbar by an output-buffered fabric, the need for coordination between VOQ selection across inputs (which necessitates a centralized scheduler) is eliminated.

Note that in this architecture, the switching element no longer functions as a buffer in which to store bursts but rather as an output contention resolution device, just like the scheduler in Fig. 2.11. By means of the flow-control/VOQ interaction between switch element and input queues, the less expensive (because of its lower bandwidth) input-queue memory is used to cope with burstiness.

### 3.2.4 VOQ arbitration analysis

To analyze the behavior of the proposed system, we make the following abstractions:

- The shared memory is partitioned per output, so that each output queue can accept packets independently of all others. Each output queue can store exactly $N$ packets.

- Flow control is instantaneous, i.e., not synchronized just on packet cycle boundaries. The inputs can immediately be stopped from sending to a particular output queue, as soon as it is full.

- To achieve output access fairness across inputs, inputs are served in a round-robin fashion in every packet cycle, starting at the input beyond the one served first in the preceding cycle.

- In every cycle, first the output queues are served, then the VOQs. $\text{VOQ}_i^j$ refers to the VOQ of input $i$ for output $j$. 
In the following subsections we will analyze the maximum worst-case delay a packet can experience from the time it arrives at the HoL of its VOQ until the time it leaves the switch for the RR, LRU, and OQF policies.

**RR selection policy**

We will demonstrate that, using the RR policy, the maximum delay of a packet arriving at the HoL of a VOQ is unbounded. The proof is by example. Fig. 3.2 shows a $3 \times 3$ switch with VOQs and a switch element with partitioned memory, so that each output queue can store exactly three packets.

![Figure 3.2: Pathological traffic condition under which RR selection leads to starvation.](image)

Observe the depicted scenario. OQ$_2$ is currently full; it transmits one packet, freeing up one place. Suppose input 2 is currently first to be served: VOQ$_2^2$ will be served, so that OQ$_2$ is full again. Input 3 cannot transmit. Input 1 serves VOQ$_1^1$ and updates the RR pointer to VOQ$_1^2$. In the next cycle, VOQ$_2^3$ will be served first, so that OQ$_2$ is full again. Now, input 1 will skip VOQ$_1^2$, and serve VOQ$_1^1$ instead, to prevent HoL blocking. The RR pointer is updated to VOQ$_1^1$, so that the initial system state is reached again. This pattern can be repeated ad infinitum.

Now the problem becomes obvious: because of the RR VOQ pointer-update algorithm, VOQ$_1^1$ is always skipped, causing it to be starved indefinitely under this traffic scenario. Although the RR algorithm is simple and cheap to implement, it may lead to starvation, so alternatives must be considered.

Now compare the VOQ service list updates at input 1 according to both the RR and LRU algorithm:
Although the model analyzed here is an abstraction of our real switch, it is possible that each time an input attempts to serve a particular VOQ, it finds that the output queue is full. Although the output queue will certainly become available again, and all input queues can then access it simultaneously, there is no guarantee that they will actually do so, in case there are other VOQs to be served.

**LRU selection policy**

We will demonstrate that, using the LRU policy, the maximum delay of a packet arriving at the HoL of a VOQ equals \( N^2 - N \) packet cycles.

To obtain the worst-case delay of a tagged packet that just arrived at the HoL of \( \text{VOQ}_j \), we assume that output queue \( j \) is full, that \( \text{VOQ}_j \) has been served most recently on input \( i \), and that input \( i + 1 \) is the first to be served in the current cycle. Furthermore, we assume that each input has at least \( N \) packets destined for output \( j \), and none for any of the other outputs. We set the time of HoL arrival of the tagged packet at \( t = 0 \).

As output queue \( j \) is full, only one of its corresponding VOQs can be served per cycle. Given that all inputs currently only have packets for output \( j \), \( \text{VOQ}_{i+1}^j \) through \( \text{VOQ}_{i-1}^j \) will be served during \( t = 0 \) through \( t = N - 2 \). Now input \( i \) is the first to be served, but just in time for \( t = N - 1 \) a packet for queue \( \text{VOQ}_{i+1}^j \) arrives, which is immediately served because it is ahead of \( \text{VOQ}_i^j \) in the LRU list. During \( t = N - 1 \) through \( t = 2N - 3 \), again \( \text{VOQ}_{i+1}^j \) through \( \text{VOQ}_{i-1}^j \) are served. At \( t = 2N - 2 \) input \( i \) is first to be served again, and a packet arrives at \( \text{VOQ}_{i+2}^j \). Similarly, \( \text{VOQ}_{i+3}^j \) is served at \( t = 3N - 3, \ldots \), \( \text{VOQ}_{i-1}^j \) at \( t = (N - 1)N - (N - 1) \), until finally at \( t = N^2 - N \), the packet at the HoL of \( \text{VOQ}_i^j \) is served. Thus, the maximum possible delay of any packet arriving at HoL of any VOQ equals \( N^2 - N \) packet cycles. The maximum delay in the output queue, which is always served in FIFO order, equals \( N - 1 \) cycles, so that the maximum total delay is \( N^2 - N + (N - 1) = N^2 - 1 \) cycles.

Note that this result does not depend on the instantaneous flow control assumption. If flow control is updated only at packet cycle boundaries (but still has no transmission latency), we have to provide \( N \) extra packet locations in the shared memory to cope with this and prevent packet loss. In this case, the VOQs corresponding to output \( j \) will only be served once every \( N - 1 \) cycles, but all \( N - 1 \) VOQs will be served at once (the tagged input \( i \) is forced to serve

\footnote{All indices are to be interpreted modulo \( N \). For the sake of brevity and readability we omit the “mod \( N \)” operation.}
its other VOQs one by one at these instants, as in the scenario described above), so that also in this case, the total delay amounts to \( N(N - 1) + (N - 1) = N^2 - 1 \) cycles.

**OQF selection policy**

For the OQF policy, a scenario similar to, but not quite the same as the one used with LRU, can be constructed. We observe a tagged packet that advanced to the HoL of VOQ\(_i^t\) at \( t = 0 \), so that VOQ\(_i^t\) is last in the OQF list of input \( i \). Furthermore, output \( j \) is full, all VOQ\(_i^t\) are non-empty \( \forall i \), and all VOQ\(_i^{t'}\) are non-empty \( \forall j' \). Note that the main difference in the scenarios used with LRU and OQF is that in the latter case the packets on input \( i \) are already present (and older than the tagged packet) at \( t = 0 \). The reason is that with OQF, no packet arriving after the tagged packet can preempt it, as in the LRU scenario. Using OQF with that scenario, the tagged packet would be served as soon as input \( i \) is first to be served (which would be at \( t = N - 1 \)), because it is the oldest.

Therefore, we attempt to delay serving the tagged packet by populating all VOQs on the same input and putting VOQ\(_i^{t'}\) last in the OQF list. However, while VOQ\(_{i+1}^{t+1}\) through VOQ\(_{i-1}^{t-1}\) are served at \( t = 0 \) through \( t = N - 2 \), VOQ\(_{i+1}^{t+1}\) through VOQ\(_{i}^{t-1}\) are served at input \( i \). Consequently, at \( t = N - 1 \), input \( i \) is first to be served, while VOQ\(_i^t\) has advanced (aged) to the head of the OQF list, regardless of the arrivals at input \( i \), so that the tagged packet is served. Repeating the scenario starting at the next cycle \( t = N \), VOQ\(_i^t\) will be served again at \( t = 2N - 1 \), and again at \( t = 3N - 1 \), etc., so that the tagged VOQ is served at least once every \( N \) cycles.

As a result, the maximum delay with the OQF policy equals \( N - 1 + N - 1 = 2(N - 1) \) packet cycles.

### 3.2.5 Memory sharing by means of OQ grant

In the proposed switch architecture the available switch-element memory space \( M \) is shared among all output queues, i.e., there is no static allocation of memory locations to output queues. This is traditionally seen as an advantage, because more memory can be allocated dynamically to outputs that are busier than others, leading to more efficient memory utilization. On the other hand, too much sharing may lead to unfairness.

By means of the programmable output-queue thresholds \( T_Q(j) \), the degree of memory sharing can be tuned. As the thresholds are programmable but static, we typically program the thresholds to the same value for all outputs. In each packet cycle, the switch communicates the status of all output queues (output grant \( G_Q(j) := O_{ccQ}(j) < T_Q(j) \)) to all input queues, where \( O_{ccQ}(j) \) equals the current occupancy of output queue \( j \). The input queues do not transmit any packets destined to an output queue for which no grant has been received \( (G_Q(j) = 0) \), but instead store them locally until the blocked destination(s) are available again. The shared-memory threshold \( T_{SM} \) prevents packet loss due to shared-memory oversubscription \( (\sum_{j=1}^{N} T_Q(j) > M) \). When shared-memory occupancy \( O_{ccSM} \) exceeds \( T_{SM} \), the grant to send is removed for all inputs, regardless of output grant. Hence, the shared-memory grant acts as an emergency measure to prevent packet loss.

In general, we must take into account that the switch fabric and the adapters are some non-negligible distance removed from each other. The round-trip time \( R \) from adapter to switch
and back, expressed in packet cycles, has an impact on both output-queue and shared-memory grants, namely that the grant information is slightly out-of-date when it reaches the input queues. Therefore, $T_{SM}$ will generally have to be smaller than the actual shared-memory size $M$: when the round-trip time equals $R$ packet cycles, the memory threshold must be set to $M - R \cdot N$ to ensure lossless operation. The simulation model used in Sec. 3.4 assumes that the round-trip time equals two packet cycles, so in all simulations $T_{SM} = M - 2N$, which guarantees that no packets will have to be dropped because of memory overflow. For the output queues, the delay implies that the output-queue thresholds may be violated. Arriving packets that violate the thresholds are still accepted, i.e., the thresholds are not “hard”. Thus, in the unlikely worst case in which all packets arriving in both the current and the following cycle are destined to the same output, its threshold may be exceeded by $2N - 1$ packets, with $R = 2$.

### 3.3 Throughput Analysis under Uniform Traffic

In this section we will show that the system throughput under uniform traffic equals 100%.

#### 3.3.1 Assumptions and definitions

We assume that in each packet cycle, first packets arrive at the VOQs, then the output queues are served, and finally the VOQs are served.

To simplify the analysis, we assume that output grant is instantaneous and that the inputs do not perform parallel VOQ arbitration (as in the real system). Instead, the arbitration is modeled as a serial, $N$-step process. The inputs are served according to a RR schedule ($0 \to 1 \to \cdots \to N - 2 \to N - 1 \to 0$), where the starting point is shifted by one input every cycle. Each input randomly selects a VOQ corresponding to a non-full output queue.

We define: $L^t_i(t)$ is the occupancy of VOQ $i$ at time $t$ (including packet arrivals at time $t$), $Q^j(t)$ is the occupancy of output queue $j$ at the end of time slot $t$, $Q^j(t) \leq \bar{Q}$, $\forall t, j$, where $\bar{Q}$ is the output queue size.

$Q^j_k(t)$ equals the number of packets in output queue $j$ after $k$ input queues have been served. Hence, $Q^j_0(t)$ equals the number of packets in output queue $j$ after the output queue has been served, but before the VOQs have been served, and $Q^j_N(t) = Q^j(t)$ equals the occupancy of output queue $j$ at the end of the cycle. $S^j(t)$ equals the number of packets transferred from all VOQs to output queue $j$ at time $t$; $S_i(t)$ is the number of packets served at input $i$ in the current cycle. Note that

$$S^j(t) = Q^j_N(t) - Q^j_0(t),$$

$$Q^j_0(t) = \max(0, Q^j(t - 1) - 1),$$

$$0 \leq S_i(t) \leq 1,$$

$$0 \leq S^j(t) \leq \min(\bar{Q} - Q^j_0(t), N).$$

Furthermore, the total number of packets served at the inputs must equal the total number of packets transferred to the outputs, call this number $C(t)$:

$$C(t) = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} S_i(t) = \sum_{j=0}^{N-1} S^j(t).$$
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Given a boolean expression dependent on \( k, X(k) \), we define the notation \( ||X(k)||_k \) as follows:

\[
||X(k)||_k = \left( \sum_{k : 0 \leq k < N \land X(k) \equiv \text{true}} 1 \right). 
\]  

(3.6)

In other words, \( ||X(k)||_k \) counts the number of \( k \) in the given range for which \( X(k) \) holds.

Without loss of generality we can say \( Q^j_i(t) = Q^j_i(t) \), where \( k \) is the index of input \( i \) in the current RR schedule, by simply reordering the inputs at the start of each cycle according to the RR schedule. Then \( S_i(t) \) can be expressed as follows (we posit that the existence operator returns numeric value 1 iff it evaluates to true, 0 otherwise):

\[
S_i(t) = \left( \exists j : 0 \leq j < N : L^j_i(t) > 0 \land Q^j_i(t) < \hat{Q} \right). 
\]  

(3.7)

Consequently,

\[
S_i(t) = 0 \Leftrightarrow \left( \forall j : 0 \leq j < N : L^j_i(t) = 0 \lor Q^j_i(t) = \hat{Q} \right). 
\]  

(3.8)

From \( Q^j_0(t) = \max(0, Q^j_i(t - 1) - 1) \) and by definition \( Q^j(t - 1) < \hat{Q} \), it follows that

\[
Q^j_0(t) < \hat{Q}, \forall t, j. 
\]  

(3.9)

A necessary and sufficient condition for work-conservingness can be expressed as follows, using the above definitions (ranges omitted for brevity):

\[
\left( \forall t, j : Q^j_0 = 0 \land (\exists i : L^j_i(t) > 0) : S^j(t) > 0 \right). 
\]  

(3.10)

Since non-empty output queues are served anyway, we only have to worry about empty output queues; the condition simply demands that for all empty output queues for which there is at least one packet at the input, at least one of those packets must be transferred. If this condition is satisfied for all \( t \), the system is work conserving.

### 3.3.2 Saturation under uniform traffic

Using (3.10), we show that the system offers 100% throughput under uniform traffic. Assuming the system is in saturation for \( t > t_0 \), that is, every VOQ always has a packet available, \( L^j_i(t) > 0, \forall t > t_0 \), in which case (3.10) reduces to

\[
\left( \forall j : Q^j_0 = 0 : S^j(t) > 0 \right), t > t_0, 
\]  

(3.11)

and (3.7) to

\[
S_i(t) = \left( \exists j : Q^j_i(t) < \hat{Q} \right). 
\]  

(3.12)

**Lemma 1** \( C(t) = N, \forall t > t_0. \)

**Proof:** It is easy to show that \( S_i(t) = 1, \forall i, t > t_0 \), and hence \( C(t) = \sum_i S_i(t) = N \). Consider the RR scheduling process over all inputs. As there is at least one free position in each output queue (by (3.9)), at least \( N \) packets can be served. Suppose (3.12) does not hold true for all \( i \),
then there must be some \(i^*\) for which \(\forall j : Q^j_{i^*}(t) = \hat{Q}\), which implies that at least \(N\) packets have been served up to that point. However, as each input can only serve one packet, no more than \(i^*\) packets have been served so far. As there are only \(N\) inputs, this leads to a contradiction, which proves the lemma.

The instantaneous throughput \(T(t)\) is defined as follows (3.13):

\[
T(t) = \frac{1}{N} \left( \sum_{j=0}^{N-1} Q^j_N(t) > 0 \right) = \frac{||Q^j(t) > 0||}{N}.
\] (3.13)

**Lemma 2** If for some \(t_0\), \(C(t) = N, \forall t > t_0\), then for some \(t_1 > t_0\), \(T(t) = 1, \forall t > t_1\).

**Proof:** The quantity \(Q(t) = \sum_j Q^j(t)\) equals the total number of packets at the output side at the end of time \(t\). As no more than \(N\) packets can depart in one cycle and \(C(t) = N\), this is a monotonously non-decreasing function for \(t > t_0\). Assuming \(Q(t_0) = Q_0 < NQ\), either one of the following must hold: either there exists a \(t_1 > t_0\) for which \(Q_0 \leq Q(t_1) < NQ\) and \(T(t) = 1, \forall t > t_1\), or there exists a \(t_1 > t_0\) with \(Q(t_1) = NQ\). The latter case implies that \(Q^j(t) = \hat{Q}, \forall j, t > t_1\), and thus also \(T(t) = 1, \forall t > t_1\). Note that \(t_1\) is finite because \(NQ\) is finite.

From Lemmas 1 and 2 we conclude that under uniform traffic throughput equals 100% after some limited time \(t_1\).

### 3.3.3 Ideal OQ emulation

An interesting question is whether the proposed CIOQ system can emulate an ideal output queue system using some ideal VOQ scheduling algorithm and some limited output queue size \(\hat{Q}\). As we shall see, the answer is no. Below, we will prove the following result: no CIOQ switch with input speed-up \(1 \leq S_i < N\), output speed-up \(S_o = N\), and limited output buffers can be work-conserving in the sense of Definition 2 under all traffic patterns, regardless of scheduling algorithm. The proof is by counter-example. This is an important result, because none of the schemes reviewed in Section 2.7.4 seem to have considered this.

Consider Fig. 3.3, with a switch of size \(N \times N\), output buffers of size \(Q\) packets each, and an input speed-up \(S\). The output speed-up equals \(N\). Suppose the switch system has entered a state as depicted in Fig. 3.3, where at \(t_0\) exactly \(S\) output queues, say queues \(1\) through \(S\), are completely full, whereas all others are completely empty, and one particular input \(i\) has a number of packets for each of these full output queues; such a situation can occur either because of prolonged contention for the given outputs or because backpressure has been applied at these outputs. We assume that from \(t_0\) on, none of the other inputs has any traffic, so we will just look at the given input.

Because the input speed-up equals \(S\), we can transmit up to \(S\) packets from the input in one packet cycle, so in \(K\) cycles, a total of \(KS\) packets can be transferred. Assume that from \(t_0\) on, in every cycle one packet arrives at this input destined for (empty!) output \(S + 1\). To remain work-conserving, this packet must always be served immediately, so that up to \(S - 1\) packets from the other VOQs can be served; we assume these are served in a RR order, but note that the actual service discipline does not matter for the final result. Thus, at \(t_0 + 1\), we serve one packet for output \(S + 1\), and one each for outputs \(1\) through \(S - 1\). At the end of
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the cycle, the output queues now contain \( Q \) packets at outputs 1 through \( S - 1 \) (one arrival, one departure), and \( Q - 1 \) packets at output \( S \) (one departure). Continuing in this fashion, we find that after \( K \) cycles, with \( K \) an integer multiple of \( S \), \( K = nS, n \in \mathbb{N} \), we have served \( K \) packets for output \( S + 1 \), and \( KS - K = K(S - 1) \) packets total for outputs 1 through \( S \); because of the RR operation, \( K(S - 1)/S = nS(S - 1)/S = n(S - 1) \) packets were transmitted from each corresponding VOQ. At the same time, \( K \) packets have departed from each output queue 1 through \( S \), so that after \( K \) cycles the occupancy of these output queues equals \( Q + K(S - 1)/S - K = Q + K((S - 1)/S - 1) = Q - K/S = Q - n \) packets. Therefore, with \( n = Q \), after \( K = nS = QS \) cycles all output queues will be empty. If at this point, \( t_0 + QS \), there are still packets left in all of the corresponding VOQs and another packet for output \( S + 1 \) arrives, then in order to remain work-conserving \( S + 1 \) packets destined for empty output queues must be served, which is not possible because the speed-up is just \( S \). Hence, we have demonstrated a traffic scenario under which the given switch system is not work-conserving.

As a result, no CIOQ switch system with limited output buffers of any size \( Q \) and an input speed-up factor \( 1 \leq S < N \) can exactly emulate an ideal output-queued switch under all traffic patterns, regardless of scheduling algorithm.

This result implies that none of the algorithms reviewed in Section 2.7.4 can, strictly speaking, be practically implemented such that they are truly work-conserving. It also implies that more buffer space at the output is always better, so that a trade-off between the cost of additional output buffer space and the performance increase it entails must be evaluated with care.

3.3.4 Buffer sizing

A critical resource, in terms of both cost as well as performance, is the shared memory. A large shared memory is very costly because of its high bandwidth, but too little memory will have a
negative impact on performance. Because the buffering and contention resolution functions are
split between input and output queues in the proposed architecture, we will reduce the amount
of memory in the switch to the minimum. We argue that, so that the contention resolution
process of any one output does not interfere with that of any of the other output, we require a
space of \( N \) packets per output for a total shared memory size of \( N^2 \).

As in the worst case \( N \) packets can arrive at an output queue simultaneously, each output queue
should be able to store at least \( N \) packets to be fair to all inputs. Furthermore, to ensure that
every output queue can resolve output contention independently of all other outputs, each output
queue should be able to store at least \( N \) packets, so that \( N^2 \) packets in total are required.

The output queue can be seen as a pipeline of VOQ arbiter decisions: when there are \( x \) packets
in an output queue, then the VOQ arbiters can in principle postpone scheduling packets for this
queue until \( x \) packet cycles in the future at the latest.

In Section 3.4 we will verify by means of simulation that a memory size of \( N^2 \) is optimum in
terms of a cost vs. performance trade-off.

Note that an increased round-trip time between switch and adapter increases the memory re-
quirements proportionally.

3.4 Performance Simulation Results

3.4.1 Introduction

The proposed architecture is fairly complex, and analyzing its performance even under very
simple traffic patterns is exceedingly difficult. Therefore, computer simulations using a software
(C++) model of the architecture have been carried out, the results of which will be presented
below. Three traffic models with different interarrival correlations are used in these simulations:

- An uncorrelated Bernoulli type: subsequent packet arrivals at an input are independent.
- A correlated, bursty type: packets arrive in bursts, a burst being defined as a sequence
  of consecutive packets from an input to the same output. The burst size is geometrically
  distributed around a configurable mean \( B \). We refer to this type as Bursty/B.
- An IP-like type, which is also bursty, but has an irregular burst-size distribution, based on
  the Internet backbone traffic measurements of [Thompson97].

Unless otherwise noted, all traffic types are identically distributed across all inputs, and the
destination distributions of the (burst) arrivals are uniform across all outputs.

Each simulation consists of a number independent runs to obtain a 95%-confidence interval on
the throughput. The simulation will terminate when either the target confidence interval of 1%
or the maximum number of runs (ten) is reached, whichever comes first.

Appendix C provides detailed information about the performance simulation environment in
general, and the simulator, traffic models, and system model in particular.

In the following sections, we will investigate the impact of a variety of system parameters, both
in isolation and combination, on the performance characteristics of the proposed architecture.
We will investigate the effect of varying the degree of memory sharing by varying the output-queue thresholds, and we will compare the influence of using the proposed VOQ input queues as opposed to conventional FIFO queues. We will study burst sensitivity, the impact various VOQ scheduling policies, the shared memory size, and the switch size have on performance. We will compare the proposed architecture with an input-queued VOQ architecture, we will study performance under non-uniform traffic patterns, and finally, will investigate input-queue size and delay distributions.

### 3.4.2 FIFO vs. VOQ input queues and memory sharing

In terms of a reference, we first compare the proposed CIOQ architecture to the conventional one employing FIFO input queues instead of VOQs in order to observe the performance improvement, and investigate the influence of the degree of memory sharing.

Figs. 3.4a through 3.4d present delay–throughput characteristics for a switch system with a shared memory size $M$ equal to 256 packets, using either FIFO or VOQ input queues with infinite queuing capability. Each figure contains six curves, corresponding to FIFO and VOQ input queues, with output-queue thresholds set to $OQT = 256$, corresponding to full output buffer sharing, $OQT = 64$, corresponding to partial output buffer sharing, and $OQT = 16$, corresponding to no output buffer sharing (partitioning). Fig. 3.4a corresponds to the IP traffic model, whereas Figs. 3.4b, c, and d correspond to bursty traffic with an average burst size (BS) of 10, 30, and 100 packets, respectively. Table 3.1 presents the corresponding maximum throughput figures. These figures provide us with a number of interesting results, which we will discuss in detail below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic type</th>
<th>OQT=256</th>
<th>OQT=64</th>
<th>OQT=16</th>
<th>4-SLIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/10</td>
<td>FIFO</td>
<td>VOQ</td>
<td>FIFO</td>
<td>VOQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>0.961</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>0.961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/30</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.591</td>
<td>0.934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/100</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>0.891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>0.658</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>0.956</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### FIFO input queues

First, the system with FIFO input queues performs poorly under all conditions, which is due to HoL blocking, as argued in Section 2.7.3. However, increasing the degree of memory sharing also increases performance. The reason is that, as a result of increased sharing, packets are less likely to be blocked at the head of the input queues owing to output-queue-full conditions, which reduces HoL blocking. This corresponds to the theoretical result of Iliadis in [Iliadis91b], which shows that throughput improves in the given system if the available memory space $M$ is fully shared among all output queues (under assumption of uniform i.i.d. traffic), see also Section 2.7.3.

However, increased sharing also increases the probability that an output queue cannot access the shared memory because other output queues have appropriated an unfair portion. When there
Figure 3.4: Delay–throughput curves of the 16 × 16 switch system using either FIFO or VOQ input queues under IP traffic (a), and bursty traffic with average burst sizes 10 (b), 30 (c), and 100 (d).

is some degree of sharing, the entire shared memory may be full, while some output queues are not able to obtain access to the shared memory at all, resulting in throughput degradation. We refer to this effect as output-queue lock-out (hogging). Especially under very bursty traffic conditions, this effect cannot be neglected, as evidenced by Figs. 3.4c and d, which clearly demonstrate that full sharing is not optimum under these conditions. It is therefore important to realize that assumption of the uniform i.i.d. traffic is crucial in the derivation of Iliadis’s result.

The reduced HoL blocking and OQ lock-out effects described above counteract each other as memory sharing increases, which implies that for a given memory size and traffic pattern, an optimum threshold setting exists somewhere in between full sharing and full partitioning.

Also note that maximum throughput decreases dramatically as traffic burstiness increases.
VOQ input queues

If the FIFO input queues are replaced by VOQ input queues, the picture changes: first and foremost, delay–throughput characteristics are greatly improved, and secondly, performance improves notably as the degree of memory sharing is reduced (i.e. as OQT approaches $M/N$), and the maximum is actually reached when the memory is partitioned completely (OQT = $M/N$), a trend contrary to the one observed above.

This can be explained by realizing that the use of VOQ input queues prevents HoL blocking. This implies that the trade-off between reduced HoL blocking and increased output-queue lock-out probability observed with FIFO input queues does not apply here. In fact, as there is no HoL blocking due to output-queue-full conditions, increased sharing results in worse performance because of the increased output-queue lock-out probability. Performance is determined only by the queue space available for every output to resolve output contention and to ensure that packets can be sent to its output, i.e., to keep all outputs busy.

Furthermore, this trend is observed for all simulated traffic types, and becomes more pronounced as burstiness increases. Maximum throughput figures indicate that when the memory is partitioned (OQT = 16), the maximum throughput value decreases only marginally with increased burstiness. This is a highly desirable feature, because it implies that throughput performance is robust regardless of traffic pattern.

Note that partitioning the shared memory may require larger input buffers to achieve the same packet-loss rate of the overall system because more of the queue is pushed back to the input side.

Average delay values are roughly proportional to average burst size, which is consistent with previously reported results.

One more interesting observation can be made from these simulation results, namely, that even when the memory is fully shared (OQT = 256), the performance with VOQs is much better than with FIFOs, especially under highly bursty traffic. Note that the output grant does not convey any information in this case (grant will always be given as long as the memory is not completely full), so that the VOQ scheduling algorithm cannot gain any advantage by using this information. The reason for the improved performance is that the VOQ algorithm acts as a decorrelator because of its RR operation. Under heavy traffic, bursts are broken up before they enter the switch, so that output contention is reduced, and performance improves. This last realization is important because it implies that employing the VOQ scheme offers significant benefits even without using output-queue grant.

3.4.3 Burst sensitivity

Fig. 3.5 offers a different perspective: it plots the maximum throughput (actually, the measured throughput at an input load of 100%) as a function of traffic burstiness. The x-axis corresponds to the average burst size $B$ of traffic type Bursty/$B$. The slope at which a curve declines is a measure for the burst sensitivity of the switch system. We have simulated a wide range of burst sizes, from 10 packets/burst to 500 packets/burst; $N = 16$, $M = 256$.

From these figures, we immediately see that using VOQ adapters offers much better (c.q. lower) burst sensitivity than FIFO adapters, as these curves slope off at a much lower rate. Furthermore,
full partitioning of the memory (OQT = 16) offers better burst sensitivity than full sharing (OQT = 256) does. In the fully partitioned VOQ configuration, a throughput of up to 95% can be achieved even for the largest burst sizes! However, even the fully shared VOQ configuration outperforms any FIFO configuration by far, which again illustrates that the decorrelating effect of the VOQs is very strong.

Using FIFO adapters, full sharing offers better throughput than full partitioning at smaller burst sizes, but at an average burst size of about 30 packets/burst a break-even point occurs, and for very large bursts partitioning of the memory performs better. This illustrates the two counter-acting effects described above: first, sharing significantly reduces HoL blocking at the adapter. Second, sharing allows one or a few output queues to monopolize the shared memory, thus causing output-queue lock-out. As the average burst size increases the second, negative, effect starts to offset the first, positive one, eventually leading to a net negative result. The reverse is true for full partitioning, as also illustrated by Fig. 3.5.

### 3.4.4 VOQ selection policy

In this section we will study the impact of three different selection policies, as proposed in Section 3.2.3, namely RR, LRU, and OQF. Simulations results with Bernoulli, Bursty/10, 30, and 100 traffic are shown in Fig. 3.6. As the figures demonstrate, no significant difference in performance can be observed between the different policies, even though the analytical results suggest that OQF should have an advantage in terms of worst-case delay. However, under random traffic conditions, the VOQ selection policy is clearly not a significant factor because the pathological conditions described in Section 3.2.3 do not occur.
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![Diagram of delay-throughput results comparing RR, LRU, and OQF VOQ selection policies, for a 16 x 16 system, with M = 256, OQT = 16 and 256, and four different traffic types.]

Figure 3.6: Delay–throughput results comparing RR, LRU, and OQF VOQ selection policies, for a 16 x 16 system, with $M = 256$, OQT = 16 and 256, and four different traffic types.

3.4.5 Memory sizing

To demonstrate that $M = N^2$ is the optimum trade-off between performance and cost, we now proceed to investigate the effect of varying the shared memory size $M$. We simulate a system with $N = 16$ and vary the memory sizes from 256 to 2048 packets with FIFO input queues, 64 to 2048 with VOQ input queues, with the output-queue thresholds set to $\frac{1}{16}$th of the shared memory size, implying full partitioning.

Fig. 3.7 shows delay–throughput graphs for different types of traffic, namely IP traffic and bursty traffic with average burst sizes of 10, 30, and 100 packets/burst. The input load is varied from 50% to 100% in steps of 5%. Fig. 3.8 shows results with just VOQs, with $M = 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048$. Table 3.2 lists the maximum throughput figures corresponding to the graphs of Figs. 3.7 and 3.8.
Figure 3.7: Impact of memory size $M$, input-queuing discipline, and traffic type on delay–throughput characteristics, with full memory partitioning (OQT = $M/16$).

Table 3.2: Maximum throughput corresponding to Figs. 3.7a through 3.7d.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic</th>
<th>FIFO input queues</th>
<th>VOQ input queues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M = 256</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/10</td>
<td>0.622</td>
<td>0.678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/30</td>
<td>0.560</td>
<td>0.585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/100</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>0.544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>0.598</td>
<td>0.645</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 3.8: Impact of memory size $M$ and traffic type on delay-throughput characteristics, with VOQ input queues and full memory partitioning ($OQT = M/16$).
Note how as average burst size increases, the system with FIFO input queues saturates at increasingly lower input loads (below 60% even), whereas the system with VOQ input queues can maintain throughput above 90% even for burst size 100; also, in the latter case, enlarging the shared memory beyond 256 improves throughput less than 1 percentage point in all cases, whereas in the former case having a larger memory improves performance by up to 20 percentage points. With FIFO input queues, the relative improvement achieved by increasing the memory size diminishes as the average burst size increases.

This effect is, as noted before, due to the HoL blocking phenomenon in the FIFO input queues, and again, we observe that using per-destination flow control in combination with VOQs completely alleviates the problem: the maximum achievable throughput declines only marginally with increasing burst size. The average delay (in the non-saturated regions of the curves) is roughly proportional to the burst size.

Unlike with FIFOs, the results with VOQs on the other hand are strongly subjected to the law of diminishing returns: the improvement gained from doubling the memory rapidly diminishes. The results confirm the rule that the optimum memory size is $N^2$, because larger memories bring very little improvement, whereas with smaller memories a drop in performance is observed.

### 3.4.6 Switch size

The results obtained for the $16 \times 16$ system with VOQs apply to any size $N \times N$. To verify this, we simulate $32 \times 32$ and $64 \times 64$ systems with shared memory sizes equal to $M = 32^2 = 1024$ and $M = 64^2 = 4096$, respectively. The degree of sharing is again varied from full partitioning to full sharing by programming the output-queue thresholds to $OQT = N$, $4N$, and $M$. The usual range of traffic types is applied. Fig. 3.9 displays delay–throughput curves and Table 3.3 shows the corresponding maximum throughput numbers for all configurations.

The results confirm our previous findings. Throughput is maximized when the memory is fully partitioned. Maximum throughput figures decrease only marginally as the size of the switch system increases (see also Table 3.1), although the adverse impact of increased sharing is slightly higher.

Note how the OQ lock-out effect is significantly smaller for the larger system; this is due to the overall larger memory, which reduces HoL blocking at the inputs due to memory-full conditions. However, when the memory is partitioned, there is little difference in performance between the two switch sizes, except for a slightly lower average delay at loads close to saturation for the larger system.

#### Table 3.3: Maximum throughput values for switch sizes $32 \times 32$ and $64 \times 64$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic type</th>
<th>$32 \times 32$</th>
<th>$64 \times 64$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$OQT = 1024$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernoulli</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>0.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>0.994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>0.997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/10</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>0.959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>0.986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>0.958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/30</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td>0.977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.974</td>
<td>0.974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/100</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>0.879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td>0.960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>0.882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>0.957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>0.983</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 3.9: Delay–throughput curves for a $32 \times 32$ and a $64 \times 64$ switch for a range of traffic types and various degrees of sharing.
3.4.7 Comparison with ideal OQ switch

Fig. 3.10 compares the performance of the proposed CIOQ switch with an ideal output-queued switch with infinite output queues for three different switch sizes ($N = 16, 32, 64$) and traffic types IP, Bursty/10, Bursty/30, and Bursty/100. Table 3.4 lists the corresponding maximum throughput figures. The memory size of the CIOQ switch equals $M = N^2$, with $\frac{OQT}{M} = \frac{1}{N}$.

![Graphs and table showing comparison of delay–throughput curves for CIOQ and ideal output-queued architectures with different switch sizes ($N = 16, 32, 64$) and traffic types.](image)

Figure 3.10: Comparison of delay–throughput curves for CIOQ and ideal output-queued architectures with different switch sizes ($N = 16, 32, 64$) and traffic types.

The graphs and table show that delay of the CIOQ switch is slightly higher throughout the load range, and maximum throughput is slightly less. However, the differences are not large: in the 50%-90% load range, the average delay values of the CIOQ switch mostly are less than 25% higher. For larger switches ($N = 32, 64$) and smaller burst sizes (Bursty/10, Bursty/30), the differences are even smaller (10%-15% higher). For $N = 16$, the difference in maximum throughput is less than 1.8 percentage points and for $N = 32, 64$ less than 1.0 percentage points. Therefore, we can conclude that the CIOQ system closely approaches ideal output queuing performance.
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Table 3.4: Maximum throughput values comparing CIOQ vs. ideal OQ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic type</th>
<th>16 × 16</th>
<th>32 × 32</th>
<th>64 × 64</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OQ</td>
<td>CIOQ</td>
<td>OQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/10</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/30</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>0.982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/100</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>0.963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>0.986</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.4.8 Comparison with input-queued architecture

As pointed out above, our approach is essentially VOQ with distributed scheduling. Therefore, we would like to compare its performance with approaches that use VOQ with centralized scheduling. As a representative of this class that achieves a very good tradeoff between complexity and performance, we select the \(i\)-SLIP algorithm with \(i = \log_2 N\) iterations (\(i\)-SLIP, [McKeown95]).

Fig. 3.11 compares delay–throughput curves of the CIOQ architecture and the IQ architecture with \(i\)-SLIP for various traffic types. Figs. 3.11a and b correspond to a 16 × 16 system (4-SLIP; \(M = 256\), OQT = 16), 3.11c and d to a 32 × 32 system (5-SLIP; \(M = 1024\), OQT = 32). Table 3.5 shows maximum throughput values.

We observe that maximum throughput is marginally better for the CIOQ architecture, but delay is significantly better throughout the entire range of loads; \(i\)-SLIP delay is between 20% to 40% higher than CIOQ delay throughout the range. This is due to the reduced input contention in the CIOQ architecture compared to the purely input-queued approach. This applies to both system sizes.

Table 3.5: CIOQ vs. \(i\)-SLIP: Comparison of maximum throughput

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic type</th>
<th>16 × 16</th>
<th>32 × 32</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CIOQ</td>
<td>4-SLIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernoulli</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>0.991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>0.971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/10</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/30</td>
<td>0.974</td>
<td>0.966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/100</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td>0.950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.4.9 Low-degree traffic

So far, we have used only uniformly distributed traffic models, in which all inputs have identical output probability distributions. If we represent the probability that a packet arrives at input \(i\) destined to output \(j\) by \(d_{ij}\), then the uniform destination distribution model can be represented by \(d_{ij} = \frac{1}{N}, \forall i, j\). This assumption is not necessarily always very realistic: in practice, it will be more likely that each source communicates with a limited set of destinations only. To reflect this, we will employ asymmetric destination distributions that are characterized by each input
having traffic only for a limited set of, say, $k$ outputs, with $k \ll N$. These are also referred to as “low-degree” traffic patterns [Goudreau00]. We still require that the traffic is *admissible*, that is, no input or output is oversubscribed: $\sum_{j=1}^{N} d_{ij} \leq 1$ and $\sum_{i=1}^{N} d_{ij} \leq 1$, i.e., there are no overloaded outputs (hot-spots). See Appendix C.4.2 for more details on the destination distribution models.

Fig. 3.12 shows the results for $N = 16$, comparing our CIOQ system with $M = 256$ to an input-queued system using 4-SLIP. Four different traffic types, each with degrees of 2, 4, 8, and 10, have been simulated. For each degree, the destination distribution matrix $[d_{ij}]$ has been chosen randomly once,\(^3\) and then used for all simulations corresponding to that degree. $k$-degree traffic means that each input generates traffic for $k$ outputs, and conversely, each output receives traffic from $k$ inputs. Table 3.6 lists the maximum throughput values corresponding to Fig. 3.12.

The results show that the CIOQ system is largely insensitive to this kind of traffic imbalance:

\(^3\)We have attempted to generate the matrices such that each input has $k$ distinct destinations.
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![Graphs showing delay-throughput for Bernoulli, Bursty/10, Bursty/30, and Bursty/100 traffic patterns](image)
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Figure 3.12: Delay–throughput graphs with low-degree traffic.

the impact on maximum throughput is less than one percentage point for all traffics, whereas delay increases by a factor over the entire load range, that depends on the degree. Traffic of medium degree (4, 8, 10) performs worst in terms of delay.

The impact on performance of the 4-SLIP system is much stronger: maximum throughput degrades significantly, in particular for the medium traffic degrees of 4 and 8. This effect has also been noted in [Goudreau00]; the reason is that the local maxima of the solution space to which heuristic maximum matching algorithms such as $\gamma$-SLIP will converge are more likely to be sub-optimum solutions when the degree of the bipartite graph is low, i.e., when there are only a few edges incident to each vertex.

3.4.10 Input queue size distributions

So far, we have mainly studied delay–throughput results. Other performance metrics of interest are the delay variance, which is actually more important than absolute delay values for some applications (e.g., CBR traffic), and the average size of the input queues.
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Table 3.6: Maximum throughput with low-degree traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic</th>
<th>CIOQ</th>
<th>4-SLIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>degree = 2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernoulli</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/10</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/30</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/100</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.966</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to average delay, we also gather delay variance statistics during the simulation runs. Fig. 3.13a plots both the average delay and standard deviation of the delay as a function of throughput. Fig. 3.13b shows a delay distribution graph, which plots the probability \( y = P(\text{delay} > x) \) that a packet experiences a delay greater than \( x \). This type of graph is derived from a 102-bucket histogram that records the delay values in the range 0–2048. These graphs give an impression of the spread in the delay values: a “narrow” curve indicates a small spread, and thus small variation, whereas a “wide” curve indicates the opposite.

As real packet buffers are limited, we have to assess packet-loss probabilities. Instead of fixing the input-queue size at given values and measuring packet loss rates, we have taken the approach to simulate with infinite input queues while measuring the input-queue size as a time average: in every packet cycle, the occupancy of all input queues is sampled and stored in a histogram as mentioned above. The occupancy of one input queue is defined as the sum of the occupancies of all VOQs associated with this input. From the resulting histogram a graph such as shown in Fig. 3.13c can be plotted. The y-axis plots the probability that the input-queue occupancy exceeds \( x \) at any time. These graphs can then be used to assess packet-loss probabilities given a certain input-queue size. Note the logarithmic y-scales on all of these graphs.4

The simulations in this section correspond to a 32 × 32 system with \( M = 1024 \). Traffic types are as before.

**Bernoulli traffic**

Fig. 3.13a shows delay–throughput (mean and stddev.) curves for Bernoulli traffic and OQT = 32, 128 and 1024. Up to about 99% throughput (close to saturation), there is no significant difference in performance between the threshold levels.

Figs. 3.13b and 3.13c show delay distribution (DD) and input queue size distribution (IQD) curves with the same parameters at an input load of 99%.

Partitioning the memory leads to slightly smaller delay variation than full sharing, and average delay is slightly lower. Even at 99% load, input queue size never exceeds 64 packets. The average IQ occupancy is also slightly smaller with partitioned memory (OQT = 32), than with full sharing (OQT = 1024)

---

4The delay values plotted in these graphs have been adjusted by subtracting a fixed value of 6 cycles from each data point. This is a constant delay component due to the number of entities a packet traverses in the model.
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![Graphs showing performance results]

(a) Delay–throughput (mean and stddev.)
(b) Delay distribution at 99% load.
(c) Input-queue size distribution at 99% load.

Figure 3.13: Delay–throughput, delay distribution, and input-queue size distribution curves, Bernoulli traffic, OQT = 32, 128, 1024.

**IP traffic**

Fig. 3.14a shows delay–throughput (mean and stddev.) curves, while Fig. 3.15 shows DD and IQD curves for IP traffic and OQT = 32, 128, and 1024 at input loads of 70%, 80%, 90%, and 95%. It is interesting to observe the trends in these distributions as the load increases because these trends are seen to reverse as the load increases; in particular, the OQT values that achieve the best DD (mean and stddev.) and IQD (mean and stddev.) are listed in Table 3.7.\(^5\) From both this table and the graphs, we can observe the following trends: at lower loads, sharing the memory (OQT =1204) results in lower delay, lower delay variation and lower input-queue occupancy, compared to partitioning the memory (OQT = 32), see Figs. 3.15a and 3.15b. As the load increases, the curves pull closer together, which is especially obvious in the transition from Fig. 3.15b to 3.15d. As the load increases further, partitioning the memory achieves better

\(^5\)Note that these “optimum” values are taken from the set of simulated values \{32,128,1024\}, i.e., no optimization to find the absolute optimum has been done.
average delay and input queue size values, see Figs. 3.15e through 3.15h (although variation is not optimal at 95%).

### Table 3.7: Optimum OQT values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ld (%)</th>
<th>delay distr.</th>
<th>IQ distr.</th>
<th>Ld (%)</th>
<th>delay distr.</th>
<th>IQ distr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>std</td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>std</td>
<td>mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Bursty/10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95%</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bursty traffic**

Figs. 3.14(b,c,d) show delay–throughput (mean and stddev.) curves for Bursty/10, Bursty/30, and Bursty/100 traffic, respectively. Fig. 3.16 shows DD and IQD curves for traffic type Bursty/30 at given loads, each for OQT = 32, 128, and 1024. To save space, we omit similar figures for Bursty/10 and Bursty/100, because they show the same trends. Table 3.7 lists the optimum OQT values that can be derived from these figures.

The trend already observed with IP traffic is even more pronounced with bursty traffic: the top two rows of Table 3.7, corresponding to lower loads, predominantly show OQT = 1024 as the optimum value, whereas in the lower two rows, corresponding to higher loads, OQT = 32 appears most frequently. This again indicates that at lower loads full sharing performs better, while at higher loads partitioning achieves superior performance.

**Conclusions**

The results presented here clearly demonstrate that there is no single optimum OQT value that results in best performance in terms of throughput, delay, delay variance, and input-queue size under all traffic types and loads.

Low thresholds ($M/N$) lead to longer input queues at low loads, whereas high thresholds ($M$) lead to a lower maximum throughput, and consequently to higher delay and longer input queues at high loads.

Non-uniformity can occur in the destination distribution (certain inputs are more/less likely to send to certain outputs), and in the loading of inputs and outputs (at a given overall load, certain inputs and outputs are loaded more/less). As the traffic patterns simulated here are uniform in both senses, OQT values are also equal for all outputs. Asymmetric (non-uniform) loading of the switch has not been treated here. With such non-uniform traffic patterns, it is expected
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Figure 3.14: Delay–throughput and delay variation (stddev.–throughput) curves, for IP, Bursty/10, Bursty/30, and Bursty/100 traffic; OQT = 32, 128, and 1024.

that individual (adaptive) threshold adjusting based on port load performs better than uniform threshold programming [Lee95]. This remains to be studied.
Figure 3.15: **IP traffic:** Delay distribution and input-queue-size distribution curves at loads of 70%, 80%, 90%, and 95%; OQT = 32, 128, and 1024.
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Figure 3.16: Bursty30 traffic: Delay distribution and input-queue-size distribution curves at loads of 40%, 60%, 70%, and 80%; OQT = 32, 128, and 1024.
3.5 Queue-Empty Optimization

The flow-control mechanism employed in the proposed system is based on full status information, i.e., the signal passed from the switch to the input queues conveys information about thresholds being overrun. This method of flow control stems from the PRIZMA legacy, but there are very good reasons to use it: it allows the switch to operate internally lossless, prevents packets being forwarded to congested outputs, and enables performance enhancement as demonstrated in Section 3.4.2. This is a negative type of feedback: it tells the inputs where not to send to, instead of telling them where they can send. It seems useful to further guide the inputs in their decision taking by providing positive feedback that tells where packets should preferably be sent to. The principle of work-conservingness (see Definition 2) essentially dictates that output queues that are (almost) empty should be preferred to preserve throughput. This leads us to the addition of a queue-empty (QE) flow-control signal from the switch to the input queues that consists of a vector of N bits, one bit per output queue, flagging whether the corresponding queue has underrun a (programmable) queue-empty threshold (QET). This signal is used in addition to the queue-full information, although there is redundancy here: clearly, for all practical purposes, only one of the flags can be active at any given time.6

The threshold is programmable to account for the round-trip time between switch and input queues, so that the QE signal is triggered in a timely fashion; in this case, the QE signal is actually a queue-almost-empty signal. The VOQ arbiters will favor those outputs that are (almost) empty because these need to be served most urgently to keep the output lines busy. The impact of this optimization will be demonstrated below.

Note that although this optimization improves throughput, it may cause unfairness among input/output pairs. If an input has active flows for a congested and an uncongested output, the uncongested one will always be preferred to keep that output busy; thus, the flow from this input to the congested output is starved. This trade-off between throughput maximization and fairness has also been observed in input-queued VOQ switches: maximum matching algorithms suffer from the same kind of unfairness (see Section 2.6.2).

3.5.1 Performance simulation results

The impact of the proposed optimization on performance is studied in this section. Figs. 3.17a through 3.17f illustrate the improvement in delay–throughput characteristics obtained by using the QE information, for a 16 × 16 system with M = 256 (a,c,e) and a 32 × 32 system system with M = 1024 (b,d,f), under Bursty/10, 30, and 100 traffic. The output-queue thresholds have been also varied.

The parameters QE = 0 and QE = 1 in the figures indicate dis- and enabling of the QE feature, respectively. Table 3.8 compares the maximum throughput figures. The QET has been set to 2 in all cases, to take the round-trip time between switch and input adapter into account.

---

6This relates to the idea of using queue level information instead of full/empty flags, coded efficiently, so that L levels can be coded in \( \log(L + 1) \) bits.
Figure 3.17: Delay–throughput curves of a 16 × 16 (a,c,e) and 32 × 32 (b,d,f) switch system with bursty traffic of three different burst sizes, (a,b) 10, (c,d) 30, and (e,f) 100. Each figure contains six curves, corresponding to output-queue threshold levels of $M/N$, $4M/N$ and $M$, with or without QE information.
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The use of QE information by the input queues leads to improved performance in all configurations. In particular, when the OQT is high, performance improves drastically. When $OQT = M/N$, the use of QE brings only a small improvement, which mainly manifests itself at high loads: maximum throughput is slightly higher, and latency in the high-load range is lower.

Performance with QE is largely independent of OQT setting because QE prevents, to a great extent, the detrimental output-queue lock-out effect.

Table 3.8: Maximum throughput with queue empty optimization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic</th>
<th>OQT = $M$</th>
<th>OQT = $4M/N$</th>
<th>OQT = $M/N$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>w/o QE</td>
<td>w/ QE</td>
<td>w/o QE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/10</td>
<td>0.968564</td>
<td>0.990146</td>
<td>0.968204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/30</td>
<td>0.941187</td>
<td>0.983153</td>
<td>0.946439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/100</td>
<td>0.895972</td>
<td>0.972759</td>
<td>0.908165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/10</td>
<td>0.955708</td>
<td>0.989441</td>
<td>0.963025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/30</td>
<td>0.927589</td>
<td>0.978719</td>
<td>0.936442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursty/100</td>
<td>0.870801</td>
<td>0.96182</td>
<td>0.893508</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5.2 Conclusion

The use of output-queue-empty information can further improve the delay–throughput characteristics of the proposed architecture, and can alleviate the negative effect of poorly programmed output-queue thresholds. However, the implications on fairness must be taken into account.

3.6 Implementation

In this section we will discuss implementation issues concerning the proposed architecture, in particular regarding the three main components: the switch element, the input queues, and the flow control.

3.6.1 Switch element

Several implementations of shared-memory switches have been presented in literature, such as PRIZMA and ATLAS I (see Section 2.5.2). From an architectural viewpoint, the two main bottlenecks in this switch architecture are first the shared-memory interconnection complexity (each input and each output must be able to reach each memory location, yielding an interconnection complexity on the order of $O(NM)$), and second the output-queue bandwidth (up to $N+1$ accesses per queue per packet cycle). The split data/control path architecture and its advantages have been described in Section 2.5.2. Here, we will look in more detail at the implementation issues of control section and shared memory.
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Control path: output queues and free queue

The control section consists mainly of the \(N\) output queues and the free queue. Each output queue must be able to store \(N\) addresses and release 1 in each packet cycle (\(N + 1\) accesses/cycle). However, the bandwidth requirement on the free queue is even more stringent: it must be able to store \(N\) and release \(N\) addresses in each packet cycle (2\(N\) accesses/cycle). Hence, if we can implement the free queue, the output queues pose no further problems.

Let us consider the bandwidth requirement on the free queue, and compute the required access time to achieve this. Given the number of ports \(N\), minimum packet size \(L\) (in bits), and port speed \(B\) (in b/s), the free queue must be able to store and fetch one address every \(L/NB\) seconds. Taking PRIZMA-EP as an example, with \(N = 32\), \(L = 32\) bytes = 512 bits, and port speed 2 Gb/s, this yields an output queue access time of 4 ns, provided the memory can be written to and read from simultaneously. For EP, \(M = 2048\), so that, to obtain the desired bandwidth, an 11-bit-wide dual-ported SRAM with an access time of 4 ns is required.

Currently, access times under 2 ns are not feasible, so that higher-bandwidth switches will require increased parallelism in the output queue implementation. To implement a 1 Tb/s switch in a \(32 \times 32\) @ 32 Gb/s configuration with a targeted minimum packet size of 64 bytes, an output queue access time of 0.5 ns would be required, which is not feasible. With a more realistic access time of 2 ns, 4 addresses of 10 bits each (assuming \(M = N^2 = 1024\)) must be handled in parallel, using either multi-ported RAM or parallel RAM banks, which is feasible in current technologies.

Note that the control bandwidth required here equals \(N(N + 1)B(\log M)/L\), or \((2N(N + 1)B(\log N))/L\) with \(M = N^2\). This is comparable to the control bandwidth required in an IQ VOQ switch or a CIOQ switch with limited speed-up (Section 2.8), which equals \((N(N + \log N)B)/L\), the difference being that the latter must be passed across chip boundaries, whereas the former is on-chip.

Shared memory

The required read and write bandwidths from and to the shared memory pose another great implementation challenge.

The original PRIZMA approach [Denzel95] is to implement the memory as an array of \(M\) independent memory locations, which can be accessed by all inputs and outputs in parallel. To achieve this, each input must be able to access each memory location, which leads to an interconnection structure of complexity \(O(NM)\), at both the input and output side of the memory array. Returning to the targeted 1 Tb/s example, with \(N = 32\) inputs, a shared memory of \(M = N^2 = 1024\) packets, and a port speed of 32 Gb/s, again assuming a memory cycle time of 2 ns, the data path must be 64 bits wide (32 Gb/s * 2 ns). In this case, the total number of wires to interconnect the memory array to inputs and outputs exceeds 4 million, which is certainly not feasible. To reduce the width of the data path per chip, the speed expansion concept can be applied (see Section 6.3.1), which allows the data path to be sliced over a number of identical switch chips operating in parallel. A wiring study that is outside the scope of this thesis has shown that a 16-bit-wide data path is feasible in this configuration in the given technology, so that a speed expansion factor of 4 is required.

This approach clearly does not scale well to larger port numbers, because the number of wires
grows as $O(N^3)$. It scales fairly well in port speed, because the speed of each individual memory scales linearly with port speed, and is not dependent on the number of ports.

The PRIZMA-E and EP implementations ($16 \times 16$ @ 2 Gb/s and $32 \times 32$ @ 2 Gb/s, respectively), illustrated in Fig. 3.18, deviate from the original PRIZMA architecture, mainly for cost reasons. Here, the memory bandwidth is obtained by the traditional, yet unscalable, shared-bus approach. The memory is organized internally in two parallel banks, each 20 bytes wide, with 512 (2048 for EP) addresses per bank. These memories are accessed through two 20-byte-wide buses (the bus width equals the memory width), which are clocked at 8 ns (4 ns for EP). The input controllers receive access to these buses in a RR fashion; every time an input controller receives its turn, it writes 16 to 20 bytes at once (depending on the currently programmed packet size) to each bank, using the address provided by the address manager. The output side operates in a similar fashion, with the output queues providing the appropriate read addresses.

Clearly, this approach scales neither in number of ports nor in port speed because the bus bandwidth must equal their product.

![Figure 3.18: PRIZMA-E and EP implementation, based on a wide shared bus.](image)

The insights obtained in this chapter suggest that to obtain best performance the available memory does not have to be shared among all inputs and/or outputs. This suggests that considerable savings in implementing the memory can be achieved by physically partitioning the memory on chip, thus significantly reducing the complexity of the input and output routing trees. Chapter
Other issues: Cost, die size, IO links, power, and packaging.

Of course, there are other physical limits to the throughput achievable with a single-chip switch, which we will briefly review here. For one, the silicon die size is a very important cost factor. Beyond a certain die size (about $15 \times 15 \text{ mm}^2$), the process yield quickly drops, resulting in a much higher per-chip production cost. Furthermore, the amount of bandwidth available through the chip’s (electrical) pins is limited. Beyond a certain size, the chip package cost mounts very rapidly with increasing pin count, and packages with more than approximately 1000 pins are not economical for this application. Current high-density electrical IO technologies peak at data rates of about 2 to 2.5 Gb/s per differential wire pair. Assuming that half the pins are required for other functions, such as $V_{dd}$, ground, flow control, debugging, etc., a 1000-pin package can provide around 625 Gb/s of aggregate raw data bandwidth, which corresponds approximately to a $32 \times 32$ @ 10 Gb/s switch. Therefore, in order to scale to terabit/s or higher throughput, multi-chip solutions are required. Clearly, when faster high-density links become available higher per-chip throughput can be achieved.

Although die size and pin count are important, an even more crucial factor is power dissipation, both at the chip as well as the system level. The total power consumption of one switch chip should stay within the allocated power budget given by both system and technology constraints. An important contributor to the power dissipation of a switch chip are the IO links (transmitters and receivers), the memories, and the control section. More and faster links, faster memories, and a faster control section all increase power dissipation. As link speeds and CMOS integration density increase, the power budget is sure to become the limiting factor in the throughput achievable with a single chip, so that VLSI chip design that optimizes for power will become increasingly important.

A final factor to be considered is the switch system implementation at the box level. For commercial products, a switch system, i.e., a redundant switch fabric plus $N$ adapters (line cards), must often meet certain standard form factors determining card, backplane, shelf, and rack dimensions. These physical dimensions put hard limits on how many chips fit on a card, how many cards in a shelf, how many shelves in a rack, and how many racks in a room. The size of a card also determines, given the available connector density and link speed, how much bandwidth can be supported by a single switch card, regardless of the size or throughput of the switch chip itself. A system that does not fit in a single rack is drastically more complex and costly than one that does.

### 3.6.2 Flow control

Flow control plays an important role in the proposed architecture. It has a dual role: first, to prevent internal packet loss (memory grant), and second, to provide the VOQ arbiters with information to make better decisions (output-queue grant). However, this flow control consumes bandwidth between switch and input queues. Assuming $P$ traffic classes, $P(N + 1)$ bits of information should ideally be transported from the switch to each input queue in every packet cycle: $PN$ bits of output-queue grant (one bit per output queue per traffic class), and $P$ bits of shared-memory grant (one bit per traffic class). Theoretically, the flow-control bandwidth
equals just $P(N + 1)$ bits per packet cycle. However, this information must be distributed to all input adapters. Hence, practically, the total bandwidth required for flow control equals $NP(N + 1)$ bits per packet cycle.

For PRIZMA-EP, with packets of 64 bytes, 32 ports, 4 traffic classes (strict priorities with guaranteed bandwidth provisioning), and a port speed of 2 Gb/s, the overhead bandwidth equals

$$\frac{NP(N+1)}{64\times8/2\times10^9} = \frac{324\times(32+1)}{256\times10^9} = 16.5 \text{ Gb/s, which amounts to over 25% of the data bandwidth.}$$

In the PRIZMA implementation, this added complexity is tackled as follows: first, the memory grant is put on dedicated chip pins (4 pins, one per priority) connected directly to the input queues. This is done because the latency of the memory grant is critical to guarantee lossless operation. Second, the output grant is transported in-band; it is inserted into the free header bitmap space of the outgoing packets, which offers just enough space to transport $N$ bits of output grant. The information per priority is time-multiplexed in a RR fashion: in each cycle, the OQ grant for one priority is transmitted, in the following cycle for the next priority, etc. As a result, there is a certain, non-negligible latency in the output-queue grant transmission, but the bandwidth required is reduced by a factor of $P$.

As the output-queue grant is inserted in the outgoing packets, it travels in the wrong direction. However, because the input adapters, which contain the input queues, and the output adapters are typically located on the same physical board, it is not a problem to relay the output-queue grant, which arrives at the output adapter, back to the input adapter.

### 3.6.3 Input queues

Typically, the input queues with their VOQ arbiter are located on the input adapters. Such an adapter can perform a wide variety of functions, but here we are interested only in these functions required to implement the proposed architecture. Section 4.6 describes in detail how the input queues can be implemented using a shared memory with split data/control path approach, similar to the internal PRIZMA architecture. The implementation of the various flavors of VOQ arbiters (RR, LRU, OQF) has been mentioned in Section 3.2.3.

To be able to sort packets by destination, the adapter must be able to determine the output port corresponding to the packet’s destination, and prepend the correct routing tag to the packet. If source routing is used, only a swap of tags is required, otherwise a routing-table look-up must be performed.

Other functions such as segmentation, reassembly, packing, load balancing, traffic shaping, etc., are beyond the scope of this dissertation.

### 3.7 Conclusions

We have proposed a novel way to build robust and cost-effective switch systems by combining the concepts of VOQ at the input and output buffering at the output, thus simultaneously reducing the complexity of scheduling at the input to $O(N)$ and achieving high, largely traffic-insensitive performance. The basic premise is that the output-buffered switch element is not

---

7In PRIZMA-E, the output-queue grant is also available on chip pins, namely a 16-bit-wide bus that time-multiplexes the information per priority, with a 17th bit to synchronize on priority 0.
used as a buffer to store large bursts but rather that those bursts are stored in the input queues and that the switch element guides the VOQ arbitration at the input side by means of output-grant flow control to achieve maximum throughput. In contrast to purely input-buffered architectures, there is no need for a centralized scheduler, whereas performance is better. Extending the output-queue grant with output-queue empty information enables the VOQ arbiters to keep a maximum of switch outputs busy at all times, thus achieving very high throughput, at the expense of fairness. The system’s performance has been demonstrated by means of simulations. An implementation of the switch element is available today in the form of the PRIZMA-E and PRIZMA-EP single-chip switches [Colmant98c, PRIZMA-E], which can be utilized to build switch systems in a modular, flexible fashion, owing to their expansion-mode capabilities.

From the results presented in this chapter, we draw the following conclusions:

- Combining VOQ at the input with an output-buffered switch element allows the classical central VOQ scheduler of superlinear complexity to be replaced by simple arbiters of complexity $O(N)$ located at each input.
- We recommend an OQF VOQ arbitration discipline to avoid starvation and minimize HoL waiting times. Practically, little difference in performance was observed between RR, LRU, and OQF policies.
- Maximum throughput under uniform traffic has been shown to be 100%. We have shown that a CIOQ switch with limited output buffers can never be strictly work-conserving.
- The proposed system achieves high throughput and low burst sensitivity by effectively separating the contention resolution and buffering functions such that the switch performs the former and the input queues cope with burstiness. A shared-memory size equal to $N^2$ packets is optimum in terms of cost and performance.
- A system using VOQ input queues and per-destination flow control far outperforms a similar system using FIFO input queues, and shows little sensitivity to bursty traffic conditions.
- Using FIFO input queues, increasing the degree of memory sharing improves delay–throughput characteristics. On the other hand, when using VOQ input queues, decreasing the degree of sharing improves performance, and full partitioning of the shared memory turns out to be optimum in this case.
- There exists no single optimum OQT level that results in best performance in terms of throughput, delay, delay variance, and average input-queue size for all types of traffic and input load levels, which suggests that adaptive threshold programming schemes may be employed to optimize performance. This requires further study.
- Compared to an input-buffered architecture using VOQ and an iterative SLIP scheduler, the proposed architecture offers better performance, especially under high load. Furthermore, it performs significantly better under more realistic, asymmetric (so-called “low-degree”) load conditions.
- Output-queue-empty information has shown to be an efficient enhancement to queue-full-based flow control, by providing an indication to the input queues as to which outputs
should be served most urgently in order to keep all output lines busy. It offers good performance when used by itself, but optimum performance is obtained when used in conjunction with queue-full-based flow control. This throughput optimization is obtained at the expense of fairness.

- Practical implementation is limited by shared-memory bandwidth and chip IO bandwidth.

We argue that the system proposed here is a viable alternative to the purely input-buffered architectures that have received much attention recently, where the small output-buffered switch element effectively takes on the role of the scheduler in the input-buffered architecture, thus eliminating the need for complex scheduling algorithms, while offering high, robust performance, and enabling all traditional QoS mechanisms such as WFQ, GPS, etc., which require an output-buffered system.

A US patent application [Colmant98a] has been submitted on the proposed architecture. Some of the results in this chapter have previously been published in [Minkenberg00b, Minkenberg00d].
Chapter 4

Multicast

4.1 Introduction

As more and more point-to-multipoint and multipoint-to-multipoint applications are being deployed, the ability to handle these types of communication efficiently becomes increasingly important. Here clearly the duplication of data from one or more sender(s) to multiple receivers is involved; this is termed multicast, as opposed to unicast, which involves only one sender and one receiver. The elements that are instrumental in implementing efficient multicast are a network’s switching nodes. Instead of setting up separate connections to each multicast destination and duplicating information at the source, the switching nodes can duplicate the information at points as close to the destinations as possible, thus reducing the overall network load [Phillips99], which is a main benefit of multicast switching. Therefore, also hardware support for multicast traffic is required at the packet-switch level. In this chapter we consider the problem of how to implement multicast scheduling in the combined input- and output-queued (CIOQ) architecture introduced in Chapter 3.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 gives an overview of previous work on multicast scheduling for both input- and output-queued switch architectures. Section 4.3 presents our switch architecture, and Section 4.5 introduces a suitable multicast scheduling algorithm. A possible implementation is discussed in Section 4.6, and performance simulation results are presented in Section 4.7. Section 4.8 discusses possible alternatives for input-queued architectures, and conclusions are given in Section 4.9.

4.2 Overview of Related Work

First, let us define the fanout $F$ of a multicast packet as the number of output ports it is destined to.\footnote{This is also sometimes referred to as the multiplicity of a multicast packet.} We distinguish an arriving input packet from the output packets it generates; an input packet with a fanout of $F$ generates $F$ output packets. For the effective output load $L_e$ on the switch relation (4.1) holds:

$$L_e = (p_m f_m + (1 - p_m)) L_i,$$

(4.1)
where $p_m$ is the probability that an arriving packet is a multicast packet, $\bar{f}_m$ is the average fanout of a multicast packet, and $L_i$ is the offered input load. We consider a switch of size $N \times N$.

Early packet-switch designs based on Batcher-Banyan networks employed copy networks, prepended to the routing network, to obtain multicast functionality, e.g. [Turner88, Lee88a, Lee88b, Liu97]. A method to implement multicast in the classic Knockout switch (see Section 2.4.1) is described in [Eng88b]. In this section, we review more recent packet-switch architectures and scheduling algorithms for multicast traffic based on both input- and output-queued architectures.

### 4.2.1 Output-Queued Switches

In a purely output-queued switch, multicast can be performed almost trivially. Upon arrival of a multicast packet, it is simply duplicated to every output queue it is destined for. This scheme is also referred to as replication at receiving (RAR). However, there is a significant drawback to this approach as each incoming packet may have to be duplicated up to $N$ times, which is a waste of internal memory bandwidth. This problem can be solved elegantly by adopting the replication at sending (RAS) approach, which can be achieved with a shared-memory switch architecture having a split data/control path architecture, where the output queues handle only pointers to the actual data stored in a memory shared by all output queues [Engbersen92, Denzel92, Denzel95] (see also Section 2.5.2, Fig. 2.10). Thus, the packet data need only be stored once, while the pointer\(^2\) to the data is duplicated. With each shared memory location (pointer) an occurrence counter of size $\log_2 N$ bits is associated, which, upon receipt of a packet at the associated memory location, is initialized to the number of ports the packet is destined to, and is decremented each time a copy of the packet leaves the switch. When the counter reaches zero, that is, the last copy of the packet has been transmitted, the pointer is released.

The behavior of output-queued switches using either RAR or RAS with multicast traffic was studied extensively in [Chiussi97].

### 4.2.2 Input-Queued Switches

The bandwidth through the shared memory of an output-queued switch must equal $N$ times the individual port speed, which poses significant implementation concerns at high line rates. Because of this, input-queued switches have gained popularity in recent years. The performance limitations of FIFO-queued crossbar-based switches have largely been overcome by applying techniques such as VOQ, combined with centralized scheduling to achieve good throughput, see for example [McKeown99a].

VOQ entails the sorting of incoming packets at the input side based on the packet’s destination output. This arrangement is fine for unicast traffic, but does not fit well with multicast; for example, in which queue would one store an incoming multicast packet that has $F$ different destinations? The generally accepted solution is to add an $(N + 1)$-th queue at each input that is dedicated to multicast traffic, see Fig. 4.1. This raises two new problems: (1) how to schedule packets from the $N$ multicast queues, and (2) how to integrate multicast traffic into the unicast traffic.

\(^2\)The size of the pointer equals $\log_2 M$ bits for a shared-memory size of $M$ packets.
with unicast traffic in an efficient and fair way. Several publications study the former problem [Hayes89, Hui90, Hayes91, Chen92, Chen94, Schultz94, Haung96, Mehmet96, Prabhakar95, McKeown96b, Prabhakar96, Prabhakar97, Chen00a], but leave the latter untouched. A recent publication [Andrews99] attempts to shed some light also onto the latter problem.

![Figure 4.1: In VOQ switches, a dedicated multicast queue is used. In each packet cycle, the centralized arbiter collects requests from all inputs, performs its scheduling algorithm, informs the inputs by means of the grants, and configures the crossbar accordingly. The selected packets are removed from the input queues and transmitted, completing the cycle. Typically, separate scheduling algorithms for unicast and multicast traffic are used.](image)

Hui and Renner [Hui90] provide an overview of multicast scheduling strategies for input-buffered switches with FIFO queues. They distinguish between unicast and multicast service, the former entailing sequential transmission to each of a multicast packet’s destinations, whereas in the latter case multiple destinations can be served simultaneously. They also introduce the notion of fanout splitting for the multicast service case; this means that a multicast packet may be transmitted over the course of multiple timeslots, until all of its destinations have been served. Fanout splitting is also sometimes called call splitting. The opposite is one-shot scheduling, where all destinations have to be served simultaneously. Fanout splitting offers a clear advantage over one-shot scheduling because HoL blocking is reduced, which is confirmed in [Chen92] and [Prabhakar97]. Multicast service is clearly preferable to unicast service for a multitude of reasons, the main one being that the latter is wasteful of bandwidth towards the switch because a packet with a fanout of $F$ must be transmitted $F$ times across the input link, resulting in poor utilization and large delays. Hui and Renner come to the conclusion that an FCFS$^3$ service with fanout splitting is best in terms of throughput, delay, and fairness. The case of random selection with fanout splitting is studied extensively in [Hayes91], whereas in [Chen94] a cyclic priority reservation scheme without fanout splitting is employed.

In [Chen92], the hybrid Revision scheme is proposed, which combines one-shot scheduling and fanout splitting to obtain better delay–throughput performance than the individual policies.

---

$^3$FCFS = First Come, First Served.
First, a round of one-shot scheduling is performed, selecting a set of HoL packets that can all be served completely in this cycle. Then, a fanout splitting scheme is applied to select some copies of other HoL packets that do not conflict with the packets already selected. This scheme clearly offers better throughput than one-shot scheduling because it allows more packets to be served, but it also outperforms a general fanout splitting policy, because the first round of one-shot scheduling ensures that as many new packets as possible appear at the HoL, thus potentially increasing throughput. This idea closely resembles the residue concentration principle introduced later by McKeown and Prabhakar [Prabhakar95] (see below).

Chen et al. [Chen00a] propose a window-based approach, similar to the approach described in Section 2.3.2 for unicast traffic. Although this approach offers clear performance improvements over approaches that only consider HoL packets, it still suffers from the drawback that the effectiveness of a given window depth diminishes rapidly as traffic becomes burstier, which is evidenced by their performance simulation results. Furthermore, it requires random access to the input queue, and the implementation complexity of the proposed scheduling algorithm is on the order of $O(N^2L)$, where $L$ is the window depth. An earlier approach based on windowing using a content-addressable FIFO (CAFIFO) is presented in [Schultz94, Schultz96].

A different approach is introduced by Prabhakar and McKeown [Prabhakar95, McKeown96b, Prabhakar96, Prabhakar97]: the concept of residue concentration. At any given time only the HoL packets of all multicast queues are considered. Given their destination sets, one can compute the set of output packets that cannot be served. This set is called the residue. Two diametrically opposing scheduling policies are proposed: Distribute and Concentrate, illustrated in Fig. 4.2. A distributing policy attempts to place the residue on as many inputs as possible, whereas a concentrating policy attempts to place the residue on as few inputs as possible. An intuitive explanation is given why concentrating the residue is optimum; basically, it increases the likelihood that new packets are brought forward to the head of line, thus bringing forward more new work and potentially increasing throughput. Fig. 4.3 shows performance curves of the Concentrate algorithm. It performs well for uncorrelated arrivals, sustaining up to 90% throughput, but suffers a throughput loss for correlated arrivals owing to HoL blocking (down to 75% for Bursty/16, 72% for Bursty/64). However, it has been noted that Concentrate may lead to starvation of inputs, which prompted the development of alternative algorithms such as TATRA, based on a Tetris-like approach, and WBA, which allows a tradeoff between fairness and optimum throughput (residue concentration). However, Concentrate performs best in terms of delay–throughput, and therefore we will use this as a best-case representative of the class of scheduling algorithms for input-queued architectures with multicast FIFOs.

### 4.2.3 Open Issues

Despite the advances made with respect to multicast scheduling, the input-queued architectures presented above face several problems:

**HoL Blocking**

The FIFO organization of the multicast queue is prone to HoL blocking, in particular under heavy multicast load. Although concentrating algorithms try to minimize the impact by quickly serving entire HoL packets, they can never eliminate it. If it were possible to somehow apply
Figure 4.2: The residue here equals the set of outputs \( \{2, 3\} \). The Concentrate policy concentrates the residue on as few inputs as possible, here on input 3. Note that under the traffic scenario shown, input 3 will be starved indefinitely under the Concentrate policy. The Distribute policy can alternate placing the residue on inputs \( \{1, 3\} \) and \( \{2, 3\} \). However, in general the Concentrate policy leads to better performance.

the VOQ arrangement used for unicast traffic also to multicast traffic, HoL blocking would be eliminated completely.

**Multicast and Unicast Integration**

Integration of multicast and unicast traffic and fairness between multicast and unicast traffic are issues that have gone largely untouched. Ideally, no artificial distinction should be made between the two types of traffic with respect to either the queuing discipline or the scheduling discipline in order to ensure fairness among all input/output pairs regardless of traffic type. In [Andrews99], an integration method is presented to “fill up holes” in the multicast schedule with unicast traffic. However, as the multicast load increases unicast receives less and less service; in fact, the aggregate throughput decreases, which is of course highly undesirable.

**Memory Bandwidth**

Packet switches that rely solely on output queuing do not scale well to high data rates because of the high memory bandwidth requirement. Implementations that use a high degree of parallelism can achieve the desired bandwidth, but limit the amount of memory that can be integrated on a single chip, thus potentially leading to high packet-loss rates and highly traffic-dependent performance.

Taking these aspects into account, Section 4.3 will present a new architecture and scheduling algorithm, based on a CIOQ switch system, that solves the issues indicated above, while offering superior performance compared to existing approaches.
4.3 Architecture

Fig. 4.4 depicts a CIOQ packet-switch system comprised of input queues sorted per output (VOQs) combined with an output-buffered switch element, as introduced in Chapter 3. Please refer to Section 3.2 for a precise description of all aspects of the architecture and its operation.

![Figure 4.4: A switch system using combined input and output queuing.](image)

An arriving packet is stored in the VOQ corresponding to its destination port. Recall that the output-buffered switch enables distributed scheduling of the VOQs, so that each input arbiter can make a decision independent of all others, and that each arbiter selects, according to a selection policy (e.g., OQF or RR, see Section 3.2.3), a non-empty VOQ for which an output-queue
grant has been received thus simultaneously assuring fairness across all VOQs and preventing HoL blocking. The packet selected is then forwarded to the switch, which will route the packet to its destination(s).

The performance simulation results of Section 3.4 have shown that this arrangement offers high and robust delay–throughput performance under a wide range of unicast traffic patterns (see also [Minkenberg00b]). However, so far multicast service has not been satisfactorily integrated into this system.

For the method and algorithm presented here, it is not a prerequisite that the buffer of the switch element be realized as a shared memory; theoretically it will also work with an output-buffered switch having dedicated output buffers. We assume that the switch element imposes no restrictions on the number of multicast packets or their destination sets.

So far multicast-scheduling algorithms have only been considered with FIFO queuing—all arriving multicast packets are stored in a FIFO input queue, and served according to some algorithm, e.g. any of those referred to in Section 4.2.2. This arrangement is prone to HoL blocking, as is also FIFO queuing for unicast traffic. Therefore, the solution presented here is based on VOQ to (a) eliminate HoL blocking, and (b) integrate unicast and multicast traffic in a single algorithm. The main reason why VOQ has not been considered feasible for multicast is that the write bandwidth on the input buffer increases $N$-fold, which limits scalability. This issue is addressed in Section 4.6.

4.4 Existing Approaches

This section reviews some existing approaches to provide multicast service in the proposed CIOQ architecture, focusing on the organization of the input queues.

4.4.1 $2^N$ Multicast Queues

One approach is to use a separate queue for each possible multicast destination. However, with $N$ outputs, the amount of VOQs to maintain is $2^N$ (for 16 outputs, 64 K queues), which is clearly not feasible, let alone how arbitration amongst all these queues should be performed.

4.4.2 Duplication at Input Buffer (RAR)

An alternative solution is to perform replication-at-receiving (RAR), i.e., store a copy of the multicast packet in each of the VOQs it is destined to and transmit each copy separately. This is not desirable because it wastes bandwidth towards the switch as a packet with a fanout of $F$ must be transmitted $F$ times across the input link, and switch resources, as each copy must be stored separately in the switch, and because the multicast capabilities of the switch are not exploited at all.

To illustrate how unconditional RAR leads to poor performance, consider this scenario: only a single input is active and generates packets with a fanout equal to the number of switch outputs $N$. If we always duplicate at the input buffer, a throughput of only $1/N$ can be achieved, whereas fully using the switch’s multicast capabilities allows 100% throughput in this scenario.
Hence, this approach can be expected to perform particularly poorly under low or asymmetric input load conditions. Clearly this solution, although very simple, is not satisfactory.

### 4.4.3 Single Dedicated Multicast Queue

#### Input-buffered Switches

Numerous schemes have been proposed to achieve good throughput with the configuration using a dedicated multicast queue as shown in Fig. 4.1 [Hayes89, Hui90, Hayes91, Chen92, Chen94, Schultz94, Haung96, Mehmet96, Prabhakar95, McKeown96b, Prabhakar96, Prabhakar97, Chen00a]). The main argument to not apply the VOQ approach to multicast packets seems to be that the input buffer access bandwidth would be increased \( N \)-fold, because a single multicast packet may have to be stored in all \( N \) VOQs, thus requiring input buffers that run \( N \) times faster than the link speed.

However, the basic architecture of having only one FIFO queue for all multicast traffic is highly susceptible to HoL blocking of multicast packets, just as is the case with a single FIFO queue for unicast traffic [Karol87]. In fact, the problem is exacerbated, because one multicast packet can experience blocking on many outputs.

#### Pathological Scenario

Fig. 4.5 demonstrates a pathological scenario involving HoL blocking of multicast packets in an input-buffered switch. In (a), two inputs are active with multicast traffic for outputs \{1,2\} and \{3,4\}. Input 1 carries two active flows, input 2 only one. Here, all flows get their fair share of bandwidth; throughput for the flow to outputs \{1,2\} is 50%.

In (b), two more inputs have become active with flows for outputs \{3,4\} as well, causing these outputs to be overloaded. As the figure demonstrates, HoL blocking now occurs on input 1, dropping the throughput for the flow to outputs \{1,2\} to 25%, only half of its fair share. Alternatively, input 1 could be served every cycle to give the flow to \{1,2\} its fair share, but in that case the flow from input 1 to \{3,4\} gets twice its fair share, while the other inputs get less.

Note that this is essentially the same as HoL blocking for unicast traffic (just replace the destination sets \{1,2\} \(\rightarrow\) \{1\}, \{3,4\} \(\rightarrow\) \{3\}). However, because of multicast, multiple outputs are affected by HoL blocking on a single input, thus leveraging the impact on output utilization by a factor equal to the fanout \( F \) of the impacted flow. Also note that fanout splitting does not help here.

#### Fanout Splitting

The simplest scheduling approach with a dedicated multicast queue is *one-shot scheduling*, meaning a multicast packet must be transmitted to all its destinations at the same time.

*Fanout splitting*, on the other hand, means that a multicast packet may be transmitted in more than one part, at different times. It has been recognized that allowing fanout splitting, as opposed to one-shot scheduling, can improve throughput performance notably (see Fig. 2 in [Prabhakar97]), at the cost of slightly more complex implementation. Still, the HoL blocking
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Figure 4.5: An example of throughput degradation due to multicast HoL blocking.

problem remains. Additionally, the prospect of having to implement entirely separate scheduling mechanisms for unicast and multicast is unattractive.

Fig. 4.6 demonstrates how fanout splitting can improve performance. Fig. 4.6a shows three flows with one common destination. Packets from each flow can only be transmitted if all of its destination ports are available. Implementing fanout splitting improves delay characteristics in this case, as is demonstrated by Fig. 4.6b: the non-common destination ports can be served as soon as a new packet appears at the HoL. Throughput is not improved in this case, because of HoL blocking—(part of) a new packet is only allowed to be served once the previous packet has been served completely. Fig. 4.6c demonstrates that organizing the queues in a VOQ manner allows 100% throughput in this scenario, a considerable improvement.

\[ \text{Combined Input/Output-Buffered Switches} \]

The situation in the proposed combined input/output-buffered switch is slightly different, because no centralized arbiter is required—each input buffer can transmit independently of all others, even for multicast traffic, and the output-buffered switch element resolves contention. Therefore, each input buffer has its own arbiter that decides which VOQ is allowed to transmit.

In the current PRIZMA-E input buffer implementation, all multicast packets are also stored in a dedicated multicast queue, which is served like the regular \( N \) VOQs, i.e., it contends with the other \( N \) VOQs in the OQF or RR scheme, with the exception that multicast packets are not subjected to output-grant flow control. This, however, implies that multicast traffic can easily monopolize output queues, leading to possible performance degradation on other ports. These output-queue grant violations can be allowed because each PRIZMA output queue can hold all shared memory addresses. Obviously, shared memory grant may not be violated.

Alternatively, with the dedicated FIFO multicast queue, packets can be subjected to flow control, requiring that grant is present for all destinations, but this leads to serious HoL blocking, causing low throughput for all multicast connections. Allowing fanout splitting alleviates HoL blocking, but requires extra complexity.
Clearly, none of the solutions presented above are entirely satisfactory. The next section presents a new way to integrate multicast traffic into the VOQ mechanism, without requiring extra VOQs, while still complying with output-queue-grant flow control. Additionally, scheduler complexity remains $O(N)$.

4.5 Method and Algorithm

First we establish the following definitions: $N$ denotes the number of input and output ports of the switch. For a particular input, the length of the VOQ associated with output $j$ (VOQ($j$)) equals $L(j)$, $1 \leq j \leq N$. QF($j$), $1 \leq j \leq N$, is the current output-queue-full status. HOL($j$) represents the packet at the head of VOQ($j$). $D(p)$ is the destination set of packet $p$, and the fanout $F(p) = |D(p)|$. Occ($p$) is the occupancy count of packet $p$, i.e. the number of copies of this packet still to be transmitted (see Section 4.6).

4.5.1 Design Principles

The design of our new multicast scheduling algorithm is based on the following principles, derived from previous approaches (Section 4.2):
VOQ: As VOQ has been shown to be highly beneficial for unicast traffic, we seek to apply this concept also to multicast traffic, in order to overcome the performance limitation imposed by the FIFO queuing of existing approaches.

RAS: packets should be duplicated as much as possible at the egress, i.e., in the switch element, to obtain better resource efficiency.

Fanout splitting: There are two sides to fanout splitting: Needless fanout splitting causes higher delays, and should therefore be avoided, but prevents shared buffer monopolization (output-queue lock-out) by splitting up multicast packets into congested vs. non-congested destination sets. For the latter reason, which entails significant performance benefits, we want to incorporate this concept.

Integration and fairness: In general we have noticed an artificial separation between unicast and multicast traffic in existing approaches, which not only leads to extra complexity, but also causes unfairness among unicast and multicast connections competing for the same outputs. By adopting a single, unified queuing and scheduling approach for both unicast and multicast traffic, we can remove these disadvantages.

Complexity: In order to enable VLSI implementation at high line rates, algorithm complexity should be low, preferably linear in the number of switch ports.

**4.5.2 Multicast Split/Merge (MSM) Algorithm**

The system operates as follows: Upon reception of a packet, it is duplicated to each of its destination VOQs. This constitutes the splitting part of the algorithm. On the transmission side, each input-queue arbiter applies the following algorithm to select (a) which of the HoL packets to transmit and (b) the set of destinations to transmit the packet to.

The first part of the algorithm is identical to the selection algorithm proposed in Section 3.2.3 for unicast packets (the order in which the outputs are visited (the for loop over \( j \)) is determined by the selection policy). The second, novel part of the algorithm adds multicast support by performing a *multicast transmission merge* iteration. This technique stems from the observation that when a certain packet has been selected for transmission to a certain destination by the unicast selection algorithm, it can simultaneously be transmitted to all its destinations for which an output queue grant has been received. We call this algorithm *Multicast Split/Merge* (MSM) because of the way multicast packets are first split into their individual output packets at VOQ ingress, and then, if applicable, merged again at the VOQ egress. The proposed algorithm is shown in pseudo-code in Fig. 4.7. Its complexity is \( O(N) \).

The MSM algorithm exhibits the following fairness properties:

- No VOQ can be starved because of the RR nature of the algorithm.
- Flows competing for the same output, regardless whether unicast or multicast, will receive a fair share of bandwidth because they share the same VOQ, unlike in the case of a dedicated multicast queue.
- Fairness among inputs is guaranteed by the switch element, by allowing either all or none of the inputs to send, depending on the shared-memory and output-queue state.
voq = -1 /* initialization */
for all j begin /* perform the unicast selection */
    if QF(j) == false begin /* dest. OQ not full */
        if L(j) > 0 begin /* VOQ not empty */
            voq = j /* unicast selection done */
        goto done /* go check multicast */
    end
end
done:
if voq ≠ -1 begin /* perform the multicast merge */
dst_set = ∅ /* set of destinations, initially empty */
for all j begin
    if QF(j) == false and HOL(j) == HOL(voq)
    begin
        dst_set = dst_set ∪ j
    remove HOL(j) from VOQ(j)
    end
end
get a copy of the packet at address HOL(voq)
Occ(HOL(voq)) = Occ(HOL(voq)) − |dst_set|
transmit packet to the destination set dst_set
end

Figure 4.7: The MSM transmission selection algorithm, which is executed by each input queue arbiter individually.

4.6 Implementation

Here we focus on the implementation of the input queue and scheduling algorithm. An implementation of the switch element can be found in [Colmant98c]. Fig. 4.8 shows a possible implementation of a single input queue. It consists of a shared memory bank of M packets, N logical queues (VOQs) of shared-memory addresses, an address manager, and an arbiter that implements the packet-selection algorithm described in Section 4.5. The shared memory organization with a split control/data path is very similar to the one that may be applied in the switch element [Engbersen92, Denzel95], with one significant difference: the aggregate read/write bandwidth through the shared memory equals only twice the port speed, instead of 2N times as for the switch memory. By duplicating only the addresses, the bandwidth on the shared memory to support multicast does not have to increase at all compared to unicast. The price we pay for supporting multicast, besides the extra logic required for MSM, is that in the worst case up to N addresses must be written to the VOQs, compared to just one for unicast.

With each shared-memory location x, an occupation counter Occ(x) is kept. These counters are initialized to zero. When a packet arrives, the address manager will provide a free address
Figure 4.8: Input-queue implementation. The shared memory consists of $M$ packet storage locations, each with an associated occupancy counter. The VOQs contain addresses that point to the shared memory. The arbiter implements the afore-mentioned selection algorithm.

$y$ if one is available, and the packet will be stored at location $y$; otherwise, the packet will be dropped in its entirety. The corresponding occupation counter $\text{Occ}(y)$ is set to the number of destinations requested by the packet header. The address $y$ is appended to each VOQ to which the packet is destined.

When an address is selected by the arbiter, the corresponding packet is transmitted from the shared memory. The address itself is returned to the address manager, along with a count determined by the arbiter indicating the number of destinations the packet is being transmitted to in the current cycle. The address manager decreases the occupancy counter by this number. If the counter reaches zero, indicating that the packet has been delivered to all its destinations, the address is returned to the free pool.

Before the packet leaves the input queue, a new destination bitmap is inserted according to the arbiter’s selection algorithm.

The incoming “q.full” and “q.empty” arrows indicate the queue-full and queue-empty status information from the switch element, which are used by the arbiter in its decision-making process.

Note that the second step in the selection algorithm (the multicast transmission merge) can actually be performed in parallel on all VOQs by having $N$ address comparators, one at each VOQ, comparing the address at the head of the VOQ with the one selected. The outcome of the $N$ comparators ANDed with the output-queue grant vector represents the destination vector to which the current packet will be transmitted.

Regarding the VOQ selection algorithm, the following complication due to multicast must be
taken into account: because of multicast arrivals and departures, up to $N$ VOQs can change from empty to full and back again in a single packet cycle. In case an LRU or OQF selection policy is to be implemented, this implies that up to $N$ insertions and $N$ deletions from the ordered VOQ list may have to be done in one packet cycle; this can clearly become difficult to achieve at high data rates. A simple RR policy is not affected by multicast. However, care must be taken in updating the RR pointer: in order to be fair, the pointer should only be updated after the first selection in the MSM algorithm (initial packet selection).

4.7 Performance

The performance of the proposed system under unicast traffic has been studied extensively in Chapter 3. In this section its behavior under multicast traffic will be evaluated by means of simulation. To this end, we employ three different traffic models:

- Uncorrelated arrivals (Bernoulli),
- correlated, bursty arrivals with geometrically distributed burst sizes. A burst is a sequence of consecutive packets from an input to the same output ($\text{Bursty}/B$, $B =$ average burst size), and
- “IP”-like traffic, with a burst-size distribution based on the Internet backbone traffic measurements of [Thompson97].

For all traffic types, the destination vectors are uniformly distributed over all possible destinations, implying that heavy multicast traffic is generated (only 16 out of 64 K are unicast destinations).

Contrary to the simulations in Chapter 3, we use finite-size input buffers here, with a 2048-packet memory per input.

4.7.1 Delay–Throughput Characteristics

Fig. 4.9a compares delay–throughput curves for four different multicast schemes, three based on a CIOQ architecture, one on an input-queued architecture:

**Scheme 1.** CIOQ system with VOQ input buffer employing multicasting at the input side (replication at receiving—CIOQ/RAR): upon arrival, the multicast packet is duplicated to all its destination VOQs; this is what Hui and Renner termed *unicast service* [Hui90]. Implementing the input buffer as a shared memory with split data/control path architecture avoids having to provide $N$-fold memory bandwidth. Essentially, the multicasting function is performed at the VOQ ingress.

**Scheme 2.** CIOQ system with VOQ input buffer with an extra queue dedicated to multicast traffic, without output-queue-grant compliance. When the multicast queue is served, its HoL packet is transmitted if a shared-memory grant is present, regardless of output-queue grants. In this case, the multicasting function is entirely relegated to the switch element (replication at sending—CIOQ/RAS).
Scheme 3. CIOQ system with VOQ input buffer, using the MSM scheduling algorithm (mixed replication at receiving/sending—CIOQ/MSM).

Scheme 4. IQ system with FIFO multicast input buffer, using the Concentrate algorithm as a best-case representative of this class of multicast scheduling algorithms [Prabhakar97] (IQ/Concentrate).

The system is of size $16 \times 16$; the shared memory of the switch has 256 packet locations; the output-queue-full thresholds are set to 16, implying complete output buffer partitioning. Note the logarithmic y-axis on the delay–throughput graphs.

At low loads, the CIOQ/RAS scheme performs best, offering the lowest average delay values of all schemes. The reason is that multicast packets will never be held up in the input queues because of output-queue-full conditions. However, this scheme performs worst of all CIOQ schemes at higher loads, having the lowest saturation load. The reason is that shared-memory unfairness (output-queue lock-out) occurs, allowing output queues to monopolize a large portion of the memory and thus blocking other outputs from receiving packets.

The CIOQ/RAR scheme performs worst at low loads, because each packet has to be transmitted separately for each destination (the switch’s multicast capabilities go entirely unused), which naturally leads to much higher delay values. For high loads, on the other hand, it performs reasonably well, as it can support up to 100% load.

The IQ/Concentrate scheme saturates at a lower input load than any of the CIOQ schemes, which can be attributed to HoL blocking.

Overall, the MSM scheme proposed here performs best over the entire range—at low input loads the average delay is low, while a maximum throughput of 100% can be sustained. At low loads, MSM behaves like Scheme 2, whereas at high loads it behaves like Scheme 1, thus achieving a good compromise.
Figure 4.9: Multicast performance simulation results.
4.7.2 Fanout at VOQ Transmission Point

Another interesting metric in evaluating multicast switching is the average fanout at the VOQ transmission point, denoted by $F_{TX}$. To distinguish, we denote the average fanout of incoming packets by $F_{RX}$. This metric measures how many output packets, on average, are merged together by a multicast-scheduling algorithm into a single packet transmitted towards the switch.

In general, a scheduling policy that achieves a higher $F_{TX}$ value at a given load will result in smaller delay. Let us assume that at a given low input load an arriving input packet is served completely before the next packet arrives on the same input, which is a reasonable assumption. Thus, applying VOQ does not improve system performance. Under this condition, it takes on average $F_{RX}/F_{TX}$ cycles to completely serve an input packet at the VOQ. Therefore, the average delay $D$ experienced by an input packet is inversely proportional to $F_{TX}$. Intuitively, this explains why concentrating policies fare better than their distributing counterparts: the former strive towards achieving higher $F_{TX}$ values.

Assuming $K = F_{RX}/F_{TX}$ is an integer, the average delay $D$ under the above conditions equals

$$D = \sum_{k=0}^{K-1} k \frac{F_{TX}}{F_{RX}} = \frac{K - 1}{2}. \quad (4.2)$$

If $K$ is not integer, then

$$D = \sum_{k=0}^{[K]-1} k \frac{F_{TX}}{F_{RX}} + [K] \frac{F_{RX} - F_{TX}[K]}{F_{RX}}$$

$$= \frac{[K - 1]}{2} + [K] \left(1 - \frac{[K]}{K}\right). \quad (4.3)$$

Fig. 4.9b plots $F_{TX}$ as a function of system throughput for the CIOQ system using MSM with three different traffic types. The scheme using unicast service at the VOQ ingress (Scheme 1) naturally has an average fanout of exactly 1. Scheme 2, on the other hand, which never splits the fanout at the VOQ side (dedicated multicast queue), has an average fanout of 8 under the traffic conditions given. The MSM algorithm is somewhere in between these extremes; at low loads, output-queue-full conditions occur only very rarely, so no fanout splitting is required, thus the average fanout will be close to 8. At high loads, on the other hand, the VOQs will frequently be flow-controlled as a result of output-queue-full conditions, leading to an increasing amount of fanout splitting, and thus a lower average degree of fanout. This behavior is clearly illustrated by Fig. 4.9b, and confirms the performance results of Fig. 4.9a. In essence, the multicast functionality is distributed over the input queues and the switch element, and will automatically adapt to the traffic characteristics to achieve maximum performance.

In Fig. 4.9c, the CIOQ architecture with MSM is compared to an input-queued architecture with Concentrate for three different types of traffic. CIOQ/MSM clearly outperforms IQ/Concentrate in all cases, offering both a lower average delay over the entire range of simulated workloads as well as a higher maximum throughput. The reasons for this are (a) the elimination of HoL blocking at the input queues, and (b) the incorporation of a small amount of output queuing in the switch element.
4.7.3 Mix of unicast and multicast traffic

A traffic mix consisting of a fraction \(1 - p_m\) of unicast packets and a fraction \(p_m\) of multicast packets is applied to the CIOQ switch using MSM. Each multicast packet has a number of destinations randomly chosen in the range from 2 to \(f_{\text{max}}\), so \(f_m = (f_{\text{max}} + 2)/2\), with \(f_{\text{max}}\) being the maximum fanout. For each multicast packet, first the amount of destinations \(f\) is drawn uniformly from the range \([2, f_{\text{max}}]\), and then \(f\) unique destinations are drawn uniformly from the range \([1, N]\). The results with Bernoulli, IP, and Bursty/30 traffic are shown in Fig. 4.10. System parameters are the same as in the previous section.

![Graphs showing performance with a mix of unicast and multicast traffic.](image)

Figure 4.10: Performance with a mix of uni- and multicast traffic. The parameters \(P_m\) and \(F_m\) are the multicast probability \(p_m\) and the average fanout \(f_m\), respectively; \(N = 16\).

Figs. 4.10a and b show results with \(f_m\) kept constant at 9, whereas the amount of multicast packets \(p_m\) is varied from 10% and 30% to 50%. Figs. 4.10c and d on the other hand correspond to simulations where the amount of arriving multicast traffic is fixed at \(p_m = 50\%\), while the average fanout \(f_m\) is varied from 2 and 4 to 6. Note that the effective load equals \(((1 - p_m) + p_m f_m) L\), \(L\) being the input load.
Fig. 4.10a shows that performance changes very little as the amount of multicast traffic increases. Fig. 4.10c shows that, although there is no difference in maximum throughput, average delay throughout the load range increases as the average fanout of the generated multicast packets increases. This can be attributed to the concentration of traffic on fewer input ports for a given effective load in the presence of more multicast traffic, thus leading to increased input contention, and therefore larger delays. However, the results clearly indicate that the proposed architecture and algorithm are virtually insensitive to the traffic mix (recall that at a given throughput, the input loads to obtain this effective load are quite different, according to Eq. (4.1)).

The average fanout curves in Fig. 4.10b show that with Bernoulli traffic, regardless of the amount of multicast traffic, the maximum average fanout (1.8, 3.4, and 5 respectively) is achieved up to about 85%. This implies that, up to that load, almost every multicast packet is transmitted at once, i.e., no fanout splitting is necessary. Beyond 85% load, the average fanout drops rapidly, as multicast packets are increasingly split to obtain better throughput. With bursty traffic, average fanout is significantly lower throughout the load range, which is due to a tendency of bursty traffic to quickly clog certain outputs (transient hotspots), leading to grant removal, to which the MSM algorithm will react with increased fanout splitting to avoid blocking.

### 4.7.4 IQ size distribution

Figs. 4.11c and d show input queue size distributions for five types of traffic at throughput (a) 64% and (b) 72%. This distribution is obtained by sampling the occupancy of all input buffers at every packet cycle, and collecting these samples in a histogram. From this, we can plot the cumulative distributions shown in Figs. 4.11c and d, representing the fraction of time that the average input buffer size exceeds a given value (plotted along the x-axis). Figs. 4.11a and b show the corresponding delay–throughput and fanout curves, respectively.

Note that the curves for Bernoulli traffic fall outside the plot range because the input-queue size is almost always smaller than 16.

### 4.7.5 Alternative CIOQ Multicast Schemes

In this section we will study three additional multicast schemes based on the proposed CIOQ architecture. All three use a dedicated multicast FIFO, but employ different strategies to reduce HoL blocking. The performance results of these schemes will again confirm that multicast HoL blocking is significant, and that the MSM algorithm effectively eliminates it.

Fig. 4.9d compares delay–throughput curves for six different multicast schemes, including three alternatives to the schemes studied in the previous section. All are based on the proposed CIOQ architecture:

**Scheme 1.** CIOQ/RAR, as before.

**Scheme 2.** CIOQ/RAS, as before.

**Scheme 3.** CIOQ system with VOQ input buffer with a dedicated multicast queue, employing fanout splitting to achieve output-queue-grant compliance. When the multicast queue is
served, the HoL packet is transmitted only to those outputs for which it has output-queue grant. The residue (that is, the outputs to which the packet still has to be transmitted) is left at the head of the multicast queue (fanout splitting—CIOQ/FS).

Scheme 4. CIOQ system with VOQ input buffer with a dedicated multicast queue, with one-shot scheduling to achieve output-queue-grant compliance. When the multicast queue is served, the HoL packet is transmitted only if it has output-queue grant for all outputs it is destined to, otherwise it is not served and remains at the head of the multicast queue (replication at sending, one-shot—CIOQ/RAS-1S).

Scheme 5. CIOQ system with VOQ input buffer with a dedicated multicast queue, with “output queue grant collection” at the transmission side: when a packet at the head of its VOQ is selected to be transmitted, it is removed from the queue, but only transmitted when it is the last copy of the packet, otherwise the selection algorithm proceeds. If it is indeed the last copy, it is transmitted to all its destinations at once, regardless of output queue grant. A shared memory implementation with separate data/control path greatly simplifies...
keeping track of the number of copies of each packet and reduces memory bandwidth requirements (replication at sending with grant collection—CIOQ/RAS-GC).

**Scheme 6.** CIOQ/MSM, as before.

The simulated system is of size $16 \times 16$; the shared memory of the switch has 256 packet locations; the output-queue-full thresholds are set to 16. The traffic type is bursty with geometrically distributed burst sizes with an average of 30 packets per burst (Bursty/30). The destination vectors are uniformly distributed over all $2^{16} - 1$ possible ones. Fig. 4.9d shows delay–throughput graphs for all six schemes.

Note that the schemes that use a dedicated multicast queue and obey flow control (Schemes 3 and 4) perform worst in terms of maximum throughput. Both saturate around 80%, and very little improvement is gained by employing fanout splitting (Scheme 4). The limiting factor here is clearly the HoL blocking due to the FIFO queuing.

Compared to Scheme 2 (RAS), Scheme 5 performs better at higher loads, because the grant collection provides some protection against output-queue lock-out due to shared-memory monopolization, but on the other hand it performs worse at lower loads, because multicast packets may be held up longer at the input until all requested grants are collected.

Overall, MSM performs best over the entire range—at low input loads average delay is low, while a maximum throughput of 100% can be sustained. The results from this section demonstrate that employing a dedicated multicast FIFO performance is significantly worse than the proposed MSM system, even when fanout-splitting or other improvements are applied.

## 4.8 MSM in Input-Queued Switches

So far, we have only considered applying the MSM algorithm to a CIOQ system. However, the method can also be easily applied to switches that rely on input queuing alone. In particular, the SLIP algorithm [McKeown99a] could take advantage of MSM. By the nature of the SLIP algorithm, an input may receive grants from multiple inputs. In the unicast case, all but one of these are wasted. In the multicast case, however, we can accept multiple grants by applying MSM. In order to do this, a slight modification to SLIP is required: the request, accept, grant, and pointer-update steps are performed as usual, but each input subsequently checks whether any additional grants have been received for output packets that correspond to the one accepted, and will also forward them to their outputs. In this way, integrated unicast and multicast scheduling is achieved in an input-queued architecture, and HoL blocking is eliminated.

We compare this approach, mSLIP, to the Concentrate algorithm and to the regular SLIP using unicast service (RAR) for a $16 \times 16$ switch system loaded by Bernoulli and Bursty/30 traffic. Destinations are again uniformly distributed over all possible multicast vectors. Fig. 4.12a shows delay–throughput curves, and Fig. 4.12b the fanout $F_{TX}$ at the VOQ transmission point as a function of throughput.

Owing to HoL blocking, Concentrate saturates at about 80%, while mSLIP can sustain up to 100% throughput. However, at medium loads, Concentrate achieves significantly better delay.

---

4In [McKeown99a] a version of SLIP called ESLIP is described that also supports multicast, although it uses an additional FIFO queue at each input for multicast traffic.
4.9 Conclusions

A CIOQ packet-switch system has been proposed to integrate the switching of unicast and multicast traffic. The shared-output-buffer switch with a relatively small memory and per-output flow control enables VOQ scheduling algorithms to be distributed across all inputs instead of requiring a centralized scheduler. This applies to unicast as well as multicast scheduling. Additionally, we have shown how applying the concept of fanout splitting and merging allows the integration of both unicast and multicast traffic into a homogeneous, unified queuing and scheduling structure. Just as the buffering and scheduling is distributed over input queues and switch element, also the multicast functionality becomes distributed. The performance advantages compared to the two other CIOQ approaches (RAS and RAR) and the IQ approach (Concentrate) have been established under a range of traffic conditions, and an implementation, amenable to high-speed hardware, has been outlined.
A modification to SLIP has been proposed to achieve integrated unicast and multicast scheduling in an input-queued architecture, but the results indicate that more research into this problem is warranted.

The results from this chapter have partly been published in [Minkenberg00a, Minkenberg00c].

4.10 Discussion

Note that the MSM algorithm is based on the observation that payload-equal packets can be combined into a single multicast packet transmitted to the switch. Copies of the same multicast packet happen to be payload equal, but two different packets with exactly the same payload could be combined as well. As a variation, the search depth to find payload-equal packets (or equal pointers, as in the proposed implementation) can be increased from one, as proposed here, to some fixed depth $d$, which incurs extra implementation complexity but may improve performance. Out-of-order delivery can occur in this case.
Chapter 5

Frame Mode

In this chapter we will often use the following quantified expression notation:

\[ (\text{OP} \; i : \text{range}(i) : \text{expr}(i)) \]

where \( \text{OP} \) can be any symmetric and transitive binary operator, \( i \) is a list of one or more dummy variables, \( \text{range}(i) \) is a boolean expression in \( i \), and \( \text{expr}(i) \) can be any expression, usually also a function of \( i \). This notation is shorthand for

\[ \text{expr}(i_0) \; \text{op} \; \text{expr}(i_1) \; \text{op} \; \cdots \; \text{op} \; \text{expr}(i_{n-1}) \; \text{op} \; \text{expr}(i_n), \]

where \( i_0 \) through \( i_n \) are all the values of \( i \) that satisfy the \( \text{range}(i) \) condition. See [Cohen90, Chapter 3] for more details.

5.1 Introduction

Many data transmission protocols and technologies, such as for instance TCP/IP and Ethernet, use variable-length packets as their transmission units, whereas high-speed cell switches typically only support short, fixed-size units. It would be desirable to support long variable-length data units in a fixed-size cell switch by offering non-interleaving switching and transmission of such data units, i.e., to support long packets by offering non-interleaving switching using a fixed-size packet granularity. This would remove the need for cell reassembly at the receive side, considerably reduce header overhead, and lead to better average delay characteristics. Additionally, many such networks employ multicast, i.e. the duplication of one incoming data unit to multiple outputs, and QoS provisioning, i.e. service differentiation among classes of traffic, as important functions. Consequently, multicast and QoS support must today be offered by any switching fabric. A common implementation of high-speed cell switches adopts an output-queued, shared-memory approach. Integrating the functions of multicast, QoS support, and variable-length data units in such an architecture entails a number of possible deadlock scenarios, which must be addressed in order to prevent switch operation from being stalled indefinitely.

Here, we aim to tackle three problems:

- offering deadlock-free support for variable-length packet mode (frame mode),
• extending this frame mode with multicast support in a deadlock-free fashion, and
• enhancing this frame mode with support for multiple traffic priorities, also in a deadlock-free fashion.

We present solutions to all three problems, as well as suggestions towards a practical hardware implementation of these solutions.

We demonstrate how, at a modest cost in terms of additional hardware, the concepts of both multicast and frame mode can be unified in an elegant manner in a single-chip switch fabric, based on an output-queued, shared-memory architecture.

5.2 System Description

Fig. 5.1 displays the system level architecture. We assume a system dimension of $N \times N$, although the approach is not limited to systems with equal numbers of inputs and outputs. At the input side, long variable-length data units arrive and are segmented into fixed-length cells by the segmentation units depicted in Fig. 5.1. In general, an arriving data unit may not equal an integral number of the fixed-size packets, in which case a certain inefficiency occurs, which may be close to 50% in case the arriving units are just one byte larger than the fixed-size packets supported by the switch. The long-packet support described here does not aim specifically to reduce this problem, because it does not operate at such a fine granularity.

The segmented cells are forwarded to the input queues, where they are stored according to their destination (VOQ). The input-queue arbiter makes a decision on which start-of-frame cell
to forward, in case multiple are present, taking into account output-queue grant and memory-
grant information. Strict FIFO order of cells destined to the same output and of the same 
priority must be maintained to guarantee frame integrity. Although not mandatory for correct 
system operation, it is recommended that frames be transmitted from the input queue without 
interleaving cells of frames to other outputs, that is, once a start-of-frame cell has been selected, 
the input queue forwards the corresponding continuation and end-of-frame cells in subsequent 
time slots, again always taking grant information into account. Other start-of-frame cells are 
only considered for transmission once the current frame has been completed, i.e., just after an 
end-of-frame cell has been transmitted. This allows only SoF cells to carry a header; CoF and 
EoF cells carry only a continuation/end-of-frame flag and their priority. As the switch knows 
that all subsequent cells from the same input and priority belong to the same frame, the header 
can be omitted from all but the SoF cell. Naturally, this leads to a considerable reduction in 
header overhead that is proportional to the average frame size.

Cells are forwarded to the switch, which routes them to their proper destination(s). The cells 
emerging at the egress side of the switch are then reassembled into frames by the reassembly 
units. If frame mode is enforced, this block will have almost no functionality (except perhaps 
stripping off the switch’s internal cell headers). The internal organization of the switch is such 
that the control section only handles memory addresses, while the data is passed through the 
shared memory, as described in [Denzel95].

The shared memory configuration is known to be well suited for implementation of multicast 
transmission—the data is stored only once, whereas the corresponding address is duplicated 
to all destination queues. A counter associated with the memory address, initially set to the 
number of copies to be transmitted, is decremented for every copy that leaves the switch, and 
the address is only released when the counter reaches zero, i.e. the last copy has left the switch.

The switch employs a flow-control mechanism consisting of two signals:

- a shared-memory grant \( G_{i,SM} \), based on memory occupancy \( O_{SM} \). When the memory fill 
exceeds a programmable threshold \( T_{SM} \), the shared-memory grant is removed. The input 
queues are no longer allowed to send more cells as soon as they detect this condition. 
Note that, for the time being, the shared-memory grant is not actually a function of the 
input \( i \):

\[
G_{i,SM} := O_{SM} < T_{SM}, \tag{5.1}
\]

where \( 0 \leq i < N \).

- an output-queue grant (OQ grant) \( G_{i,j} \), based on output-queue occupancy \( O_{Q}(j) \). This 
is a vector of size \( N \), of which bit \( j \) corresponds to the status of output queue \( j \). When 
the output-queue fill exceeds a programmable threshold \( T_{Q}(j) \), the corresponding output-
queue grant is removed by resetting the corresponding bit in the grant vector. When 
the input queues detect this condition, they will not send any more cells destined to this 
output.

\[
G_{i,j} := O_{Q}(j) < T_{Q}(j), \tag{5.2}
\]

where \( 0 \leq i, j < N \).

Additionally, the output queues are assumed to be of such size that each queue can fit all memory 
addresses. Cells are always accepted as long as there are shared-memory addresses available, 
regardless of output-queue status. The unavailability of a shared-memory address is flagged as 
a fatal error condition, as this would imply the loss of a cell.
5.3 Frame Mode

A frame is defined to be a variable-length data unit, equivalent in size to a multiple of the fixed cell size of the switch. In order to transmit a frame, it is segmented into smaller, fixed-length cells, which are subsequently routed through the switch. The first cell in a frame is termed the start-of-frame cell, any subsequent cells before the last cell continuation cells, and the last cell end-of-frame cell. If no additional precautions are taken, cells from different frames (arriving from different inputs) may be interleaved on one output, so that frame reassembly is required. Therefore, it is desirable to transmit frames in a non-interleaved fashion. This mode of operation is henceforth referred to as frame mode.

Unfortunately, introducing the frame mode leads to a number of possible deadlock conditions, namely

- output-queue deadlock and shared-memory deadlock due to unicast traffic,
- shared-memory deadlock due to multicast traffic, and
- shared-memory deadlock due to multiple traffic priorities.

In general, these deadlocks occur because an output is waiting for a continuation cell of the frame it is currently transmitting, but this cell cannot enter the switch because of an output-queue-full or a shared-memory-full condition.

5.4 Unicast Deadlock Prevention

First, we will explain how to prevent deadlock conditions from occurring when only unicast traffic (traffic with only a single destination) is considered.

The output-queue-full deadlock condition occurs when the output-queue threshold is crossed while there are no more continuation cells of the current frame in the queue. As the queue is marked full, these will also not be allowed to enter the switch, and because the queue cannot transmit any cells, the occupancy cannot drop below the threshold again, so the queue is deadlocked.

The shared-memory deadlock is similar. When the shared-memory threshold is crossed (the memory is “full”) all inputs are blocked from sending any more cells, possibly preventing the required continuation cells from entering the switch, in turn preventing the switch from freeing up the memory addresses needed in the first place.

Fig. 5.2 illustrates the deadlock. Two very long frames 1 and 2 have the same destination, of which frame 1 is being transmitted. Before frame 1 finishes, the output queue (and the shared memory) fills up with cells of frame 2, until the queue-full threshold (or the shared memory threshold) is crossed, preventing further cells from entering the switch.

We have developed the concept of active inputs to circumvent both of these deadlock conditions.

Definition 5 (Active Concept) An input $i$ is defined as being active with respect to output $j$ when on output $j$ a frame that arrived on input $i$ is being transmitted. The active states are
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Figure 5.2: Frame Mode output-queue deadlock.

represented by the boolean vectors $\mathbf{A}_i(\cdot)$. An input is said to be active, represented by $\mathbf{A}_i^*$, when it is active with respect to at least one output:

$$\mathbf{A}_i^* := (\exists j : 0 \leq j < N : \mathbf{A}_i(j) \equiv \text{true}).$$

(5.3)

“Being transmitted” in this sense means that the start-of-frame cell of said frame has been transmitted on the output, whereas the end-of-frame cell has not. A frame being transmitted is also called an active frame and the output it is being transmitted on is an active output.

Additionally, an almost-full condition is defined for the shared memory. A programmable almost-full threshold $T_{AF}$ is compared to the current memory occupancy $O_{SM}$. When the occupancy is above this threshold, the shared memory is said to be almost full. This threshold is programmed to some value below the actual memory-full threshold.

Now, compared to the conventional flow control of Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), the outgoing flow control to the adapters is modified as follows for the shared-memory grant

$$G_{i,SM} := (\neg(O_{SM} \geq T_{AF}) \lor \mathbf{A}_i^*) \land \neg(O_{SM} \geq T_{SM}),$$

(5.4)

whereas the output-queue grants are now determined by

$$G_i(j) := \neg(O_Q(j) \geq T_Q(j)) \lor \mathbf{A}_i(j),$$

(5.5)

with $0 \leq i < N$ and $0 \leq j < N$.

The above equations can be read as follows:

- An input $i$ receives shared-memory grant if and only if ((the shared memory is not almost full) OR (input $i$ is marked active)) AND (the shared memory is not full).

- An input $i$ receives output-queue grant for output $j$ if and only if (output queue $j$ has not exceeded its threshold) OR (input $i$ is marked active for output $j$).

Note that the switch resorts to a crossbar-like mode of operation when the almost-full threshold is exceeded, because then only one input is allowed to send to an active output, i.e., there is a one-to-one matching between (active) inputs and outputs, just as in a crossbar. Note also that both shared-memory grant as well as output-queue grant are determined on a per-input basis now.

---

1Assuming a round-trip time equivalent to $R$ cell slots between switch and adapter, this threshold should be programmed smaller or equal to the memory-full threshold minus $R$ times the number of ports $N$: $T_{AF} \leq T_{SM} - R \times N$. 
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This scheme solves the output-queue deadlock, because it ensures that the output-queue grant for the input that may still have to send the rest of the frame is positive as long as the frame has not been completed, thus allowing it to bypass the output-queue full condition. Note that only this particular input gets a grant for this output! The active status of an input must be marked on a per-output basis because an input can be active for multiple outputs simultaneously. If the input queue does not interleave frames, it is guaranteed that only one of these frames is not entirely in the switch yet.

Furthermore, this scheme also solves the shared-memory deadlock. Recall that this deadlock occurs because the inputs that have the required continuation cells cannot send because the switch is full, and the switch cannot free up memory addresses because it needs those continuation cells. What we achieve by the active scheme is that when the switch is almost full (close to the full threshold, but there are still some addresses available), we make sure those addresses go to the inputs that need them.

Another way of looking at it is that, when almost full, we guarantee that at least as many cells exit the switch as enter, thereby ensuring that the memory occupancy does not grow further, and thus preventing the memory from reaching the full threshold. That the previous statement holds true can easily be seen when realizing that there are never more active inputs than there are frames being transmitted (no output can be busy transmitting frames from more than one input), and hence, in each cycle at least as many cells leave the switch on the active outputs as enter on the active inputs.

5.5 Multicast Deadlock Prevention

Now that the deadlock conditions have been solved for the unicast case, another deadlock scenario presents itself when multicast traffic is taken into consideration. The essence of the problem is that cell transmission and address recycling are no longer directly coupled, because a cell being transmitted will only free up a memory address when it is in fact the last copy of that cell. With unicast this always holds true, because there is only one copy to be transmitted, but for multicast cells the active concept is broken.

Consider Fig. 5.3, where two very long frames, one multicast, frame 1, and one unicast, frame 2, go through the switch. Frame 1 is destined for outputs 1 and 2, frame 2 only for output 2. Frame 1 is being transmitted on output 1, frame 2 on output 2. According to the active concept, both inputs 1 and 2 are active, allowing continuation cells from both frames to enter the switch. However, because the cells from frame 1 still need to be transmitted on output 2 as well, their memory addresses are not freed. This causes the queue and the memory to fill up with cells for frame 1, until the memory-full threshold is crossed, causing the switch to enter a deadlocked state.

The solution is quite straightforward. Definition 6 introduces the extended active concept, which replaces the active concept of Definition 5:

**Definition 6 (Extended Active Concept)** An input $i$ is defined as being active with respect to output $j$ when on output $j$ a frame that arrived on input $i$ is being transmitted and it is the last copy of the frame. The active states are represented by the boolean vectors $A_i(j)$. An input is
said to be active, represented by $A_i^*$, when it is active with respect to at least one output:

$$A_i^* := (\exists j : 0 \leq j < N : A_i(j) \equiv \text{true}).$$

(5.3)

The rules for determining the shared-memory and output-queue grants remain unchanged. Note the addition of the qualification that an input is only marked active if the last copy of the frame is being transmitted. This guarantees that the addresses are indeed being freed as the cells leave the switch, so that cell transmission and address recycling are once again coupled for active inputs. Also note that this extended definition of the active concept still holds for unicast traffic.

### 5.6 Cyclic Waiting Deadlock

Unfortunately, the shared-memory deadlock is not the only added complication. To maintain good switch throughput also under heavy multicast traffic, we want to be able to transmit multiple multicast frames in parallel on different outputs. As every multicast frame’s set of destinations can be any subset of all destinations, this leads to output conflicts. The shared-memory, output-queued architecture of our switch allows us to partially transmit frames, so that not all outputs need to be available before transmission, which leads to higher throughput. However, this ability leads to possible deadlock conditions, as we shall demonstrate below.

Consider the following case (see Fig. 5.4): Frame 1 from input 1 has destinations 1 and 2. Frame 2 from input 2 also has destinations 1 and 2. Both frames are very long. Frame 1 is active on output 1, frame 2 on output 2. Suppose that these are the only two frames currently in the switch. Because according to Definition 6 neither frame is currently active, the memory will fill up and both frames will be blocked when the almost-full threshold is crossed. At that point, frames 1 and 2 will be mutually waiting for the other’s completion, which will never
happen, because neither is active, disallowing the required continuation cells from entering the switch. Hence, we have a deadlock that is fundamentally different from the shared memory deadlock—it cannot be prevented by the extended active concept alone.

Note that it is not required that frames have at least two destinations in common for the deadlock to occur. Consider a three-frame scenario as depicted in Fig. 5.5, where frame 1 is destined to outputs 1 and 2, frame 2 goes to outputs 2 and 3, and frame 3 to outputs 1 and 3. Any two frames always have only one destination in common, but when frame 1 is active on output 1, frame 2 on output 2 and frame 3 on output 3, then frame 3 will be waiting for frame 1 to end, frame 1 for frame 2 to end and frame 2 for frame 3 to end, closing the vicious circle.

The decision of which frame to send is governed by an arbiter on each output independently (typically using a FIFO discipline). The core of the problem is that these independent decisions may cause cyclic waiting dependencies that cannot be broken once they exist. Therefore, we must prevent these cyclic waiting dependencies from occurring.

Consider the set of frames \( W \) that are waiting in the switch. \( W_j \) denotes the set of frames that are waiting on output \( j \). The set of destinations of any given frame \( f \) is denoted by \( D(f) \). We introduce the following definitions:

**Definition 7 (Destination Set)** We define the destination set \( D(S) \) of a set of frames \( S \) to be

\[
D(S) = \left( \bigcup f : f \in S : D(f) \right),
\]

that is, the union of the destination sets of all frames in \( S \).

**Definition 8 (Destination Interference Count)** We define the destination interference count \( I(S, d) \) of a particular destination \( d \) with respect to a set of frames \( S \):

\[
I(S, d) = \left( \sum f : f \in S \land d \in D(f) : 1 \right).
\]

In words: \( I(S, d) \) equals the number of frames in \( S \) which are destined for destination \( d \).

**Definition 9 (Interference Destination Set)** We define the interference destination set \( I(S) \) of a set of frames \( S \):

\[
I(S) = \left( \bigcup d : d \in D(S) \land I(S, d) > 1 : \{d\} \right),
\]

i.e., \( I(S) \) equals the set of all destinations \( d \in D(S) \) for which more than one frame is destined.
**Definition 10 (Interfering Frame Set)** A subset $S$ of the waiting frames $W$, $S \subseteq W$, is called interfering if and only if
\[
\|I(S)\| > 0. \quad (5.9)
\]

The $\|S\|$ operator is used to denote the cardinality of set $S$, that is, the number of (distinct) elements in the set.

**Definition 11 (Non-interfering Frame Set)** A subset $S \subseteq W$ is called non-interfering if and only if
\[
\|I(S)\| = 0. \quad (5.10)
\]

**Corollary 1** A set $S$ consisting of zero or one frame(s) is non-interfering.

**Proof:** For an empty set $S$, $I(S) = \emptyset$ holds, as there are no destinations at all. Hence $\|I(S)\| = 0$. For a set $S$ with one frame, $I(S, d) = 1$ for all $d \in D(S)$. Therefore, by Definition 9 $I(S) = \emptyset$, and thus $\|I(S)\| = 0$, completing the proof. \(\square\)

We now define the notion of non-critical frames:

**Definition 12 (Non-critical Frames)** Given an interfering subset $S$ of the waiting frames $W$, a frame $f$ is called non-critical with respect to $S$ if the following holds:
\[
\| \left( \bigcup g : g \in (S \setminus f) : D(g) \right) \cap D(f) \| \leq 1. \quad (5.11)
\]

In words: the cardinality of the intersection of the destination set of $f$ with the union of the destination sets of all frames but $f$ in $S$ is less than or equal to one. In plain English, any frame $f$ that has at most one destination in common with the total destination set of $S$ is a non-critical frame.

**Corollary 2** All unicast frames are non-critical.

**Proof:** This follows directly from the fact that a unicast frame $f$ has only one destination, $\|D(f)\| = 1$, and therefore the intersection of its destination set with any other destination set can never have more than one element. \(\square\)

Removing all non-critical frames from an interfering set $S$ yields a related set $S'$ that may still contain non-critical frames that have been uncovered by the removal of the other non-critical frames. Recursively repeating the process until no more non-critical frames are found will result in a sequence $S \rightarrow S' \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow S^*$, where $S^*$ is either the empty set or a critically interfering set, which will shortly be defined formally. We call $S^*$ the reduced set of $S$.

Note that for this sequence of sets the following relation holds:
\[
\|I(S)\| \geq \|I(S')\| \geq \cdots \geq \|I(S^*)\|.
\]

In other words, the interference destination count of the set sequence is monotonously non-increasing.

Any interfering subset $S$ of the waiting frames $W$ that can be reduced to the empty set by the afore-mentioned reduction procedure is non-critically interfering.
**Definition 13 (Critically Interfering Frame Set)** An interfering subset \( S \subseteq W \) is called critically interfering if and only if
\[
\|I(S^*)\| > 0. \tag{5.12}
\]
In words, the cardinality of the interference destination set of the reduced set \( S^* \) of \( S \) is larger than zero.

Any interfering set that is not critically interfering is called non-critically interfering, hence

**Definition 14 (Non-critically Interfering Frame Set)** An interfering subset \( S \) of the waiting frames \( W \), \( S \subseteq W \), is called non-critically interfering if and only if
\[
\|I(S^*)\| = 0. \tag{5.13}
\]
In summary, any set of frames \( S \subseteq W \) is either

- critically interfering: \( \|I(S^*)\| > 0 \), or
- non-critically interfering: \( \|I(S^*)\| = 0 \), with two special cases, namely
  - non-interfering: \( \|I(S)\| = 0 \), and
  - empty: \( \|S\| = 0 \).

**Proposition 1** Only within critically interfering subsets \( S \) of the waiting frames \( W \) does the possibility of deadlock through cyclic dependencies exist.

**Lemma 3** If there is only unicast traffic, no deadlocks through cyclic dependencies can occur.

**Proof:** Any subset \( S \subseteq W \) is either non-critically interfering or non-interfering. This can be seen by taking any subset \( S \), and then removing all non-critical frames. As there are only unicast frames, all frames can be removed (Corollary 2), rendering \( S \) non-critically interfering and thus, by Proposition 1, no deadlocks can occur. \(\square\)

**Definition 15 (Time Ordering)** We assign to each frame \( f \) a time stamp \( T_j(f) = (t(f), \delta_j(f)) \) for each of its destinations \( j \in D(f) \). The first element \( t \) of the duple \( (t, \delta_j) \) is the arrival time of the frame at the switch. If multiple frames arrive at a common output queue \( j \) at the same time \( t \), they are ordered relatively with respect to each other, with \( \delta_j \) expressing this relative order. For two frames \( f \) and \( g \) having a common destination \( j \), the following relation is defined
\[
T_j(f) < T_j(g) \equiv (t(f) < t(g)) \lor (t(f) = t(g) \land \delta_j(f) < \delta_j(g)). \tag{5.14}
\]
If \( T_j(f) < T_j(g) \) holds, we say that \( f \) is earlier than \( g \). Note that either \( T_j(f) < T_j(g) \) or \( T_j(f) > T_j(g) \) holds, but never \( T_j(f) = T_j(g) \), that is, the time stamps are unique.

**Corollary 3** The time order relation is transitive per output \( j \):
\[
T_j(f) < T_j(g) \land T_j(g) < T_j(h) \Rightarrow T_j(f) < T_j(h). \tag{5.15}
\]
Proof: Follows immediately from Definition 15.

Definition 16 (Strict Time Ordering) We impose the following key restriction on the ordering of Definition 15:

\[(\forall i, j : i, j \in D(f) \cap D(g) \land i \neq j : T_i(f) < T_i(g) \Rightarrow T_j(f) < T_j(g)).\] (5.16)

In words, for every pair \((i, j)\) of common destinations of frames \(f\) and \(g\), if \(f\) is earlier than \(g\) on destination \(i\) then it must also be earlier on \(j\).

Corollary 4 presents the key aspect of the strict time order relation.

Corollary 4 The strict time order relation is not only transitive locally per output (see preceding corollary), but also globally:

\[T_i(f) < T_i(g) \land T_j(g) < T_j(h) \Rightarrow T_k(f) < T_k(h),\] (5.17)

for any \(i \in I\{f, g\}\), \(j \in I\{g, h\}\) and any \(k \in I\{f, h\}\).

Proof: Follows immediately from Definition 16.

Definition 17 (Scheduling Policy) A scheduling policy \(P\) on a set of frames \(S\) is a mapping that, at a given instant, decides which frame \(f\) out of the set of frames \(S\) is the next to become active, \(P(S) = f\).

If, for every subset \(S\) of the waiting frames \(W\) we can find a scheduling policy \(P\) such that no cyclic dependencies occur, we have solved the deadlock problem.

5.7 Deadlock-Free Scheduling Policy

Based on the result of the preceding section, we can now proceed to define a deadlock-free scheduling policy.

First, we create a partition \(\Lambda\) on the set of waiting frames \(W\) by means of the following algorithm.

1. Let \(\Lambda = \emptyset\).

2. For all frames \(f \in W\),
   - if \((\forall S : S \in \Lambda : D(S) \cap D(f) = \emptyset)\), then create a new set \(S' = \{f\}\), and let \(\Lambda := \Lambda \cup S'\),
   - else take \(S'' \in \Lambda\) for which \(D(S'') \cap D(f) \neq \emptyset\) and let \(S'' := S'' \cup f\).

3. Note that for all \(f \in W, S' \in \Lambda, f \in S' \Rightarrow (\forall S : S \in \Lambda \land S \neq S' : f \notin S)\), which ensures that \(\Lambda\) is in fact a partition on \(W\).

Now we classify all sets \(S \in \Lambda\) according to Definitions 11, 13 and 14, and schedule them as described below.

When a frame \(f\) has completed transmission on a destination \(d\), then \(D(f) := D(f) \setminus d\). When a frame \(f\) has completed transmission on all its destinations \((D(f) = \emptyset)\), then \(W := W \setminus f\). The set of newly arriving frames \(A\) is added to \(W\), \(W := W \cup A\).
5.7. Deadlock-Free Scheduling Policy

5.7.1 Non-interfering sets

For a non-interfering set, the scheduling policy $P$ is irrelevant, as there are no output conflicts. Any frame in a non-interfering set can be selected for transmission.

5.7.2 Non-critically interfering sets

For a non-critically interfering set $S$, we define the scheduling policy $P$ to be $P(S) = t^{-1}(\min f : f \in S : t(f))$.

5.7.3 Critically interfering sets

For a critically interfering set $S$, we define the scheduling policy $P_j$ on output $j$ to be

$$P_j(S) = T_j^{-1}(\min f : f \in S : T_j(f)),$$

(5.18)

where $T_j^{-1}(\cdot)$ is the inverse function of $T_j(\cdot)$,

$$T_j(T_j^{-1}(t, \delta_j)) = (t, \delta_j),$$

$$T_j^{-1}(T_j(f)) = f.$$

This inverse function is uniquely defined because the time stamps are unique.

Policy 5.18 reads as follows: “on output $j$ the frame $f \in S$ with the smallest time stamp is elected to be transmitted.”

The key point is that Definition 16, the strict time ordering, in combination with scheduling policy 5.18 guarantees that if for any frames $f$ and $g$ of any critically interfering subset $S \in \Lambda$ and if frame $f$ is scheduled to become active before frame $g$ on output $i$, then frame $f$ will also become active before frame $g$ on output $j$ for all common destinations $i$ and $j$.

The strict time ordering relationship is satisfied if and only if (a) frames waiting in the same output queue are served in FIFO order according to their arrival times, and (b) multicast frames that arrive simultaneously at different outputs are stored in the same relative order in all corresponding output queues.

This guarantees that, on every output, there is always a unique earliest frame that does not have to wait for any other frame on any of its destinations. Therefore, cyclic waiting cannot occur and hence the deadlock condition is solved.

5.7.4 Examples

This section presents a few examples. Fig. 5.6a shows a set $S$ of two non-interfering frames ($\|I(S)\| = 0$), whereas Fig. 5.6b shows a set of two non-critically interfering frames (both frames are non-critical, hence $S$ can be reduced to the empty set, so $\|I(S^*)\| = 0$).

Fig. 5.7 shows a critically interfering set $S$. We show the reduction of $S$ to $S'$ (Fig. 5.7b) by removing non-critical frame 4, and subsequently the reduction of $S'$ to $S^*$ by removing non-critical frame 1. $S^*$ no longer contains non-critical frames and is obviously non-empty, therefore it is critically interfering.
5.8 Frame Mode and Priorities

Adding QoS support by means of priorities (preemptive, weighted, or otherwise) introduces another dimension to the deadlock problem. We assume \( P \) to be the number of traffic priorities supported by the switch. Every frame has an individual priority \( p, 0 \leq p < P \). The ordering relations imposed on frames only apply to frames of the same priority. Frames of different priorities are allowed to be served in any order, decided by some given transmission arbitration scheme. One possibility is to always give precedence to frames of higher priority, so-called strict, or preemptive priorities. Cells of frames of different priorities may be interleaved at both inputs and outputs.
Complications arise because frames from different priorities are allowed to be interleaved on an output. Therefore, it can happen that an output is flagged active on more than one input, but for different priorities. If no additional measures are taken, it can happen that, while in almost full state, cells from multiple frames are allowed to enter the output queue, whereas only one can exit. Thus, the active concept is broken.

Adding priorities implies that the input status flags have to kept on a per-priority basis, as it can happen that multiple frames are active simultaneously on the same output (one per priority), so the input status arrays from Definition 6 are now indexed per priority as well: \( A_{p,i}(\cdot) \). Similarly, the shared-memory grant and output-queue grant information is also provided on a per priority basis.

Switch operation in almost full mode can be restored by only giving grant to the priority for which a cell has left the switch in the current cycle. This is done by keeping track, for every output, from which input and priority a cell was last transmitted. The scheduling of cells from different priorities is governed by an independent entity at each output.

**Definition 18 (Output Transmit Status)** The output transmit status \( B_{p,j}(i) \) is defined to be true when a cell of priority \( p \) from input \( i \) has been transmitted on output \( j \) in the current cycle or no cell has been transmitted at all, and false otherwise.

Definition 19 extends the extended active concept from Definition 6 to incorporate priorities.

**Definition 19 (Transmit Active Concept)** An input \( i \) is defined as being active with respect to priority \( p \) and output \( j \) when on output \( j \) a frame of priority \( p \) that arrived on input \( i \) is being transmitted and it is the last copy of the frame. The active states are represented by the boolean vectors \( A_{p,i}(j) \). We maintain the notion of “active input”, indicated by \( A^*_{p,i} \):

\[
A^*_{p,i} := (\exists j : 0 \leq j < N : A_{p,i}(j) \equiv \text{true}).
\]  

(5.19)

Additionally, an input is said to be transmit-active for priority \( p \), represented by \( A^*_{p,i} \), when it is active with respect to at least one output that is marked active for this priority and input according to Definition 18:

\[
A^*_{p,i} := (\exists j : 0 \leq j < N : A_{p,i}(j) \equiv \text{true} \land B_{p,j}(i) \equiv \text{true}).
\]  

(5.20)

The shared-memory grant is newly defined by Eq. (5.21).

\[
G_{p,i,SM} := (\neg(O_{SM} \geq T_{AF}) \lor A^*_{p,i}) \land \neg(O_{SM} \geq T_{SM}),
\]  

(5.21)

with \( 0 \leq p < P, 0 \leq i < N \) and \( 0 \leq j < N \).

Finally, we add a shared-memory threshold per priority, thus arriving at Eq. (5.22):

\[
G_{p,i,SM} := (((\neg(O_{p,SM} \geq T_{p,SM}) \lor A^*_{p,i}) \land \neg(O_{SM} \geq T_{AF})) \lor ((O_{SM} \geq T_{AF} \land A^*_{p,i}))) \land \neg(O_{SM} \geq T_{SM}),
\]  

(5.22)

where \( O_{p,SM} \) and \( T_{p,SM} \) represent occupancy counters and thresholds per priority, respectively.
Eq. (5.23) assumes programmable thresholds per priority as well as queue occupancy counters per priority, although this is not of importance for the functioning of deadlock prevention.

Eqs. (5.22) and (5.23) nicely demonstrate the four different deadlock-prevention mechanisms we have introduced:

- The active flag $A_{p,i}(j)$ in Eq. (5.23) prevents output-queue deadlock due to both unicast and multicast.
- The term $A_{p,i}^*$ in Eq. (5.22) prevents shared-memory deadlock on the per-priority thresholds.
- The same term also prevents shared-memory multicast deadlock by means of the extended active concept (only active when last copy is being processed).
- The term $A_{p,i}^*$, also in Eq. (5.22), prevents shared-memory deadlock when the shared memory is almost full. It incorporates both shared-memory multicast and shared-memory priority deadlock prevention.

### 5.9 Practical Implementation

This section describes some practical considerations with regard to implementation.

#### 5.9.1 Shared Memory

Each shared-memory address consists of storage for one cell, plus an associated multicast counter. Each input controller has an address available in which to store the next arriving cell. When a cell arrives, several things happen:

- the cell data is stored at the available memory address,
- the address is forwarded to each destination output queue, as indicated by the destination bitmap in the cell header, and
- the number of destinations is counted and stored in the counter associated with the memory address.

#### 5.9.2 Frame Mode

The frame mode will be a configurable mode. When enabled, each output keeps track of which frame it is currently processing and will not process any other frames until the current one has been completed.

Each cell carries a flag indicating whether it is a start-of-frame (SoF), continuation (CoF), or end-of-frame (EoF) cell. When a SoF cell of priority $p$, received on input $i$, is transmitted...
on output $j$ and it is the last copy of the cell (the associated counter equals one), the output is marked active, and the corresponding bit $j$ is set in the active register $A_{p, i}$. When an EoF cell, received on input $i$, is transmitted on output $j$ the corresponding bit $j$ in register $A_{p, i}$ is cleared, if set. When any cell of priority $p$, received on input $i$, is transmitted on output $j$, the corresponding bit is set in the output transmit status register $B_{p, j}$.

These registers, $A_{p, i}$ and $B_{p, j}$, $0 \leq i, j < N$, are used to modify the grant signals as described in Eqs. (5.22) and (5.23), for the shared-memory and output-queue grant, respectively.

### 5.9.3 Output Queues

To enable frame mode, the output queues must maintain order information, first to govern the order in which the stored frames are transmitted—in compliance with the strict time ordering rule (Definition 16) to avoid deadlock conditions, and second to maintain the order of SoF, CoF, and EoF cells for each frame. This can be achieved by means of a two-dimensional linked list as shown in Fig. 5.8. In the first, horizontal dimension, all the SoF cells are linked together. In the second dimension, the CoF and EoF cells of the respective frames are linked. Such a 2D queue structure is required for each priority.

![Logical output-queue implementation](image)

**Figure 5.8:** Logical output-queue implementation. Frame 1 is currently being transmitted with the read pointer indicating the next cell to be read, whereas frame 6 is being received from input 7, with the corresponding input pointer indicating the last CoF cell of this frame. Note how the SoF cells are linked together in the horizontal direction, with the head and tail pointers indicating the first and last frame in the queue.

**Logical operation**

Every SoF cell requires two next-cell pointers, one to the SoF cell of the next frame, and one to the first CoF cell of its own frame. CoF cells only require one next-cell pointer, namely to the next continuation cell. EoF cells require no next-cell pointer at all. Note that a cell may be simultaneously a SoF and EoF cell, if the frame consists of only a single cell.
Furthermore, every output queue maintains a number of additional pointers to manage its operation:

- a read pointer, which indicates the next cell to be read from the queue,
- a head pointer, which indicates the first SoF cell in the queue,
- a tail pointer, which points to the last SoF cell in the queue, in order to be able to immediately append newly arriving frames (SoF cells) at the right position, and
- an array of $N$ write pointers, one per input, which point to the last cell of any uncompleted frame from the corresponding input (at any given time, only one frame can be incomplete for any input-output-priority combination). Newly arriving CoF cells are appended at the position indicated by the corresponding write pointer.

All pointers assume the value $nil$ if they are currently invalid. In case multiple priorities are to be supported, one set of all of above-mentioned pointers is required for each priority.

We assume there is space for $Q$ cells in every output queue, and the queue slots are numbered 0 through $Q-1$. We assume that a given queue-management scheme provides an empty queue slot $q$ to store an incoming entry. Next, we will describe output queue operation in detail. Initially, the output queue is empty. All pointers are $nil$. When a cell arrives, its memory storage address is passed to the destination output queue, along with the input number the cell arrived on, and the cell type (SoF, CoF, EoF). Depending on the type of the cell being written, the following three cases must be distinguished:

- **SoF**: If the output queue is empty, the cell is entered in the queue at slot $q$, and the head, tail, and read pointers are all set to $q$. If not, the cell is appended at the tail of the queue as indicated by the tail pointer, i.e., the next-SoF pointer of the tail pointer’s entry is set to $q$, and the tail pointer is also set to $q$. In both cases, the corresponding write pointer is also set to $q$. This write pointer should be $nil$; if it is not, there is an error condition, because the preceding frame from the same input has not yet been completed. The last CoF (or SoF, if no CoF is present) should then be marked as EoF, to force an end to the incomplete frame. If the head pointer equals $nil$, it is updated to $q$.

- **CoF**: the cell is entered in the queue at slot $q$. If the corresponding write pointer does not equal $nil$, the cell is linked to the preceding cell of its frame by updating the next-CoF pointer of the entry indicated by this write pointer, setting it to $q$, and the write pointer is also updated to $q$. If the write pointer equals $nil$, there are two possibilities, depending on the input the cell arrived on. If the input equals the one of the currently active frame (if there is one), the cell must belong to that same frame, and both the read pointer and the corresponding write pointer are set to $q$. Otherwise, there is an error condition, because apparently no SoF or CoF from the same input immediately preceded this cell, nor does it belong to the currently active frame; the incoming cell should then be flagged as SoF, and treated according to the previous bullet to remedy the situation. Additionally, if the output queue is empty, the read pointer is set to $q$. (This can only occur if the cell belongs to the frame currently being transmitted, otherwise there is an error condition. If the new cell’s input differs from that of the frame currently being transmitted or if no frame is currently being transmitted, an error must have occurred. All cells from this input up to the next SoF should be discarded.)
• EoF: same as CoF, with the addition that the corresponding write pointer is set to nil to indicate that the frame has been completed.

Output-queue read operations are executed as follows. If the read pointer equals nil, no cell is read, i.e., the queue is idle. Note that this is not equivalent to the queue being empty: the queue may be stalled because of absent CoF cells of the frame currently being served. If the read pointer is not nil, the cell indicated by the read pointer is read. Depending on the type of the cell being read, the following three cases must be distinguished:

• SoF: the read pointer is updated to the next-CoF entry of the cell. If the next-CoF value equals nil, then the read pointer will also become nil. This happens when a frame has not yet been completely received by the output queue. The head pointer is set to the cell’s next-SoF entry (may be nil). If the head and tail pointer were equal, both are updated to nil.

• CoF: the read pointer is updated to the next-CoF entry of the cell.

• EoF: the read pointer is updated to the value of the head pointer. If the head pointer now equals nil, the tail pointer is also set to nil.

In all three cases one must also check whether the queue entry just read is being pointed to by the write pointer of the corresponding input (the input that the cell being read has arrived on). If this is the case, both the write pointer in question and the read pointer must be set to nil. The output queue also keeps track of the input number of the frame currently being transmitted.

Physical implementation

The price we pay for supporting frame mode is that every queue entry needs two next-cell pointers (one to point to the next SoF, one to point to the next CoF cell), even though only the SoF cells really need both pointers. Fig. 5.9 shows the fields that constitute a single entry in an output queue in such a naive implementation. The switch dimension equals $N \times N$ ports, and the shared memory size equals $M$ cells. Every output queue is of size $Q$, i.e., the queue can store up to $Q$ entries.

Table 5.1 shows the sizes of the individual queue entry fields, which amount to a total of $\log_2 M + 2 \log_2 Q + \log_2 N + 2$ bits per entry, for a total of $NQ (\log_2 M + 2 \log_2 Q + \log_2 N + 2)$. We call this implementation alternative ‘a’.

Fig. 5.10 shows the shared memory, consisting of $M$ packet locations numbered 0 through $M - 1$ as shown. Additionally, two output-queue implementation alternatives are shown. The
Table 5.1: Queue entry field sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>field</th>
<th>meaning</th>
<th>size (bits)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>data memory address</td>
<td>$\log_2 M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>next start-of-frame address</td>
<td>$\log_2 Q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>next continuation cell address</td>
<td>$\log_2 Q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>cell type identifier</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>input identifier</td>
<td>$\log_2 N$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.10: Output-queue size vs. implementation.

first has a queue size $Q$ that is smaller than the memory size $M$. The queue slots are numbered 0 through $Q - 1$. This implementation requires two fields per queue entry to build the linked list, namely the memory address of the current entry and the queue slot of the next queue entry. The second implementation, with queue size $Q = M$, requires only the next queue slot to build the linked list, as shown.

An improvement can be achieved by sizing the output queues up to the shared memory size, $Q = M$. This may seem wasteful at first, but there are several advantages as we will see with the help of Fig. 5.10. First, although the queue has more entries, the individual entries can become smaller, because the memory address no longer needs to be actually stored in the queue by instituting a one-to-one correspondence between the place in the queue and the memory address, which is not possible for a queue that is smaller than the memory. On top of that, a smaller queue will need its own free queue with according queue management logic (not shown in Fig. 5.10), which in this case we can dispense with. As an example, the figure demonstrates how the sequence of cells $\{a, b, c, d\}$ is linked up in both implementations. The queue entry size in this implementation equals $2 \log_2 M + \log_2 N + 2$, for a total of $N M (2 \log_2 M + \log_2 N + 2)$. This is implementation alternative ‘b’.

Further improvements are possible by observing that SoF entries only require a next-SoF pointer, whereas CoF entries only require a next-CoF pointer. Additionally, the input identifier need only
be stored with SoF entries. These observations suggest an implementation in which queues for SoF and CoF entries are separated. We can realize a considerable saving by noting that the order of CoF cells of a given frame is identical on all outputs by the definition of a frame; that is, CoF order does not have to be maintained on a per-output basis. This implies that only one CoF queue (also of size $M$) is needed, along with $N$ SoF queues.

In terms of Table 5.1, this means that the SoF queues store fields B and E, and the CoF queue stores field C. As the type of cell is already implicit in the queue it is stored in, only a 1-bit cell-type identifier to flag EoF cells is required (for entries in all queues).

The resulting implementation requires $NM(\log_2 M + \log_2 N + 1)$ bits for the SoF queues plus $M(\log_2 M + 1)$ bits for the CoF queue, for a total of $(N + 1)M\log_2 M + N M \log_2 N$ bits. This is the final implementation alternative ‘c’.

Table 5.2 compares the storage implementation complexities of the three proposed alternatives.

Fig. 5.11a shows the total complexity in bytes of storage as a function of $M$, with $N = 32$ ($Q = M$ for implementation a). Fig. 5.11b shows the relative improvement that alternative c offers compared to a and b, expressed as the ratio $a(N, M, M)/c(N, M)$ and $b(N, M)/c(N, M)$ respectively, for $N = 32, 64, 128$, again as a function of $M$.

Table 5.2: Total implementation complexity (in bits of storage) of three output-queue implementation alternatives, expressed in terms of switch size $N$, memory size $M$, and queue size $Q$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>implementation</th>
<th>complexity (bits)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a(N, Q, M)$</td>
<td>$NQ(\log_2 M + 2\log_2 Q + \log_2 N + 2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b(N, M)$</td>
<td>$NM(2\log_2 M + \log_2 N + 2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c(N, M)$</td>
<td>$(N + 1)M(\log_2 M + 1) + NM \log_2 N$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can easily be shown that, for a given $N$, the asymptotic ratios as $M \to \infty$ equal

$$\lim_{M \to \infty} \frac{a(N, M, M)}{c(N, M)} = \frac{3N}{N + 1}$$  (5.24)

and

$$\lim_{M \to \infty} \frac{b(N, M)}{c(N, M)} = \frac{2N}{N + 1}$$  (5.25)

However, because the graphs have a logarithmic character, the convergence is very slow. For practical values of $N$ and $M$, the complexity reduction factor is in the range 1.25 to 1.75 compared to b, and in the range 1.5 to 2.25 compared to a.

Similarly, for a given $M$, the asymptotic ratios as $N \to \infty$ equal

$$\lim_{N \to \infty} \frac{a(N, M, M)}{c(N, M)} = 1,$$  (5.26)

and

$$\lim_{N \to \infty} \frac{b(N, M)}{c(N, M)} = 1.$$  (5.27)

Note that the order in which the limits are taken matters. In fact,

$$\lim_{N,M \to \infty} \frac{a(N, M, M)}{c(N, M)} = 2,$$  (5.28)
and

\[
\lim_{N,M \to \infty} \frac{b(N,M)}{c(N,M)} = \frac{3}{2}
\]  

(5.29)

Figure 5.11: Comparison of the storage complexity of the three output-queue implementation alternatives.

To avoid cyclic waiting deadlock conditions, the strict time-ordering condition of Definition 16 must be satisfied. This can be achieved as follows: The output queues follow a strict FIFO discipline on a per-frame basis. Frames that arrive at one output queue simultaneously are ordered according to a predetermined order of their respective input numbers. This can be round robin, or any other suitable ordering scheme. The key point in realizing the strict timing order is to ensure that this order is identical at all outputs. However, the order of inputs must not be identical in subsequent time slots. For reasons of fairness, the order may be suitably rearranged at every new time slot.

5.10 Conclusions

We have presented a way to integrate support for frame-mode operation in an output-queued shared-memory cell switch. It has been shown how deadlock situations involving both unicast and multicast frames and frames of multiple priorities can be prevented from occurring by suitably modifying the output-queue and shared-memory grant signals. An overview of how to implement this scheme has been given.

Some of the major advantages of this approach are

- the seamless integration, from a switching point of view, of unicast and multicast frames,
- the cost-efficient merging of three highly desirable features into one switching fabric.
Whereas the traditional cell switch’s application range was usually quite limited, the addition and integration of frame mode, multicast, and QoS functionality enables this type of switch fabric to find applications in a wide range of products, including

- the traditional ATM world,
- the router world (native support for variable-length TCP/IP packets),
- the Ethernet world (native support for variable-length Ethernet frames),
- the (mainframe) server world (as a high-speed interconnect to cluster servers together, instead of the traditional mesh), or
- the parallel processing world (as a replacement for the traditional bus structure to interconnect processors and memory).
Chapter 6

A Practical Application: The PRIZMA Switch

This chapter presents a practical application of the concepts developed and studied in the preceding chapters within the PRIZMA packet switch family. An overview of the PRIZMA history is given, and features of the various switch generations and requirements for the next generation are discussed. Finally, this work is placed into the context of the PRIZMA project.

6.1 The PRIZMA Switch Family

The history of the PRIZMA\textsuperscript{1} switch family starts in the late 1980s, when research at the IBM Zurich Research Laboratory was conducted towards a “high-performance switch fabric for integrated circuit and packet switching” [Ahmadi89a]. The basic structure of the fabric presented in [Ahmadi89a] is already that of a self-routing, non-blocking, output-queued fixed-length-packet switch. Scalability was as a key focus of the fabric design and both the single- and multi-stage port expansion modes were presented. With 16 ports running at speeds in the range of 32 Mb/s, it was foreseen to be implemented in a single chip. However, the name PRIZMA did not exist yet, and this fabric has never been implemented as such.

By 1993, this architecture had evolved into what has become the first member of the PRIZMA family, as described in [Denzel95]. Its basic design points remain unchanged, with one notable exception: the output queues were now realized as a dynamically shared memory, which led to better memory efficiency. More emphasis than before was put on the scalability issues, now encompassing three dimensions, namely the number of ports (port expansion, both single- and multi-stage, as before), port speed (speed expansion, with the introduction of the master/slave concept), and memory size (performance expansion).

This architecture has been implemented as a 16 × 16 switch fabric with a 400 Mb/s port speed resulting in an aggregate throughput of 6.4 Gb/s.\textsuperscript{2} Its shared memory can store 128 packets of

\textsuperscript{1}The official IBM designation of the PRIZMA switch family is PowerPRS Packet Routing Switch. PRIZMA is the name that has traditionally been used internally.

\textsuperscript{2}We adopt the convention that the aggregate throughput of a switch with \(N\) inputs and \(N\) outputs, each with a speed of \(B\) b/s, equals \(NB\).
64 bytes each. It offers support for multicast and link paralleling (2- and 4-way), but not for priorities. The implementation complexity is on the order of 2.4 million transistors in a 472-pin package.

A cost-reduction iteration of the original PRIZMA has been done, called PRIZMA Prime (“PRIZMA-P”). This is not much more than a technology mapping from CMOS4S to CMOS5S0, leading to a smaller and cheaper chip. Additionally, this chip is equipped with support for two traffic priorities. However, there is no overtaking of low-priority packets by high priority packets, so that the output queues can still be implemented as simple FIFOs. The priorities are only used for flow control by means of programmable output-queue thresholds.

PRIZMA was used in a range of IBM products, among which are the 8265 ATM Backbone Switch [Alaiwan99], the 8260 Multiprotocol Switching Hub, the 8220 Broadband Switch, and the 8285 ATM Workgroup Switch.

The second generation of the PRIZMA switch (“PRIZMA-E”), internally called PRIZMA Atlantic, was developed next. From a black-box point of view, the most important changes with respect to its predecessor are the increase in port speed, the better performance resulting from a larger shared memory, and four preemptive traffic priorities. Port speed, originally targeted at 2 Gb/s, turned out to be 1.6 to 1.77 Gb/s, depending on internal clock speed.

From the inside however, there are significant architectural differences between the two, especially with respect to the shared memory. Whereas the original PRIZMA was based on parallelism to obtain the bandwidth to the shared memory (all inputs and outputs can have access to the memory simultaneously and independently through parallel input and output routing trees and multi-ported memory), the Atlantic architecture reverts to a shared-bus architecture to obtain the required shared-memory bandwidth (memory access is performed in a RR time-division-multiplexed manner, instead of space-division-multiplexed, for implementation cost reasons), see also Section 3.6 and Fig. 3.18. More PRIZMA-E implementation details can be found in [Colmant98c]. This shared-bus approach will certainly be infeasible for the new third-generation PRIZMA, for the simple reason that at the targeted port speeds the required bus bandwidth can no longer be realized anymore. Therefore, a return to a more parallelized architecture is inevitable.

The priorities are preemptive on the transmission side, that is, higher priorities always overtake lower priorities in an output queue. To this end, the output queues are implemented as linked lists, so there are four logical queues per output. Programmable output-queue and memory-full thresholds are employed to establish per-priority flow control, which is transmitted to the input adapters. There is one occupancy counter per output queue, and one for the shared memory, as opposed to counters per priority. Therefore, we call the thresholds nested.

An interesting implementation detail is that the actual PRIZMA-E chip consists of two 800 Mb/s-port Atlantic switch cores running in speed-expansion mode, integrated on the same chip. However, because the cores are already running in speed expansion, the minimum logical unit size from a user point of view is 32 bytes, instead of 16.

PRIZMA-EP is basically a $32 \times 32$ version of PRIZMA-E with a larger shared memory and improved priority management, which enables guaranteed bandwidth (GB) per priority, something
that was not possible with PRIZMA-E’s preemptive priority transmission scheme. In addition, PRIZMA-EP supports 4-way link paralleling.

Finally, PRIZMA-T is the designation for the next member of the PRIZMA switch family, which is currently under development. Table 6.1 lists the salient features of all PRIZMA generations and versions.\footnote{LU size: Logical Unit size; this is the minimum size of the logical data unit that the switch can handle.} \footnote{SpEx: Speed Expansion factor; this is an expansion mode in which multiple switches are combined to support a higher port speed. The speed-expansion factors here assume a maximum data unit size of 64 bytes.}

Table 6.1: An overview of three PRIZMA generations—from the original PRIZMA, via the current PRIZMA-E and EP, to the future PRIZMA-T (projected values).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input ports</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output ports</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port speed</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggr. thruput</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. LU size</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. ext SpEx</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory size</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>256\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>1024\textsuperscript{b}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priorities</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>2\textsuperscript{c}</td>
<td>4\textsuperscript{d}</td>
<td>4\textsuperscript{d}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link paralleling</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMOS techn.</td>
<td>4S</td>
<td>5S0</td>
<td>5S6</td>
<td>6SF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature size</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{eff}}$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>624</td>
<td>1088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput (single chip)</td>
<td>\textbf{6.4}</td>
<td>\textbf{6.4}</td>
<td>\textbf{28.4}</td>
<td>\textbf{64}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput (w/ full SpEx)</td>
<td>\textbf{25.6}</td>
<td>\textbf{25.6}</td>
<td>\textbf{56.8}</td>
<td>\textbf{128}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a} 512 packets in external speed-expansion mode.
\textsuperscript{b} 2048 packets in external speed-expansion mode.
\textsuperscript{c} strict priorities.
\textsuperscript{d} virtual lanes, with guaranteed bandwidth provisioning.

### 6.2 PRIZMA Features

In this section we will provide an overview of the most significant features of the PRIZMA family of switch chips.

The main features are listed below.

- It is primarily designed to switch fixed-size data units.
- Single chip solution ("Switch-on-a-Chip").

- High performance: high sustainable throughput under a wide range of traffic patterns and low latency under non-saturated conditions.

- Losslessness: no packets should be lost because of buffer overflow conditions. This can be ensured by using proper flow-control schemes. This property is especially important in frame mode because losing one packet implies loss of an entire frame.

- Preservation of packet sequence: packets belonging to a given flow must be delivered in the sequence they arrived in.

- Scalability: This is one of the key requirements to enable great flexibility and expandability using a single building block. The scalability features of the former and current members of the PRIZMA family have proven to be key contributors to PRIZMA’s success in the marketplace. Scalability comes in several forms:
  - Port speed expansion (speed expansion, or spex for short): this mode allows $N$ switch chips to be combined into a single fabric with $N$ times the port speed.
  - Single-stage port expansion: this mode allows the construction of switch fabrics with $N$ times the number of input and output ports, while maintaining the single-stage property. It comes at the cost of requiring $N^2$ switch elements.
  - Multi-stage port expansion: when building very large switch networks, this is a less expensive—but also less performant—solution to increase the number of switch-fabric ports.
  - Link paralleling: this useful feature, which was supported in the original PRIZMA, but disappeared with PRIZMA-E, has been brought back in PRIZMA-EP. Link paralleling entails the ability to combine $L$ physical switch ports to act as one logical port with $L$ times the port speed. This can be done for inputs and outputs separately and should be configurable in a flexible manner. This feature adds another dimension in terms of scalability—one switch can handle much fatter pipes without requiring any additional hardware.

Especially the speed expansion mode is considered to be of great importance, because of its capability to extend the lifespan of the switch product further out into the future.

- QoS support, encompassing guaranteed bandwidth provisioning, traffic priority support, and support for best-effort traffic.

- Multicast support: incoming packets or frames must be able to be duplicated to multiple output ports according to a multicast routing ID, which can be available directly in the form of a header bitmap or indirectly through a lookup table.

- Frame mode: support for switching long packets. This has not yet been implemented in any PRIZMA switches.

Most of the above features have been described in detail in the preceding chapters. In the next sections, we will discuss the features that have not yet been treated in-depth before and we will evaluate their implications on switch design.
6.3 Scalability

In this section, the speed- and port-expansion modes introduced above will be elaborated on. Link paralleling is treated separately in Section 6.6.

Figure 6.1 shows two dimensions in scalability, one in terms of port speed (vertical axis), one in terms of number of ports (horizontal axis). Table 6.2 describes the expansion modes. Note how expansion modes can also be combined to achieve systems with both more ports and higher port speed.

### Table 6.2: Speed-, port- and combined expansion modes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>figure</th>
<th>expansion mode</th>
<th>#ports</th>
<th>speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>$S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>single-stage port expansion</td>
<td>$2N$</td>
<td>$S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>speed expansion</td>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>$2S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>(b) and (c) combined</td>
<td>$2N$</td>
<td>$2S$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3.1 Speed expansion

As mentioned, the ability to do speed expansion is a key feature. First, we will have a closer look at how speed expansion works conceptually, see Fig. 6.2. In principle, speed expansion entails the capability to stack multiple switch chips in parallel to effectively widen the data path and create a switch fabric with the same number of ports but higher port speed. This concept
is similar to that of the *Parallel Packet Switch* (PPS) [Iyer00] because the external line rate is
higher than the rate the individual switch memories can support, thus allowing linear scaling of
the port speed.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 6.2: Four-way speed expansion: the packet is split into four chunks of equal size that are
switched in parallel by four separate switches. Only the master receives the packet header.

For a speed expansion factor of $S$, we need $S$ switches. The trick is that every one of these
$S$ switches handles the $1/S$-th part of each packet (it is the responsibility of the input adapter
to split up the packets properly). One of the switches is called the *master*, the others are the
*slaves*. The master handles the packet headers and drives all the slaves, whose control sections
are disabled as they only handle data. For each arriving packet, the master provides the write
addresses to the slaves, and for each departing packet it provides the read addresses. These
addresses are passed over the *speed expansion bus*. The output adapter reassemble the $S$ pieces
of each packet to reproduce the original packet before passing it on.

Owing to the fully-shared-memory architecture, the write addresses can be pre-fetched and
passed to the slaves before the corresponding packets have arrived at the switch, so that a packet
can be stored immediately in all chips. The shared-memory architecture allows this because the
write address is independent of the actual destination of the incoming packet. This reduces
latency at the input side. Unfortunately, this does not work at the output side, because the
appropriate read address can only be passed to the slaves when the packet has arrived at the
output queue.

The drawback of speed expansion is that the packet size granularity as seen by the user is
multiplied by $S$. This implies that if a minimum granularity of $B$ bytes must be supported,
each individual switch must be capable of handling data units of size $B/S$. The smaller the
data unit, the more complex the control section becomes, because it has to handle the same
amount of reads and writes in a shorter time. Given the constraints of the technology, this puts
a lower limit on the unit size that can be supported by one switch, which then determines, given
the granularity to be supported in speed expansion mode, what the maximum speed expansion
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factor is. For instance, if a minimum packet size of 64 bytes is to be supported and the shortest data unit that each switch chip can handle, given the technology, is 16 bytes, then the maximum speed expansion factor is 4.

The second problem lies with the speed-expansion bus, which carries the addresses from master to slave(s). In PRIZMA and PRIZMA-E, it is possible to accomplish this within one LU cycle, but as the port speed increases, the time it takes before the addresses arrive at the slaves (transmission delay plus transmit and receive logic) becomes significant, so that this approach can no longer be used, and pipelining must be applied. Secondly, in particular with larger speed-expansion factors, there is the problem of connecting the speed-expansion bus from a single master to multiple slaves. At the envisioned speeds, there is no I/O technology available that can reliably drive point-to-multipoint connections. Possible solutions are duplicating the speed-expansion bus on the master (requires many extra pins on master), or chain master and slaves together in a ring or bus structure (requires extra pins on slaves; each chip will have a speed-expansion input and output bus to pass on the addresses).

### 6.3.2 Single-stage port expansion

Single-stage port expansion is a way to expand the number of switch fabric ports while maintaining the single-stage property. Figure 6.1b shows how $K^2$ switch elements can be combined to produce a switch fabric with $K$ times the number of input and output ports. Additionally, the following external functions must be provided, as indicated in Fig. 6.3 for $K = 2$:

- At every input port a splitting function is required to duplicate the incoming packets to one or more of the $K$ switch elements it is connected to and insert the correct bitmaps for each switch.
- At every output port a merging function is required to merge the traffic from $K$ switch elements by performing transmission arbitration among these.

Inside each switch element, packets are filtered out based on their destination, or alternatively this function can be performed by the splitters. Refering to the numbers in Fig. 6.3, Table 6.3 specifies which switch is responsible for switching the packets for a given input/output port combination. This is sometimes also referred to as Block-Crosspoint buffering [Katevenis95].

Table 6.3: Single-stage port expansion: each switch only switches traffic for a subset of the input and output ports. The port numbers refer to the switch fabric as a whole.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>switch</th>
<th>inputs</th>
<th>outputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 · · · N</td>
<td>1 · · · N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 · · · N</td>
<td>N+1 · · · 2N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>N+1 · · · 2N</td>
<td>1 · · · N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>N+1 · · · 2N</td>
<td>N+1 · · · 2N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For large fabrics ($K \geq 4$) this is obviously a very expensive method because of the quadratic dependency: for an $M \times M$ switch fabric, with $M = KN$, $(M/N)^2 = K^2$ switch elements are required.
Additionally, there are some fairness concerns regarding the arbitration at the merge point. The core of this problem is that the output queue for one given fabric output is actually distributed over physically separate queues in two (or more) switch elements.

### 6.4 Quality-of-Service Support

Both in telecommunications and in parallel-processing environments there is a need for QoS guarantees, in terms of guaranteed bandwidth, packet-loss rates, packet delay, packet delay jitter, etc., the main requirement being guaranteed bandwidth. To satisfy these requirements, some type of scheduling or arbitration algorithm is required.

We call the grain of QoS support a *traffic class.* A traffic class is essentially a “slice” of the switch. Supposing we have $F$ classes, the switch is conceptually divided into $F$ slices, one per class. Ideally, the QoS experienced by one class should not be affected by the other classes, but in practice, this is difficult to achieve as physically the classes will be sharing resources in the switch. To identify which class a packet belongs to, the packet carries a class identifier.

Note that because of speed and silicon restrictions, we cannot do very complex scheduling on large numbers of traffic classes.

The original PRIZMA did not offer any QoS support. PRIZMA-P and E employ a preemptive priority mechanism, whereas PRIZMA-EP employs a table-based WRR mechanism to provide bandwidth guarantees, derived from the virtual lane mechanism. We will describe these mechanisms below.

---

6Often, the term *priority* is used interchangeably, although this is really only one flavor of traffic-class differentiation.
In the PRIZMA implementation, the output queues are implemented as linked lists, such that there is one linked list per output per traffic class. Packets from the same traffic class are always served in FIFO order. Flow control information is also provided on a per-class basis, i.e., both memory grant and output-queue grant are provided per class. The PRIZMA switches employ nested thresholds: per resource (shared memory or output queue) there is one occupancy counter counting total resource occupancy and multiple thresholds (one per resource per class). When the counter exceeds a given threshold, the grants for the associated class and all classes with lower thresholds are removed.

*Best-effort traffic* is only served if resources allow. Naturally, no bandwidth guarantees or any other QoS requirements apply to this type of traffic. If a best-effort packet is flagged as droppable, the switch can choose to drop rather than delay it in case there is a lot of contention.

### 6.4.1 Preemptive priorities

Each traffic class is assigned one out of \( N_p \) strict priorities, 0 being the highest, \( N_p - 1 \) the lowest priority. When selecting a packet for transmission, packets of a higher priority class are always given precedence over those of a lower priority class.\(^7\)

One major disadvantage of this scheme that has been recognized in trying to map ATM requirements onto it is that the lower priorities can be completely starved, so there can be neither bandwidth nor delay guarantees for them at all; if high-priority packets are available in every time slot, low-priority ones contending for the same resources will never be served. For this reason, the preemptive priority scheme on its own is considered insufficient.

### 6.4.2 Virtual lanes

The virtual-lane (VL) arbitration is a type of weighted round-robin scheduling, based on a time-division multiplex structure consisting of \( N_s \) packet slots. Each of \( N_{vl} \) virtual lanes can be guaranteed a fixed part of each \( N_s \)-slot superframe, the reserved (guaranteed) bandwidth \( R^i_{vl} \), \( 0 \leq i < N_{vl} \).\(^8\) Each virtual lane has one of \( N_p \) priorities associated with it. Should any slots remain unreserved, these will be filled according to an arbitration based on the priority of each VL. The remaining slots will be filled with packets from the highest priority VL. If no more packets are available from this VL, the remaining slots are filled with packets from the VL with the next-lower priority, and so on, until no more slots remain. If there are multiple VLs with equal priority, packets from these VLs are interleaved on a per packet basis.\(^9\) This scheme is illustrated in Fig. 6.4.

Note that when no bandwidth is reserved for any lane, this scheme reduces to the preemptive-priorities scheme presented in Section 6.4.1 if the VL priorities are programmed accordingly. However, in contrast to the latter scheme, here it is possible to guarantee a certain bandwidth to each flow by setting the \( R^i_{vl} \) parameters accordingly.

---

\(^7\)This scheme is implemented in the PRIZMA-E switch with \( N_p = 4 \) priorities.

\(^8\)The values \( R^i_{vl} \) must satisfy the following condition: \( \sum_{i=0}^{N_{vl}-1} R^i_{vl} \leq N_s \).

\(^9\)The SP2 switch implements this algorithm with \( N_{vl} = 8 \) virtual lanes, \( N_p = 4 \) priorities and a multiplex frame size \( N_s = 64 \).
6.4. QUALITY-OF-SERVICE SUPPORT

Figure 6.4: A sample VL configuration with $N_{vl} = 4$ VLs, arbitration period $N_s = 16$, $R_{v1}^1 = R_{v3}^2 = 4$, $R_{v4}^3 = R_{v4}^4 = 2$, leaving four slots unreserved. The effective guaranteed bandwidth amounts to 25% for lanes 1 and 2, 12.5% for lanes 3 and 4.

A disadvantage is the fixed frame size $N_s$, which limits the bandwidth reservation granularity. Also, a packet of a virtual lane whose reserved-bandwidth slots have just passed may, in the worst case, incur a delay of $N_s - 1$ slots before being transmitted. Enlarging the frame size $N_s$ improves granularity, but at the same time exacerbates the latter effect.

6.4.3 Credit table

PRIZMA-EP employs a virtual-lane-like arbitration mechanism referred to as credit table.¹⁰ There are $N_{ct}$ traffic classes (lanes); each lane has a fixed priority. Each output has a table consisting of $N_s$ entries, each entry consisting of a valid bit and one of the $N_{ct}$ lane identifiers. A pointer to the current entry in maintained for each table. When an output-queue read operation is initiated, a packet will be fetched from the output queue according to the following rule: if a packet of the lane indicated by the current table entry is present, that packet is served, otherwise a packet from the highest-priority non-empty lane is served. In each cycle, the current-entry pointer is moved to the next table entry in a RR fashion, regardless of the outcome of the previous cycle.

The table can be programmed to assign fractions of the available output link bandwidth to lanes as desired.

In the PRIZMA-EP implementation, $N_{ct} = 4$, and $N_s = 256$. The main disadvantages of the credit table scheme are that the granularity of bandwidth allocation is limited by $1/N_s$ and that the class priorities are fixed. The latter problem can be fixed by making the class priorities programmable, and applying RR service among lanes of equal priority, as is done in the virtual lane scheme.

6.4.4 Best-effort traffic

Best-effort traffic is traffic for which no QoS guarantees are made at all. If resources permit and no other packets are available, BE packets can be served. If flagged as droppable, they can be discarded. Every traffic class can have a best-effort sub-class. PRIZMA-EP implements a BE dropping scheme.

¹⁰ The credit table scheme has nothing to do with credit-based flow control.
6.5 Multicast Support

Efficient duplication of incoming packets and frames to multiple destinations (see Fig. 6.5) to support point-to-multipoint communication is an important requirement. This topic has been treated in-depth in Chapter 4, and in Chapter 5 a method to support deadlock-free multicast in conjunction with long-packet support (frame mode) has been proposed.

![Multicast and broadcast switch functions.](image)

(a) Multicast operation: a copy of the incoming packet is transmitted on multiple (in this case three) outputs, as indicated by the header bitmap.

(b) Broadcast operation, a special case of multicast: the incoming packet is duplicated to all outputs.

Figure 6.5: Multicast and broadcast switch functions.

6.6 Link Paralleling

The link-paralleling (LP) feature of the original PRIZMA allows a logical grouping of ports, input ports as well as output ports, to obtain fewer (logical) ports with a port speed that is a multiple of the physical port speed. This feature has been recognized as highly desirable because of the additional flexibility it offers to the user. With link paralleling all paralleled ports receive full packets with headers, whereas with speed expansion only the master receives a header. Link paralleling works at a coarser granularity, paralleling entire packets, whereas speed expansion increases physical port speed by paralleling chunks of packets. Both mechanisms can be combined to obtain larger expansion factors.

![Link paralleling: Of the 8 x 8 switch depicted here, the input ports are grouped into three sets: {1, 2}, {3, 4}, and {5, 6, 7, 8}. On the output side, ports 1 and 2 are not link-paralleled, but {3, 4, 5, 6} and {7, 8} are.](image)

Figure 6.6: Link paralleling: Of the 8 x 8 switch depicted here, the input ports are grouped into three sets: {1, 2}, {3, 4}, and {5, 6, 7, 8}. On the output side, ports 1 and 2 are not link-paralleled, but {3, 4, 5, 6} and {7, 8} are.

Grouping inputs and outputs together to form a logical port requires that packet sequence be maintained across all paralleled ports. At the input side, this means that packets must be sent by
the adapters on the paralleled inputs in a predefined order (first packet on port 1, second on port 2, etc.). The switch must ensure that these packets are stored in the same order in the destination output queue(s). At the output side, packet order must be maintained across output queues of paralleled ports, and packets must be transmitted on the paralleled ports in a predefined order (again, first packet on port 1, second packet on port 2, etc., in a RR fashion).

Implementation-wise, it means that it must be possible to group output queues together, and more importantly, packet order must be maintained. This may be achieved by writing arriving packets to the output queues of a group in a RR fashion, keeping track of the queue to which the last packet was written. Consequently, the queues of one group are also read out in a RR fashion, so that packet order is guaranteed. Figure 6.7 illustrates this mode of operation. Switch fabric adapters at the in- and output side of the switch must be aware of link paralleling and transmit c.q. receive packets on the paralleled links according to these rules to maintain packet sequence.

![Figure 6.7: Implementation of link paralleling in an output-queued switch architecture.](image)

(a) Packets are stored in a RR fashion in the link-paralleled output queues. Packets H and I will be stored at the positions indicated.

(b) Packets are also read in a RR manner. After four reads, the queue status is as depicted.
6.7 The Context of the PRIZMA Project

This section places the work described in this dissertation in the larger context of the PRIZMA project.

6.7.1 Design methodology

Figure 6.8 illustrates the design methodology employed in the PRIZMA project, in particular in the PRIZMA-E and EP projects.

The work presented in this dissertation is positioned at a high level, just below the specifications and requirements phase, leading to an initial architecture that will be refined and improved by means of performance evaluation. This evaluation consists of simulating a high-level, abstract model of the system, with just enough detail to allow the impact of the system parameters under study on the system performance to be analyzed. In our case, this model and the simulation engine are written in C++. The results of the simulation are evaluated and fed back into the design process to improve and optimize the architecture.
The advantages of such a performance evaluation step in the design process are clear: it is an inexpensive and fast way to evaluate performance of a proposed architecture, test hypotheses on such an architecture, evaluate the impact of various system parameters, as well as their interaction, and gain confidence in system correctness.

The main limitations are that detailed questions cannot be answered with a high-level model and that assumptions on system input (stimuli) are often only distantly related to reality.

Chapters 3 and 4 have described how simulation allows architectural issues to be addressed and new ideas evaluated. This leads to a better understanding of the system and its behavior, thus paving the way for further improvement.

### 6.7.2 Impact of the work

The work presented in this dissertation has primarily impacted the PRIZMA project in the following two ways:

- It has led to a thorough understanding of the application and performance of VOQ in a CIOQ system using a small output-buffered switch.
- It has served as a catalyst for new approaches to the implementation of said output-buffered switch, leading to more scalable designs.

The former aspect has been discussed in-depth throughout Chapters 3 and 4, so let us now elaborate on the latter aspect.

### 6.7.3 Shared-memory implementation

As described in Section 3.6, one of the biggest implementation challenges is the shared memory, in particular the routing trees to and from the memory. Fig. 6.9 illustrates this problem. Taking as an example a $32 \times 32$ switch with storage for $M = 1024$ packets, an interconnect is required that connects each input with each memory location. Hence, $32$ 1-to-1024 (de)multiplexers are required at both the input and the output side. The main complexity in these 1-to-1024 routers is the repowering required to drive the entire tree.

Additionally, because the switch cannot be clocked faster than 2 ns (a limit imposed by technology), the datapath must be 16 bits wide to obtain a port speed of 8 Gb/s (original PRIZMA-T plan-of-record). This means that $32 \cdot 1024 \cdot 16 = 524,288$ wires cross the vertical plane between inputs and memory and the same number between memory and outputs. This clearly poses immense wiring problems that, although not unsolvable (a very special arrangement of the individual memory banks has been found that provides enough room to route all the wires), render this implementation unscalable to more ports or larger memories, because the number of wires grows as $N^3$. Also, increasing the port speed requires increasing the width of the datapath (e.g., in the above example a port speed of 16 Gb/s requires a 32-bit-wide datapath) because the clock speed cannot be increased, which further complicates the wiring problem.


6.7.4 Partitioning per output

The core of the wiring problem is that each memory location must be reachable from each input and output, i.e., the memory is fully shared among all inputs and outputs. This architecture stems from the old adage that full sharing yields best performance. However, as the results in Chapter 3 have demonstrated, this is not true for the proposed CIOQ architecture. In fact, the results suggest that partitioning the memory per output offers best delay–throughput performance. This modification would significantly reduce the size of the output wiring, from 32 1024-to-1 muxes to 32 32-to-1 muxes, for instance. Logically, this constitutes a reduction in complexity by a factor of 32, but in practice the reduction is more on the order of a factor of 1024, because no repowering is required here.

However, in practice, partitioning the memory so that each output has a dedicated block of memory has some serious drawbacks. For one, the speed-expansion mode (introduced in Section 6.3.1), does not work if the memory is partitioned per output: the input controllers cannot prefetch memory addresses, because they do not know in advance to which output the incoming packet is destined. Because the slaves do not receive any header information, an additional bus would be necessary to tell the slaves to which output the incoming packet is destined, introducing additional latency. Furthermore, this approach also presents a drawback with multicast, because packets (including payload!) must be duplicated to all destination outputs. Also, output-queue grant transmission becomes much more critical, because violation of output-queue grant now implies packet loss.

6.7.5 Partitioning per input

An alternative approach is to partition the memory per input, that is, each input has a memory that can store $N$ packets, but all packet locations can be accessed by all outputs. This signifi-
cantly reduces the wiring at the input, similar to the partitioning described above. However, a full-size output router is required. Figure 6.10 illustrates this architecture. The control section can either remain centralized as in the fully-shared-memory implementation, or it can be distributed as well, so that there are \( N \) smaller control sections, one per input buffer. The advantage of the latter is that the write bandwidth of the individual output queues is reduced, because only one packet per cycle can enter and because the queues are much shorter. The free queue at each input (not shown in the figure), however, must still be able to store \( N \) addresses in each cycle. For performance reasons, flow-control information (queue full and queue empty information) must be based on the global output-queue state.

In addition, an arbiter for each output is required to arbitrate among the \( N \) queues for that output. Simulations have shown that a centralized control section employing an oldest-cell-first (OCF) policy leads to lower delay variation because the FIFO order is maintained.

Speed expansion works just as before because the prefetching of addresses is done on a per-input basis, i.e., no a-priori knowledge of the incoming packet destinations is required. When operating in frame mode the possibility of shared-memory deadlocks no longer exists, because frames from different inputs can no longer interfere with each other. Also, multicast requires no duplication of data into more than one memory, and thus works exactly as with the fully shared memory.

The performance implications of this partitioning have been studied by means of simulation. The results show that under the simulated traffic conditions there is hardly any impact in terms of delay–throughput performance, with \( M = N \) packets per input, so that the total amount of memory in the switch is not changed.

### 6.7.6 Buffered crossbar

Having eliminated the input router, the questions remains whether further improvements are possible.

The issue of wiring complexity can be completely solved by partitioning the memory per input and per output. This leads to a system architecture with a square array of memories as depicted in Fig. 6.11, typically referred to as a buffered crossbar (see Section 2.4.1). While this implementation has no complex wiring at all, it still has all the disadvantages associated with partitioning the memory per output.

This can be solved as follows: all memories associated with one input line are viewed not as \( N \) distinct memories, but as \( N \) banks of the same memory, with \( M \) packet locations per bank.

This architecture differs significantly from the regular buffered crossbar: An incoming packet is duplicated to the same address in all the memories associated with the input it arrives on. With each input \( N \) queues are associated, one per output. The pointer to the memory address is stored only in those queues the packet is destined to. On the output side an arbiter (one for each output) decides from which of the associated queues a packet is transmitted (several policies are possible, such as OCF, RR, LQF). Note that this architecture is identical to that with partitioned memory per input (as described in Section 6.7.5) if the same output-queue service discipline is used, and will consequently perform identically. The performance impact of the various service disciplines remains to be studied.

The total memory space available on the chip equals \( MN^2 \) of which only \( 1/N \) th is effectively...
used. In return, the wiring complexity associated with the fully shared memory is eliminated. Thus, wiring complexity is traded for highly redundant memory space. The advantage is that the memories can be implemented with very dense SRAMs. Because SRAMs are the structure that in terms of integration density scales best with Moore’s Law, the buffered crossbar implementation actually uses less space with current CMOS technologies. In older CMOS technologies, this is not true, because the integration density of the SRAMs is not high enough.

The drawback clearly is that the amount of memory scales with $N^3$, but because memory density scales much better than wiring capacity does, it seems likely that this will be the approach of choice for the coming generations of PRIZMA.

The control section can be centralized or distributed. In the latter case, one queue would be associated with each memory (see Fig. 6.11). The read and write bandwidths on this queue both equal just one packet per packet cycle. Again, for performance reasons, flow-control information must be based on the global output-queue state.

Figure 6.10: Partitioned memory architecture with dedicated buffers at each input.
6.7.7 Conclusion

The main contributions of this dissertation, in terms of the requirements as listed in Section 6.2 are:

- High performance: The main part of this dissertation (see Chapter 3) has contributed an architecture and provided detailed insight into its performance, which has been shown to be high and robust, regardless of switch size, and traffic type and characteristics.

- Multicast support: A scheme for integrated and fair support for multicast traffic in the proposed architecture has been presented in Chapter 4.

- Frame mode: A scheme to support frame mode has been proposed in Chapter 5.

Furthermore, the results obtained here have directly led to a reconsideration of the originally planned implementation, and resulted in both novel architectures and novel implementation alternatives thereof that improve scalability, thus leveraging the PRIZMA architecture to future high-speed packet switches.
Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

The subject of this dissertation has been the design of high-performance packet-switch architectures for high-speed communication networks. The main requirements imposed on such a switch are that link utilization must be as high as possible and packet latency must be kept to a minimum. Therefore, the focus in this work has been on switch performance. However, maximum performance does not come for free. For a given number of switch inputs and outputs and a given bandwidth per port, it is equally important that an envisioned switch architecture is implementable in current VLSI technology at a reasonable cost. Furthermore, the ability of an architecture to be expanded to a larger system with either more ports, faster ports, or both, is an important criterion.

As no work of research exists in a vacuum, a large effort has been invested in cataloguing and analyzing existing packet switch architectures and related work. In doing so, we have identified the pros and cons of various existing approaches and gathered a fundamental understanding of the problem at hand. Equipped with this knowledge, we have proceeded to develop an architecture that combines design principles from existing architectures in such a way as to gain the best of both worlds.

7.1 Contributions

This dissertation has made the following contributions to the field of packet-switch design:

- Distributed contention resolution by combining output queuing with virtual output queuing at the input. Thus, the proposed architecture falls into the class of combined input- and output-buffered (CIOQ) switches.

- Static output buffer sharing strategies for the proposed architecture and their implications on performance in terms of throughput, delay and loss rates.

- Distributed, fair, and straightforward-to-implement multicasting scheme for the proposed architecture.

- Deadlock-free support of long packets (frame mode).
In the course of the work, three patent applications [Colmant98a, Colmant98b, Minkenberg00a] have been submitted, all of which are directly related to the work presented.

The proposed architecture is amenable to implementation in high-speed VLSI. A 1 Tb/s switch fabric based on this architecture is feasible in current technology. Owing to its distributed nature, the architecture can be scaled to support more and/or faster ports.

Within the context of the PRIZMA switch project, this work has helped in gaining a better understanding of how to architect real-world (as opposed to purely theoretical paper designs) packet switches using an output-buffered switch-on-a-chip.

7.1.1 Distributed Contention Resolution

The concept of distributed contention resolution by means of a combined input- and output-queued packet switch employing virtual output queuing at the input side has been introduced. By means of performance simulations, this arrangement has been shown to offer excellent performance in terms of delay–throughput characteristics. Moreover, the architecture behaves robustly with respect to varying traffic characteristics, ranging from benign, uncorrelated traffic to unfavorable, highly bursty traffic.

This arrangement has the following important features:

- The output-queued switch element enables distributed arbitration of the VOQs, i.e., every input can make a decision independent of all other inputs. Therefore, the complexity of VOQ arbitration is linear with the number of ports \( N \). This is a great improvement over the purely input-queued approach that requires a complex centralized scheduler.

- The size of the shared memory must be on the order of \( N^2 \). Although this is a quadratic dependency on \( N \), this number generally is much smaller than the size of the shared memory one would typically require in a purely output-buffered switch to achieve a certain loss probability. In our CIOQ approach, the bulk of the queues is pushed back to the input queues, whereas the shared-memory switch acts as an efficient contention resolution device. This is advantageous because the input buffers are low-bandwidth \((2B)\), and thus relatively cheap compared to the high-bandwidth \((2NB)\) shared-memory buffer.

A patent application for this architecture has been submitted [Colmant98a].

7.1.2 Output-Buffer-Sharing Strategies

Furthermore, new insights into the concepts of shared-memory output queuing have been provided. In contrast to the systems studied in literature so far, the proposed architecture exhibits the following characteristics:

- To achieve maximum throughput, the available memory space must be partitioned over all outputs, so as to guarantee that no output can interfere with the output-contention resolution process of any of the other outputs.

- To achieve minimum packet-loss rate, the available memory must be shared among all outputs at low to medium load levels, whereas at high loads, it must be partitioned.
These findings are instrumental in achieving the best possible performance with the proposed architecture under a wide range of operating conditions, and differ fundamentally from the established strategies in conventional CIOQ systems employing FIFO input queues. Furthermore, these results suggest that a fixed buffer allocation strategy cannot be optimum under all traffic conditions. Therefore, an opportunity exists to dynamically adjust buffer allocation according to current traffic patterns with the aim of optimizing performance.

7.1.3 Distributed Fair Multicasting Scheme

It is generally agreed that multicast traffic will constitute an increasingly significant portion of traffic in future communication networks. Therefore, efficient integration of multicast support is a key requirement for any packet switch design. A novel, distributed multicasting scheme that fits perfectly with the proposed architecture has been proposed. Not only does the proposed scheme offer superior performance to any previously proposed architecture or scheme, it also integrates unicast and multicast scheduling in a fair, elegant, and cheap-to-implement way that has not been achieved before. The method and algorithm have been formulated in a patent application [Minkenberg00a].

7.1.4 Deadlock-Free Frame Mode

Although not an integral part of this dissertation, the deadlock-free frame mode is a useful extension of the CIOQ switch architecture that enables non-interleaved transmission of long data units (“frames”) by suitably modifying flow-control information between shared-memory switch element and input queues. The invention has also been patented [Colmant98b].

7.2 Future Work

This section presents some topics that are of interest in the context of this dissertation and require further research.

The general trend is that the demand for switch capacity continues to grow. Future switches will have more ports, higher data rates per port, and more sophisticated switch functionality (e.g. QoS support). Continued innovation at both the architecture and the implementation level is required to sustain this growth rate.

7.2.1 Adaptive buffer sharing

As indicated above, a fixed buffer allocation strategy cannot be optimum under all conditions. The question naturally arises how to adaptively share the buffer so that optimum resource utilization is achieved under the widest possible range of conditions. One possibility is to adopt a hybrid strategy, where each output queue has dedicated space for $N$ packets, and the remaining $M - N^2$ locations are shared among all outputs. This clearly requires a shared memory size $M > N^2$. Another, more sophisticated approach would be dynamic, adaptive buffer-sharing strategies, possibly by means of adaptive threshold programming.
7.2.2 Real-world traffic patterns

The impact on system behavior and performance of more realistic traffic patterns, such as self-similar traffic models or real Internet traffic traces rather than synthetic traffic sources, remains to be studied.

7.2.3 QoS mechanisms

The integration of Quality-of-Service or Class-of-Service support in the proposed architecture has only been treated in passing here. QoS must be tackled with a system-wide approach, incorporating scheduling, flow control, and congestion control at every queuing point in the system.

7.2.4 Multi-stage fabrics

It is clear that the single-stage approach cannot scale to systems with hundreds or thousands of ports. Such large systems will certainly require a multi-stage approach, but a number of important issues remain to be solved, such as fabric topology, performance, routing, flow and congestion control, and multicast. Can the distributed contention-resolution scheme and VOQ concepts be extended for application in multi-stage switch systems?

7.2.5 Parallel packet switches

To overcome memory bandwidth limitations, parallel packet-switch (PPS) architectures have been proposed, e.g. [Iyer00]. Such a packet switch combines a number, say $K$, of separate $N \times N$ output-queued switch fabrics with line rate $B$ into one $N \times N$ output-queued switch fabric with line rate $KB$. This approach is strongly related to speed expansion and link paralleling (see Sections 6.3.1 and 6.6), in that all of these techniques allow line rates to be much faster than the memory. A PPS performs load balancing across ports on different switch chips, thus enabling aggregate system throughput to be grown by a factor $K$. However, to remain work conserving, a central scheduling algorithm is required and the fabric must be sped up internally by a factor of two to three [Iyer00].

Further research to eliminate the need for speed-up and distribute the scheduling algorithm while maintaining performance is warranted.

7.2.6 Optical and hybrid electro-optical switches

The predominance of optical transmission technology in the Internet backbone has triggered a lot of research in all-optical switches. Such switches, in particular those of the MEMS variety, are now becoming economical. However, these switches have certain important drawbacks compared to electronic switches, so that it is more likely that they will coexist in future networks, with the optical switches handling huge numbers of ports and very high data rates at a rather coarse granularity, and the electronic switches handling fewer ports and lower data rates, but at a much finer granularity. So far, very little research has been done with respect to hybrid electro-optical switches that attempt to combine the strengths of both.
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Appendix A

Bufferless Switch Throughput

Consider an $N \times N$ switch element without buffers. Assuming persistent traffic sources with uniformly distributed packet destinations, we can easily derive the switch throughput. The probability $P_N(X = m)$ that $m$ packets arrive simultaneously for the same output equals

$$P_N(X = m) = \binom{N}{m} \left( \frac{1}{N} \right)^m \left( 1 - \frac{1}{N} \right)^{N-m}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.1)

The throughput $T_N$ equals the sum over all $i$ of the probability that at least one cell is destined to output $i$, divided by $N$,

$$T_N = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} P_{N,i}(X \geq 1),$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.2)

which, by symmetry of the input traffic pattern, yields

$$T_N = P_N(X \geq 1) = 1 - P_N(X = 0).$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.3)

By substituting Eq. (A.1) in Eq. (A.3) we obtain the throughput

$$T_N = 1 - \left( 1 - \frac{1}{N} \right)^N,$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.4)

which for large $N$ tends to

$$T_\infty = \lim_{N \to \infty} 1 - \left( 1 - \frac{1}{N} \right)^N = 1 - \frac{1}{e} \approx 0.632.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.5)

As there are no buffers, the cell loss ratio equals $1 - T_\infty = \frac{1}{e} \approx 0.368$.

Figure A.1 plots the throughput and the loss rate as a function of the number of switch output ports. The x-axis is logarithmic.
Figure A.1: Bufferless Switch Throughput and Loss Rate
Appendix B

On Frame Interleaving vs. Non-Interleaving

Consider an output port \( i \) of the switch element. On the input ports, there are \( N \) frames, numbered 0 through \( N - 1 \), currently waiting to be transmitted to output port \( i \), with lengths \( F_i \), expressed in fixed-size packets per frame. The average frame length equals \( F = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} F_i \).

The delay of a frame is defined to be equal to the delay of the last cell belonging to that frame, because only when the last cell has been received can the frame be processed further.

Consider operation in non-interleaving mode:

Frame 0 will have a delay \( D_0 = F_0 \),
frame 1 will have a delay \( D_1 = F_0 + F_1 \),
\( \vdots \)
frame \( N - 1 \) will have a delay \( D_{N-1} = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} F_i \).

Hence, the average delay in the non-interleaving case \( \overline{D_{ni}} \) equals

\[
\overline{D_{ni}} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} D_0 = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} iF_{N-i}.
\] (B.1)

Assuming that all frames are of equal size,

\[
\overline{D_{ni}} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} iF = \frac{(N + 1)F}{2}.
\] (B.2)

Now consider the interleaving case:
Frame 0 will have a delay \( D_0 = (F - 1)N + 1 \),
frame 1 will have a delay \( D_1 = (F - 1)N + 2 \),
\( \vdots \)
frame \( N - 1 \) will have a delay \( D_{N-1} = (F - 1)N + N = NF \).

For the average delay in the interleaving case \( \bar{D}_i \), we find

\[
\bar{D}_i = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (F - 1)N + i}{N} = N(F - 1) + \frac{N + 1}{2},
\]

(B.3)

The improvement ratio \( R = \frac{\bar{D}_i}{\bar{D}_i} \) can now be expressed in terms of \( N \) and \( F \),

\[
R = \frac{\bar{D}_i}{\bar{D}_i} = \frac{F}{2F - 1}.
\]

(B.4)

For large \( N \) we can simplify Eq. B.4 to

\[
\lim_{N \to \infty} R = \frac{F}{2(F - 1) + 1} = \frac{F}{2F - 1},
\]

(B.5)

whereas for large \( F \) it reduces to

\[
\lim_{F \to \infty} R = \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2N},
\]

(B.6)

until finally, for both large \( N \) and large \( F \), the result is

\[
\lim_{N \to \infty} \lim_{F \to \infty} R = \lim_{N \to \infty} \left\{ \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2N} \right\} = \frac{1}{2},
\]

(B.7)

and to demonstrate that the order in which the limits are taken does not matter

\[
\lim_{F \to \infty} \lim_{N \to \infty} R = \lim_{F \to \infty} \left\{ \frac{F}{2F - 1} \right\} = \frac{1}{2},
\]

(B.8)

Figure B.1 plots the value of \( R \) versus the frame size \( F \), with \( N \) as a parameter [Eq. (B.4)].

Note how for frame size \( F = 1 \) there is no improvement \( (R = 1 \text{ for any } N) \), which is correct because in this case interleaving or non-interleaving makes no difference. Similarly, when there is only one frame to be transmitted \( (N = 1) \), \( R \) also equals one for any frame size \( F \) (this curve runs along the top of the figure and is therefore not clearly visible).

For large \( F \) or large \( N \) the graphs converge quickly to \( R = \frac{1}{2} \), which leads to the conclusion that up to 50% can be gained in terms of frame delay by employing a non-interleaving frame mode.
Figure B.1: Delay Improvement Ratio $R$
Appendix C

Performance Simulation Environment

C.1 Introduction

The performance simulation results in this dissertation have been obtained using a packet-level C++ model of the switch system. This model has been created with a self-written C++ cycle simulator library. Section C.2 gives a brief description of the environment, Section C.3 treats the simulation library, Section C.4 provides a detailed description of the various traffic models, and Section C.5 details the model at system level.

C.2 Environment

The performance simulation environment consists of the simulation library, the model, and a number of scripts used to facilitate pre- and post-processing tasks. It contains a highly configurable, executable model of the switch system.

Starting from a specification (.spec) file, a batch file (.run) containing the specified runs is generated. Executing this batch file will call the performance simulator (perfsim) for every run. The simulator will retrieve configuration information from the specified configuration (.cfg) file and from the command line parameters, with the latter taking precedence over the former to enable easy parameter variation. Upon successful termination, the simulator generates a statistics file (.stat) containing statistics recorded during simulation, such as average delay, throughput, queue and memory occupancies, etc. The salient data can then be retrieved from this statistics file to be further processed using suitable plotting tools to generate graphic representations.

Within the model, two layers can be distinguished, see Fig. C.1:

- the core simulation library, which provides generic primitives to construct models, random number generators, statistics gathering facilities, etc. (see Section C.3), and
- the switch system model built using this library.

The following sections will present the features of the simulation library before proceeding to explain the switch system model itself in detail.
C.3 Simulation Library

The core feature of the simulation engine is that it is cycle-driven, as opposed to event-driven, trace-driven or execution-driven simulators, the main reason for this approach being the need for fast simulation. The entire simulation library (libsim.a) is written in C++.

C.3.1 Simulator concepts

- **Cycle-based**: the simulator keeps track of simulation time, which is represented by an integer value, starting from 0 (beginning of simulation), and indicating the number of simulator time units (cycles) elapsed. The time is incremented in integer intervals.

- **Process-based**: the entities being simulated are called “processes.” A process is the grain of concurrency, that is, all processes are independent concurrent entities. Associated with each process is a cycle time \( T \). Every \( T \) time units, the simulator will activate the process by calling the `ClockTick()` method of the process, which is to be provided by the user. Processes have no behavior of their own; any behavior must be provided by the user in the `ClockTick()` method. It must return one of two values: `PROC_CONTINUE`, which causes the process to be rescheduled \( T \) time units into the future\(^1\) to be reactivated at that time, or `PROC_FINISH`, which will cause the process to be deactivated and removed from the scheduler. Processes scheduled to be activated at the exact same time are not guaranteed to be activated in any particular order.

- **“Child” Processes**: Every process instance can create “children” that behave as separate processes, except that upon activation, the `ClockTick()` method will be invoked on their “parent” process, and not on the child. This allows these processes to share data (in particular, all children and the parent share the data members of the parent). Children can be distinguished by the integer child identifier parameter that is passed to the `ClockTick()` method. When creating a child process, you can specify this integer child identifier\(^2\) (the parent always has identifier 0). Each child process can have its own cycle time, independent of all the others. A parent and its children can be viewed as a cluster of processes all acting on the same data. It is not possible to create children of children.

---

\(^1\)Note that it is possible to change the process’s cycle time every time it is activated (by calling the `SetCycleTime()` method), so that processes can be scheduled to any time in the future, not just the initial cycle time. If the cycle time is not altered, the previous cycle time is used.

\(^2\)It is a good idea to keep these identifiers unique among children from the same parent. However, this is not enforced. Identifiers must be larger than zero, as the parent has ID 0.
C.3.2 Communication concepts

Processes can act as stand-alone entities, not interacting with any other processes. However, processes can also communicate with other processes through the following primitives:

- **Channels**: these entities connect processes together. Channels can be used to exchange any type of data, but each channel can only pass one fixed type of data. Channels can be written to and read from by calling the `Write()` and `Read()` methods. Note that channels act as a one-place buffer; that is, a write action to a channel does not take effect until the current simulation cycle is over. Thus, communication is synchronized at every simulator time update.

- **Delay Channels**: these are just like ordinary channels with the additional feature of a built-in, specifiable delay. These channels basically work like a FIFO buffer. Data that is pushed in (written to the channel) pushes forward data that is already in the buffer. A delay of zero can also be used; this implies a bufferless channel, which provides a means for asynchronous, direct communication. However, this is not encouraged, as it implies that the order in which processes become active during the same cycle becomes important! A delay channel with a delay of 1 is functionally equivalent to a regular channel, as described above.

- **Interfaces**: there are three types of interfaces: Input-, output- and input/output-interfaces. A process can only write to or read from a channel through an interface (input interfaces allow only allow reads (Read() method), output-interfaces only writes (Write() method), whereas i/o-interfaces allow both). Connecting interfaces together, taking into account the direction of the interfaces being connected, enables processes to communicate. Connecting two interfaces together automatically sets up a channel between them (also possible are delay channels, using the `Connect()` and `DelayConnect(int delay)` methods respectively). Note that the user never needs to either create a Channel explicitly, or call any Channel methods explicitly, as this is all handled automatically. The user will only specify interfaces on processes, connect interfaces together, and operate on interfaces.

- **Aliasing**: A special feature of interfaces that deserves to be mentioned separately is aliasing. Instead of being connected to another interface, an unconnected interface can serve as an alias for an already connected interface, using the `Alias(Interface<T>* if)` method. This is useful for keeping an entity’s interface consistent with respect to the outside world, even if the internal architecture and interfaces are subject to change. Naturally, the aliasing interface must be of the same type as the one being aliased.

Figure C.2 shows a sample model, consisting of four processes. Process 1 has an output interface a and an input interface b, process 2 input interfaces b, c and d and output interface a, process 3 input interface a and output interfaces b and c, process 4 input interface a, process 5

---

1In fact, the Channel object type is a template. Declaring a channel of type `Channel<T>` will allow objects of type `T` to be passed along this channel.

2The `DelayChannel<T>` class is a template class, derived from the `Channel<T>` base class. It adds no public methods.

3The actual classes are again templates, namely `I_Interface<T>`, `O_Interface<T>` and `IO_Interface<T>`. Only objects of type `T` can be passed through an interface.
output interfaces \(a\) and \(b\). Wrapper entity A is not a process, i.e., it has no behavior of its own, but does have two input interfaces \(a\) and \(b\).

They are connected as shown, each input interface connecting to exactly one output interface, and vice versa. The small box on each channel symbolizes the built-in one-place buffer of each channel. The data type of each channel and interface is not indicated, but naturally only interfaces of the same data type can be connected. Output interfaces \(a\) and \(b\) of process 5 are connected to input interfaces \(a\) and \(b\) of entity A. By making input interface \(d\) of process 2 an alias of input interface \(a\) of entity A, and similarly input interface \(b\) of process 1 an alias of input interface \(b\) of entity A, processes 1 and 2 are now effectively connected to process 5 and can read from the connecting channels. If the implementation of entity A was changed such that process 1 now needs to be connected to interface \(a\) and process 2 to interface \(b\), the aliasing can simply be changed, without having to modify process 5 or the way it connects to entity A.

The simulator can be started by calling the static \texttt{Process::Simulate()} method. The simulation will continue until either all processes have finished or the static \texttt{Process::Terminate()} method is called. A simulation that has been interrupted by a \texttt{Process::Terminate()} call can be restarted (continued) by calling the (also static) \texttt{Process::Restart()} method.

### C.3.3 Statistics gathering

A \texttt{Table} class is provided to gather statistical data. The \texttt{Record()} method allows you to enter data into a table. Each table keeps track of mean (\texttt{Mean()}), variance (\texttt{Var()}), standard deviation (\texttt{StdDev()}), and number of entries (\texttt{Count()}). The tables use the double numeric type. Integers can of course also be recorded; they will automatically be promoted to doubles.

A table can be configured to also record data into a histogram associated with the table. The minimum value, maximum value, and the number of buckets can be specified. A histogram also keeps track of the actual minimum and maximum values recorded.

95%-confidence intervals are computed if multiple simulation runs are executed. These intervals are computed on the mean of the data being recorded. Both the maximum number of runs...
(NR) and the target 95%-confidence (CONF) interval can be configured. The simulation will terminate when either the target confidence or the maximum number of runs has been reached, whichever comes first.

To filter out inaccurate datapoints from the transient startup phase, a startup time can be specified during which no statistics will be recorded (calls to the `Record()` method will be ignored). When this time has elapsed, statistics gathering will start.

### C.3.4 Random numbers

A random number generating facility is provided. The `RandomGenerator` class provides a random number generator based on the Park & Miller algorithm [Park88]. The `random()` method provides a uniformly distributed deviate between 0 and 1. The `RandomInteger(long N)` method returns a uniformly distributed integer deviate between 0 and $N - 1$, inclusive. The `SetSeed(long seed)` method sets the initial seed, which allows exact reproduction of simulation runs.

A facility for non-uniformly distributed random variables is also provided.

### C.4 Traffic Models

In general, a traffic model is characterized by two random processes to model both the temporal and the spatial characteristics of the traffic, i.e., one process to model the inter-arrival times between successive packet arrivals and one to model the distribution of packet destinations. The following two sections will describe the various models that are implemented in our performance simulation environment for these two distributions.

#### C.4.1 Inter-arrival time distributions

The inter-arrival time distribution determines when the next packet will arrive. We have the following three inter-arrival time distributions at our disposal: Bernoulli, Bursty (Markov), and “IP.”

All traffic processes are always *identical and independently distributed* (i.i.d.) across all inputs.

**Bernoulli traffic model**

In every packet cycle, a packet is generated with probability $p$, and no packet is generated with probability $1 - p$. Hence, the average offered input load $\lambda_{\text{Bernoulli}}^0$ equals $p$. As there is no burstiness in this traffic model, it usually leads to very optimistic performance estimations.

$$\lambda_{\text{Bernoulli}}^0 = p.$$  \hfill (C.1)
Bursty traffic model

The bursty traffic model is based on a two-state Markov chain (see Fig. C.3), consisting of an ON and an OFF state. In the OFF state no traffic is generated ($\lambda_0 = 0$), whereas in the ON state, traffic is generated at line speed (one packet every cycle, $\lambda_1 = 1$). While in the ON state, the packet stream is divided into consecutive bursts; all packets in one burst have the same destination. Both the ON and OFF state have a minimum length of one burst, and each burst has a minimum size of one packet slot (the “bursts” in the OFF state just do not generate any packets). The bursty model is fully determined by three parameters, the probability $p_{10}$ to go from ON to OFF state, vice versa $p_{01}$, and the burst parameter $b$.

The probability that the sojourn in the ON state equals $n$ packet cycles is geometrically distributed:

$$P(T_{on} = n) = p_{10}(1 - p_{10})^{n-1}, \quad n \geq 1,$$

which leads to an average ON state length $\overline{T_{on}}$ of

$$\overline{T_{on}} = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} nP(B = n) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} np_{10}(1 - p_{10})^{n-1}$$

$$= p_{10} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} n(1 - p_{10})^{n-1} = -p_{10} \frac{d}{dp_{10}} \left\{ \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} (1 - p_{10})^n \right\}$$

$$= -p_{10} \frac{d}{dp_{10}} \left\{ \frac{1}{1 - (1 - p_{10})} \right\} = -p_{10} \frac{1}{p_{10}^2} = \frac{1}{p_{10}}. \quad (C.5)$$

Similarly, the average OFF state length is

$$\overline{T_{off}} = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} nP(I = n) = \frac{1}{p_{01}}. \quad (C.6)$$

In general, the arrival rate determined by the model in Fig. C.3 equals

$$\lambda^o = P_0 \lambda_0 + P_1 \lambda_1,$$

which, by determining the state probabilities $P_0$ and $P_1$, can be shown to be

$$\lambda^o = \frac{p_{10}}{p_{01} + p_{10}} \lambda_0 + \frac{p_{01}}{p_{01} + p_{10}} \lambda_1. \quad (C.8)$$
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With \( \lambda_0 = 0 \) and \( \lambda_1 = 1 \), the average traffic load equals
\[
\lambda_{\text{Bursty}}^0 = \frac{T_{\text{on}}}{T_{\text{on}} + T_{\text{off}}} = \frac{p_{01}}{p_{01} + p_{00}}.
\]
(C.9)

Within each state, the burst sizes are also geometrically distributed, with parameter \( b \):
\[
P(B = n) = b(1 - b)^{n-1}, \quad n \geq 1,
\]
leading to an average burst size \( \bar{B} = \frac{1}{b} \).

For OFF states that can be of zero length (cf. IP model), the following holds:
\[
T_{\text{off}} = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} np(I = n) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} np_{01} (1 - p_{01})^n
\]
\[
= (1 - p_{01}) \left\{ p_{01} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} n(1 - p_{01})^{n-1} \right\} = (1 - p_{01}) \frac{1}{p_{01}} = \frac{1 - p_{01}}{p_{01}}.
\]
(C.12)

**IP traffic model**

The IP traffic model implemented in our simulation environment is a bursty model with a burst-size distribution based on [Thompson97], where results of extensive measurements are presented that indicate that a very large portion of internet backbone traffic consists of packets that take only a very limited number of sizes. Some highly characteristic sizes are 44 bytes (TCP acknowledgement and control packets), 552 and 576 bytes (driven by the default maximum segment size in many implementations) and 1500 bytes (characteristic of Ethernet traffic).

Assuming a packet payload size of 48 bytes, these sizes are equivalent to approximately 1, 12 and 30 packets. We approximated the cumulative percentage curve by a rather coarse 9-point discrete distribution, of which the probability density and the probability distribution functions are shown in Figs. C.4 and C.5 respectively. The average burst size equals approx. 8.3 packets.

**C.4.2 Destination distributions**

The destination distribution determines where the next packet will go. Often a uniform distribution is chosen, but traffic non-uniformity can appear in several forms: it can happen that a certain input transmits to one or a few of the outputs more than to the others, or even all of the inputs can prefer to send to certain outputs (“hotspots”). Additionally, the average load may vary from input to input and output to output.

In general, a destination distribution is characterized by an array of probabilities \([d_{ij}]\), with \(0 \leq i, j < N\), where \(d_{ij}\) represents the probability that a packet (or an entire burst, in the case of Bursty or IP traffic) arriving on input \(i\) is destined to output \(j\). These coefficients must satisfy
\[
\sum_{j=0}^{N-1} d_{ij} = 1 \quad \text{for every } i.
\]

Given that \(\lambda_i^o\) is the offered load from input \(i\), the resulting offered load on output \(j\), \(\lambda_j^\star\), equals
\[
\lambda_j^\star = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \lambda_i^o d_{ij}.
\]
(C.13)
If $\lambda_j^* \geq 1$, output $j$ is overloaded. Note that the achievable output load cannot exceed 100%.

The average offered output load $\lambda^*$ equals

$$\lambda^* = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=0}^{N-1} \lambda_j^*, \quad (C.14)$$

The actual switch throughput $\mu$ satisfies Eq. (C.15):

$$\mu \leq \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=0}^{N-1} \min (\lambda_j^*, 1), \quad (C.15)$$

i.e., no output can exceed 100% throughput.

Three types of destination distribution are available in the performance model: uniform, non-uniform, and hot-spot.

Because we do not model input asymmetry, the average load from each input is the same in all models, i.e., $\lambda_i^o = \lambda^o$ for all $i$.

**Uniform**

The destination distribution used most often in simulation is uniform over all destinations. The probability $d_{ij}$ of input $i$ generating a packet for destination $j$ is independent of $i$ and $j$, and equals

$$d_{ij} = \frac{1}{N}, \quad (C.16)$$

for all $i, j$, where $N$ is the total number of possible destinations.

Hence, from Eqs. (C.13) and (C.14), $\lambda_j^* = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \lambda_i^o \frac{1}{N} = \lambda^o$ for all $j$, and $\lambda^* = \lambda^o$. 

---

**Figure C.4:** IP traffic probability density function

![Probability density function graph](image)
Non-uniform

In reality, the destination distribution of the traffic need not be uniform at all. In fact, traffic can in general be expected to exhibit strongly non-uniform characteristics. To enable simulation of non-uniform destination distributions, it is possible to specify the matrix \( D = [d_{ij}] \), with \( i \leq 0 < N, 0 \leq j < N \), where \( d_{ij} \) represents the probability that a packet from input \( i \) is destined to output \( j \). The offered output loads can be computed from Eqs. (C.13) and (C.14). Out of the following three conditions the first two must be satisfied:

1. \( 0 \leq d_{ij} \leq 1 \),
2. for every \( i, \sum_{j=0}^{N-1} d_{ij} = 1 \).
3. for every \( j, \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} d_{ij} \leq 1 \).

The desired destination distribution must be specified in a separate .distr file, containing \( N \) lines, one line for each input with \( N \) entries, one for each output, per line. When the destination distribution (DM) is specified as non-uniform, this file is automatically read upon instantiation of the traffic sources.

Note that condition 3 is optional, although not satisfying this condition implies that certain output ports will be overloaded because in that case \( \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \lambda_i d_{ij} > 1 \), which will lead to heavy congestion on those ports. Also note that all three conditions being satisfied simultaneously implies that for every \( j, \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} d_{ij} = 1 \).

Finally, the uniform distribution of the preceding section is just a special case with \( d_{ij} = \frac{1}{N} \) for all \( i, j \).

Hotspot

To study the effect of non-uniform, asymmetric destination distributions that overload certain output ports, a hotspot traffic model is available as well. The hotspot distribution is charac-
terized by two parameters: the hotspot destination probability \( p_h \) (PHSP) and the number of hotspots \( n_h \) (NHSP).

Thus, we divide the set of destinations into two groups, namely, the hotspots and the non-hotspots. The probability that a packet is destined to a given hotspot destination equals \( p_h / n_h \), and to a given non-hotspot destination \((1 - p_h)/(N - n_h)\). The probability distribution within each group is uniform, that is, each hotspot destination has equal probability compared to each other hotspot destination, and the same holds for the non-hotspot destinations. The hotspots are chosen randomly from the set of outputs.

To make sure that the definitions make sense, the parameters have to satisfy the following condition:

\[
0 < n_h \leq N \land \frac{n_h}{N} < p_h \leq 1,
\]

i.e., there has to be at least one hotspot, and the amount of traffic sent to the hotspots must be more than that sent to the non-hotspots \((p_h > n_h/N)\).

From Eq. (C.13), the offered output load \( \lambda_j^* \) of a hotspot equals

\[
\lambda_j^* = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \lambda^o \frac{p_h}{n_h} = \frac{N \lambda^o p_h}{n_h},
\]

whereas that of a non-hotspot is

\[
\lambda_j^* = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \lambda^o \frac{1 - p_h}{N - n_h} = \frac{N \lambda^o (1 - p_h)}{N - n_h},
\]

which is guaranteed to be \(< 1\) by virtue of \( p_h > n_h/N \).

The maximum throughput can then be computed as follows:

\[
\mu_{\text{max}} = \frac{1}{N} \left( \sum_{j=0}^{n_h-1} \min \left( \frac{N \lambda^o p_h}{n_h}, 1 \right) + \sum_{j=0}^{N-n_h-1} \frac{N \lambda^o (1 - p_h)}{N - n_h} \right)
\]

\[
= \frac{n_h}{N} \min \left( \frac{N \lambda^o p_h}{n_h}, 1 \right) + \frac{(N - n_h) N \lambda^o (1 - p_h)}{N(N - n_h)} = \min \left( \lambda^o p_h, \frac{n_h}{N} \right) + \lambda^o (1 - p_h).
\]

C.5 System Model

Figure C.6 shows the general system model used for the performance simulations. Solid arrows represent data flow, dashed arrows flow control. The following components are present, from left to right:

- Arrival Process: these processes are the traffic sources; they generate the traffic patterns. The number of these processes per input is configurable (NS*NP). The traffic characteristics are governed by the traffic type and destination distribution (see Section C.4), which are configurable (TT and DM resp.).
Input Mux: the sources on each input are multiplexed together onto one link by the input mux. This mux has a queue (organized per priority) of configurable size (IMQS) to store packets should multiple arrivals occur in one cycle. With proper configuration, this queue should never fill up. If it does, the input is clearly oversubscribed, and excess packets are dropped. There is no flow control between input mux and input adapter.

Input Process: an input process simply consists of the set of arrival processes and their input mux on one input. It does not have any behavior of its own.

Input Adapter: the input adapter is there to buffer packets that temporarily cannot be accepted by the switch owing to some full condition. To signal these full conditions from switch to adapter, there are two flow-control channels: the shared-memory grant and the output-queue grant. Depending on the type of adapter, this flow-control information is used to determine which packet to transmit.

- FIFO (First In First Out): the FIFO adapter has one queue, sorted per traffic class. Only the HoL packets are eligible to be forwarded. Only if both the shared-memory grant and the output-queue grant allow, the HoL packet will be forwarded. Multicast packets are exempt from the output-queue grant check and are forwarded whenever the shared memory grant allows it.

- VOQ (Virtual Output Queued): the VOQ adapter has $N+1$ queues (each sorted per priority), one for each destination (switch output), plus one separate queue for multicast packets. The HoL packets of each of these $N+1$ queues are eligible to be forwarded. A packet selection is made based on a round robin; destinations that have no grant will be excluded from the round robin until they receive a grant again. The multicast queue is included in the round robin, but its packets are not subjected to the output queue grant check. If the shared-memory grant is negative, no packet will be forwarded.

- Simplified FIFO adapter: this adapter is similar to the FIFO adapter, because it also has one queue, sorted per priority. However, it does not recognize any output-queue grant information, and only looks at the shared-memory grant, which is a simple on/off signal per priority.

Actually, this queue employs a fair “push-out” strategy. When a packet arrives and finds the queue full, one packet from the longest priority queue is dropped (pushed out) to make room for the incoming packet. This does not work with frame mode, so in that case the queue size must be set to infinite (IMQS = –1).
Note that all flow control is provided per priority, and that the arbitration of transmission among priorities is governed by an entity called FlowArbiter, whose behaviour is configurable. The queue sizes are configurable as well (IAQS). Excess packets are simply dropped, but in contrast to the input mux this also works with frame mode because a frame is either accepted entirely\(^7\) or dropped entirely.

- **Switch Fabric**: the input adapters connect to the switch fabric, which is nothing more than a shell containing the actual switching elements. The fabric does not add any behaviour of its own, but merely provides the interfaces to the outside world in a unified manner. Both single-stage and multi-stage fabrics are supported. Single-stage fabrics also support port expansion.

- **Switch**: this is the actual switching element. Depending on the type of switch fabric there can be one or more switch instantiations. Several types of switches are implemented, such as an input-queued switch with FIFO queues, an input-queued switch with VOQ and configurable scheduling algorithms (i-SLIP, RRM, PIM), an output-queued switch, a CIOQ switch, etc.

- **Output Adapter**: these adapters receive traffic from the switch. They are equipped with a buffer of programmable size (OAQS). They can assert per-priority on/off flow control towards the switch if this buffer is full.

- **Output Processes**: these are the traffic sinks. They receive the packets from the output adapter, perform a number of checks such as correct destination, sequence number and frame sequence integrity, etc., and record statistics such as packet count (throughput) and packet delay for performance evaluation purposes and finally dispose of the packets.

---

\(^7\)The queue size is not "hard", meaning that a frame already being received is allowed to exceed the programmed queue length.
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STELLINGEN

behorende bij het proefschrift

On Packet Switch Design

door Cyriel J.A. Minkenberg

I

Een gegeven packet-switch architectuur kan niet meer dan twee van de volgende drie eigenschappen gelijktijdig vervullen, nl. verliesvrijheid, eindige uitgangsbuffers en ideale prestaties (work-conservingness) (dit proefschrift).

II

Het combineren van een beperkte hoeveelheid uitgangsbuffers met het sorteren per bestemming aan de ingang (virtual output queuing, VOQ) leidt tot een packet-switch architectuur met zowel zeer goede prestaties alsook goede schaalbaarheid (dit proefschrift).

III

Het VOQ concept is tot nu toe ten onrechte niet toegepast voor multicast verkeer (dit proefschrift).

IV

Wetenschappelijke gemeenschappen hebben soms de neiging collectief achter de momenteel populaire trend aan te hollen en daarbij bestaande, maar bewezen concepten uit het oog te verliezen (dit proefschrift).

V

Het rigoreus toepassen van het VOQ concept in alledaagse wachtrijproblemen, zoals in het verkeer, bij de bakker of in het postkantoor, leidt tot een toename van de besteedbare vrije tijd voor alle betroffenen.

VI

Een proefschrift is gebaseerd op een aantal ideeën, die normaliter in ongeveer twee pagina’s samengevat kunnen worden. De overige x-honderd pagina’s (0 < x ≤ 5) dienen hoofdzakelijk om (a) aan te tonen dat niemand anders deze ideeën eerder heeft gehad, en (b) aan te tonen dat deze ideeën goed zijn.
Het foutenvrij maken van een proefschrift is een proces dat tergend langzaam asymptotisch convergeert, waarbij de wet van de afnemende meeropbrengst sterk van toepassing is.

Het is eenvoudiger een succesvolle investeringsstrategie te baseren op het consequent negeren van de verkoop- dan het consequent opvolgen van de koop-aanbevelingen van gerenommeerde beurs-analisten.


Het verplicht stellen van een tweede chauffeur in elke vrachtwagen heeft als belangrijkste voordeel dat diegene die net slaapt of zich scheert, niet ook nog tegelijkertijd moet sturen. Ook de bestemmingsoorden van busreizen zullen van het toepassen van deze regel profiteren, aangezien meer passagiers hun doel levend zullen bereiken.


Elementaire economische wetmatigheden gelden voor online winkels net zozeer als voor winkels van steen en cement. Dit moesten de oprichters van een schier eindeloze lijst e-tailers aan den lijve ondervinden, tezamen met hun risicokapitaalgevers en aandeelhouders.

Zoals Japan het Land van de Rijzende Zon is, en Finland het Land van de Duizend Meren, zo is Zwitserland *das Land der Tausend Baustellen*. 